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New Series No. 1091

YOUR PROGRESSIVE BOMB NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, December 20, 1945
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No. 51

A Merry Christmas And A Happy New Year To All • • •
•

DEPUTY WARDEN
OF PENITENTIARY
SHOT BY CONIVCT
Earl Tunget Charged
With Killing Of
L. R. Gumm
Earl Tunget, Louisville convict,
received the gun with which he
shot and killed Deputy Warden L.
R. Grumm at the state 'penitentiary
morning,
Eddyville Monday
at
either from his wife or from a
man who was paroled_ from the
prison about a month ago, M F.
Amrine, state director of corrections, said.:
Amrine said ihat '.the story that
the gun came through •the mails
from his wife, Violet. was the one
most heard around the prison, but
that he was checking the parolee
stogy is that the
came from his wife, who recently
visited 'him, and whop-) FBJ opera-Tunget
tives are note seekrng.
said, according to the official, that
his wife at first refused to send
him, the gun, but after she visited
him in the prison again she was
persuaded to mail. -it_ to him. It
arrived . about ten days ago, he
There was an unofficial report
that it waa,rriailed to him in a box
of cigars, and that it escaped detection by prison officials who
•
search packages,
He said that certain parts of the
itory that the gun was supplied by
a plarolee had a true ring, and that
he • was not entirely overlooking
He . said prison
that possibility
yard talk had it that the paroled
a
too offered to send Tutiget
Oh for $50. and that Tunget paid
off before he left the prtson.
Amrine said further that he was
convinced from evidence unearthed
investigation now
being
in an
made, that a big-scale prison break
had been planned, and that the
only reason it didn't "come off"
was that too many prisoners had
been let in on the "secret."

Winter Quarter at
Murray State To
January 2
Begin
Starting the New Year right,
Murray State College students will
regiajer Wednesday. January 2.
Those whose last names begin
the
with A-M, will register in
morning beginning at 9 o'clock.
while the remaining students register in the afternoon. Additional
courses in agriculture and mathematics are being offered during
the winter quarter, since many veterans are returning and the demands for these courses are great.
During the fall quarter, 564 have
been enrolled. Thirtyalive of these
have been in service and many
more are expected to enroll.
For the married veterans, G.I.
houses are being sent in from
Charleston. Ind. Thirty-three of
hbuses are expected and
these
although the exact rental rate has
not yet been . determined, it will

*

Eighth War Loan
Goes -Over Quota

School Will
Close Dec. 21
For
18 as

For the eighth time Calloway
County goes- over the lop with a
War Loan Drive. The total overall sales in this county reached
$275,176.50 Tuesday night.
The
total quota. was $225.000.
We have not reached our quota
in "E" ponds by $40,000. At the
present we have sold only $85,0130
and our quota is $125,000. It is
probable the Christmas shopping
will also put us over the top in
E's. More than $30,000 worth of
bonds were sold in Murray Decetnber 7—Pearl Harbor Day. All
bonds bought before Christmas Day
will be credited to our Victory
Bond
rive.
I/a:hided in recent out-of-town
purchases credited to Calloway are
$2,000 by Lerman Bros., and $1.500
by Standard Oil Co.

The city schools of Murray will
dismiss for Christmas vacant:1n
Fridaly. December 21, and re-.
convene Wednesday, January 2,
1946. There will be three week;
of this semester at Murray High
after Christmas, the second semea04
ter beginning January 21 next
year

Tc, Legionnaires And
Others Veterans:

*

•

The management
:'and personnel of
this institution
have worked with you
cmd for you for the past
year and now join in sending yo.p this message of
appreciation and good
wishes. Your goodwill
and co-operation have
been greatly-Qppreciccied
..:and we have been
pleased to have you regard this firm in highest
esteem. It has always

Hold Funeral For
W.T. McCallan, 77

-

Lancaster Returns
As Manager of
Varsity
•

Mrs W. T. Elliott
Claimed by Death

Urges Military
Training For
Youths 18 To 20

which we can draw, If unhappily,
it should become necessary..' _
Under the President's proposA
the new cabinet, Department of
National Defense. would be under
a single civilian secretary.
Air
powers for the first time would
enjoy equal status' with land and
sea forces .all three being under
separate assistant secretaries. The
Navy would keep its carrier and
water-based aviation but not landbased 'units. It would also retain
the Marine Corot

and air forces, each under an assistant secretary. This woad- result in creation of a separate air
force, although the Navy would
keep.its separate carrier and weterbased air unit*

Mrs.J.R.Hutche.ns
Dies December 12

—.—
Mrs. Dora Mae Hutchens. 60,
4 The undersecretary and the
assistant secretaries would be avail- died at her home nehr I.ynn Grove
able at all times for assignments December 12 following a paralytic
by the President or the secretary stroke
She is survived by her husband,
of national defense
5. The President and the sec- J. R. Hutchens. four daughters.
retary should be given authority Mrs. Rbbert Robinson, Burna. Mrs.
to set up central coordinating and L. J. Sheeley, Paris, Tenn , Mrs.
He asked Congress to adopt this service organizations in the armed W. C. Clauser and Mrs. J. E Walprogratn:,
forces, principally in the scattered ker, Lyhn Grove; two eons, W. C.
1. Creation of
ipringt. depart% field of procurement. This would Hutchens, Paris, Tenn., and John
me
merit of natiorea
efense "charged reduce mats of operation by elim- J. Hutchens, Lynn Grove. There
are five grandchildren.
With the fill? esponsibility for inating duplication.
Mrs. Hutchens, a
well,known
armed national security" and con6. There would be a chief of
sisting of the armed and civilian staff for tile overall department and highly respected matron, was
forces now included in the War with subordinate commanders for known to he a kind mother, good
neighbor, and a devoted friend.
and Navy Departments.
each ,of the component branches_
Funeral services were ronducted
2. A civilian, nominated by the Army, Navy- and Air.
_
at Salem where she held her
President as a cabinet- member,
7. The chief of staff and the church membership, December 13,
would head the new department commanders of the'
three coord- with the Rev. L:• V Henson in
as secretary of national defense. inate branches
would make uP charge
The burial was to the
Under him would be a civilian un- an advisory body to the
President church eemetery.
dersecretary and several civilian and the secretary.
Pall bearers were W. C. Clauser,
assistant secretaries
As "an added precaution" against L. S. Shry. Robert Robinson.
3. There' would be three overemphasis of any one branch of Calvin Sco , Jim Scott, and Hough
branches 81 the new unified decontinued on Page 21
Arnett.
•'

LOCAL DARK FIRED
TOBACCO MARKET
TO OPEN JAN. 2
Air Cured-Market
Will Continue
After The First

r-rs

Murray's Dark Fired
Tobacco
Market will open here January 3, at
9 o'clock a m., according to tobacco authorities. The- air -cured market that has been held each week
this season, will continue after the
first of the year.
The prices for the coming season
promise to be as good and perhaps
better than those of last season, according to the advance schedule,
and the usual ^advances, except
much higher, will be made. Reports show the strongest demand
for dark fired tobacco in a number_aa
.
t.yea rs.
s..
' Murray floor's have earned a reputatton of being the largest dark
fierd market in the state and for
the past few years have netted the
highest averages of any market la
Western Kentucky. More and better buyers are predicted by the. .

likbailhbiltbiaillOsIthgaigsgmadslifil•3110,001)01111

tom, there will not be an bane
of the Ledger & Times next
week. This is a custom of long
years standing in the weekly
nevispaper field and we beg
our regktees' indulgence for
this ommission
The Ledger & Times office
will be open during the week
tor the purpose of taking jobe
and sanacriptions.
The paper will be issued
seat on January 3,

Varsity Theater To
Give Children The
Annual Show
: Doc.24

From other convicts, he said, he
had learned that Tunget had been
bragging about having the gun.
and that tie had asked the assistance of a number of other prisoners in staging the break Tuesday morning while prisoners were
being taken back to their cells
from breakfast
saa•
So many prisoners knew about
the escape plot, he said, that they
started betting among themselves
on whether Tunget was telling
the truth. ,h.The word finally got
to prison officials. and when Deputy Warden Gumm and &towel
guards went to search the cell,
Tunget started firing.
The director of correction 'laid
that no other prisoner • joined in
the fight, but that he believed two
others were closely identified with
the escape plot, Amrine is being assisted in the
investigation by Lt. Earl Feltner
of the Kentucky State Highwa'y
Patrol as well as by Warden Guy
Tuggle and his staff. • He said the
probe probably would be completed Wednenday,,ind that he would
return to Frankfort to make his
repert to the board of correction
before any announcement of his
findings is made.
L W. Lewis, prison guard, who
was shot in the arm in a scuffle
with Tunget, is recovering from
his wound. It was described as a
flesh wound. It also was revealed
that another guard had a narrow escape when one of the young
convict's bullets went through his
clothing
WASHINGTON, Dec. 19—PresiDeputy
for
Funeral services
Warden Gumm were held in Eddy- dent Truman asked Congress toyule and the body was taken to day to merge the Army and Navy
Gieepaburg, his home, for burial. into a single Department of National Defense to convince the
world we "mean business" in our
Tunget's Wife Surrenders
determination to be prepared in
To Irvine Police Chief
this age of sudden, atomic war. Dec 19—Mrs. Vio- fate.
IRVINE. Ky.
let Tunget, wife of Earl Tunget,
Warning that any future *sr
surrendered to Police Chief John will erupt "more suddenly than
114 Wilson today.
the lest," with the United States
Mrs. Tunget is reported to deny very likely the first target, he told
that she mailed the gun to her the law -makers that unification of
husband, as .Tunget claimed early the services was the most effective
in an investigation of the .shoot- prepaeedness insurance.
"I urge this as the best menns of
ing
Judge W. '1'. Stevens said the keeping the peace," he said in a
Court
Police
into
walked
woman
6,000-word special message to the
this afternoon And said "I under- House and Senate.
The President offered a sevenstand by the newspapers that I
'
point program to carry out the
am wanted by the police".
He coupled it with an
The young woman, who married merger
of Louisville, In the urgeut plea that Congress also apTunget,
Jefferson county jail. Was placed prove his request for compulsory
In the Esti' county Jail to await military training for .18-20-yearold youths. This is necessary, he
the arrival of patrolmen

p,

been a pleasure
to serve you in
ways that will con- •
tribute to your convenience and requirements..
We wish for you and
yours a Very Merry Christmas and sincerely hope
the new year will be generous in its benefits to you
a n_d.4.11 at we Inc y
have ththiy more oppOrtunities to show our con- -tinued interest in your
welfare.

Chrastmaa-Pageant to -No Leger--&--Times-44st- Methodist-C.4mm
Be Given at First
Next Thursday
To Have Christmas
_ •
Christian Sunday
Sermon—Music
Pennant to our nasal cus-

Truman Asks Congress To
Merge U. S. Army And Navy

4

*

41#4

An aenoencement was made last
week in the Ledger and" Times
th,t rreteetel gathered for "A'
World War II Memory - Book" woula
be re'ieased as supplements to that
paper. Mrs. Hart conferred with
me as Commander of the American Legion on the matter and expressed the obligatioh she thought
sloe-the' people et- Callowser•Oonn- As soon as necessary arrangety for an immediate release.
ments can be made, the girls of
You will remember, it was formSwann Dormitory and Ordway Hall
ally announced that this material
will move into Wells Hall.
Sandra Glasgow, a pupil of the compiled in book form would be
but no definite date:has been set. fifth grade at Murray High Schaal, sold by the American Legion.
According to Mrs: Cleo Gillis and John McIvor' of the Training Since Mrs. Hart has been unable
Hester, registrar, five have applied School won honorable mention to find a firm willing to undertake
for and expect to receive their awards in %state wide poster con- ...the extra work in the immediate.
deyrees at the end of this lquarter," test.
future, in follows thit there canThey are: _Bachelor of Music
The_mantest was rfuvitletvd 'lur- asta-Ise a =lease. cif Aba anaterial
BrantMargueritte
cation—Helen
ing Fire Prevention Week and now. and at the same time give it
Watkia Prichard was • sponsored
ley, Sturgis, KY
locally by
the its first appearanse in book form.
Jones, Lorain, Ohio; and Marjorie Junior Chamber
of Commerce.
It is my personal opinion that
Swenson Schrnaus, Metropolis. Ill
Both posters were on display on a complete album of picture's and
•
Bachelor of Science— Chorlene the square during the week dedi- information concerning those who
As a part of the First Christian
Thomas Martin, Cadiz, Ky.; and cated to fire prevention.
served
in the armed forces of
Church vesper service to be held
Claude C. Wilson, Hazel, Ky.
Sandra is the daughter of Capt. World War II would be both
Sunday evening, December 23, at 5
and Mrs. Prentice Glasgow of West saleable and appreciated whenever
o'clock, the young people of the
Main street. She and John Mc- finished. even though the machurch are presenting the ChristIvor, son of Mrs, Wm, G Nash, terial had previously appeared as
mas pageant, "Christmas Is A
North Sixteenth street, were the news paper supplements.
After
Miraele" Because of its simplicity
only ones outside the city of Louis- all, the war has not officially endof setting the play will form, along
ville who received any mention or ed
Men are still being drafted,
:6Lc
iih
iLur us music and the pastor's
award in the contest which was and every, one will not be out of
the theing
. oit;ttie Christ.
state wide
Use service for quite a while,• eservice.'
Some expressions from the pubUnder the direction of Miss Jane
The Varsity Theater will glee the
lic. especially Legionnaires and
annual Christmas party to the chilother veterans will help determine Jones, the play includes the foldren of all Calloway County Deour future plans in this respect. lowing cast:
cember 24 at 9 o'clock when "Mrs.
W B Moser, Clegg Austin. Mrs
Legionnaires Veterans—Service
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch" will
Funeral services for William Tay- Men--don't forget January 3. It Mary N. Noel. Betty Shroat, Fedelia
Other lor McCallan. 77, who died at 8 is the regular meeting night of Austin, Judy Cullom. Nancy Mabe shown at the theater
feature numbers will be included, a.m. Friday at his home, Murray the Legion. The Post will meet nueak. Jerry Williams, 0. B.
too, said Frank Lancaster, mana- Route 1, were held Saturday after- at 7:30 at the Woman's Club house. Boone, Jr.. Jimmy Boone, Walter
ger.
noon at Goshen chur6h. the Rev, Hot-dogs mid ,hili-billy music will Moser. 'Jr., Bobby Wade, Robert
The Columia Amusement Com- H.
P
Blankenship officiating. add enjoyment to the more seri- Moser,. Sunny Crass, Bill Parks,
pany has made this party s tradi- Burial was in the church cemetery. ous business session.
Phylis Farmer, Sharlyn Reeves,
tional custom, and invites the chilCARMON M. GRAHAM Joann Farris, Lochie Fay Hart,
Survivors include four daughdren to be at the theater promptly ters, Mrs. Johnnie Cox, Detroit
Post Commander
Joyce Russell, Carolyn Carter, and
at 9 o'clock. The show is free-. Mrs. Moyne Pierce, Kirksey Route
American Legion
Barbara Bonner.
it is a token of appreciation for 2, and Mrs. Joyce Beach and Mrs.
In charge of the worship service
the children of the community. It Flotsie Smith, both of Kirksey
will be Rev. Robert Jarman with
Varsity's way of saying Route 1; two sons. Hollie McCalIs the
Merle T. Kesler as director of
"Merry Christmas".
music and Mrs. Frances Johnston,
Ian, Murray Route I. and Monice
organist.
McCallan, Mutray Route 2. and a
sister, _Mrs. Claude Cunningham,
Congratulations To
Murray Route 2; two brothers, VirMr. Frank Lancaster, former
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Turner
gil McCallan, Kirksey Route 2,
and Myrt McCallan. Lubbock, Tex. staff sergeant in the U. S. Army
Congratualtion and best wishes
overseas, has resumed his posigo this week to Mr. and Mrs. T.
tion as manager of the Varsity
Western Railroads Ordered
0. Toper who observed their 53rd
and Capitol Theaters at Murray.
Mrs Tishie Elliott,' wife of the
To
Speed
.Troop
Movements
wedding anniversary December 18.
He will be assisted by Mr.
Isle W. T. Elliott, 75 years old,
They' did not have any special
WASHINGTON, Dec. 19 -The
William E. Hoover who has been
died at 4:30 p m Friday, Decemparty for the day, but as usual, government today direeted wesacting as manager in Mr. Lsnber 14, at a Murray hospital of
were busy doing good for the com- torn railroads to speed up troop
caster's absence. ..
-COMplication* She had been ilLa
munity. It is the wish of their movements by operating all troop
Honorably discharged from
week.
friends that they continue in many trains "just as fast as they do their
the service:' Lancaster arrived
She was a member of the Primihappiness.
years of
regular passenger trains."
Thanksgiving morning.
tive Baptist Church at Mount
Pleasant. Funeral services were
conducted at Temple Hill at 2
o'clock Saturday afternoon, December 15 with the Rev W E.
Blackburn in charge.. Burial was
In the Temple Hill Cemetery
Surataing Mrs Eliott are two
sisters, Mrs Anna Anderson, and
Mrs. Sallie McKinney, both of
Airno Route 1, Old one brother,
said, to provide a reserve "upon partment—land forces, naval forces I. R. Lee, Los Angeles, La.

Miss Glasgow and
Johnny Mclvor _
Wm Honors

*

*
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Lions Club's Ladies
Night Is Event of
Tuesday Evening
Murray Lions club held its annual
Ladle* Night Tuesday evening at
the Murray
High School gymnasium
Lion President Leslie R. Putnam welcomed the guests of the
evening and introduced Lion W. Z.
Carter who acted as toastmaster.
Vocal numbers were given by
Mrs. Merle Kesler ,accompanied at
the piano by Mrs_ C. R. McGavern
Clegg Austin, accompanied by Lion
McGavern, played several -clarinet
numbers. Lion McGavern, in his
usual splendid manner, played two
selections on the piano
To further carry out the Yuletide spirit,
Lions
Putnam and
Sam C McKee gave appropriate
readings.
Minitient..o1..Parent-Teachers Association of Murray High School
prepared and served a delicious
chicken dinner.

Terry T. Tidwell
Dies December 11
Near Kirksey
Terry Travis Tidwell. 69. died
at his home near Kirksey December 11 after an illness of two
years.
He was a member of the elllurch
of Christ and was a highly respected citizen of his community.
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
Mary J. Tidwell .and a foster son.
Rex Parker./
Funeral fervices were conducted at Antioch Wednesday morning,
December 12. Eld, L. H. Pogue
conducted the rites and burial was
in the Antioch cemetery.

City Council Elects
Officers For Year

•

The four floors operating again

-Outland's. Growers, Ferri,. and
Doran's Each floor is modern in
respect to space, light, order heat,
expert handlers, and all convenThe First Methodist Church will iences that would aid growers in
have a special subject and SPe- making crops ready for top marcialy music Sunday morning. The kets.
subject of the sermon that will be
The companies carry full insordelivered by the pastor Rev. T. ance on all tobacco stored there—
H. Mullins, Jr., is "The Nazareth thus giving the growers every proPlan" The choir will give Christ- tection against fire or destruction.
mas music Sunday evening at 7:30
Noel Melugin will auction the
under the direction of Mrs. Roy tobacco on the floors for Doran.
Farmer and Miss Lula Clayton Farris and Growers .and Purdom
Beale.
Outland will chant for the Outland..
The program for Sunday even- Floor.
ing follows:
"Holy Night", Arr. by Mrs. G. T.
Hicks.

Organist, Miss
Jane Sexton;
Readers, Miss Sarah Ruth Rhodes,
Miss Sue Cunningham, Jackson
Wolfe: Candlelight Processional:
"It Came
Upon
the
Midnight
Clear". Choir. Call to Worship,
"The Star. Shines On", Readers;
Solo, "0 Holy Night"—Adolphe
Adams—William Mason Johnson;
Congregational Hymn: "0 Come
All Ye Faithftila—Oakeley; Prophecy, Readers; Annunciation, Readers; Choir, "0 Little Town of
Bethlehem", Brooks-Redner; The
Nativity. Readers. Solo, "Ave Maria"—Gounod—M1ss Hazel Hood:
The Visit of the Shepherds. Readers; Trio. "Sleep, Little Prince",
Mozart--Misses Janette Farmer,
Hazel Hood. Janice Crawford..
Choir, "We Three Kings of Orient
Are", Hopkins; Reading, "Thankfulness For Christmas", Miss Sarah
Ruth Rhodes; Choir. "Silent Night".
Mohr-Gruber-- -Soprano Obligato
fry Mrs. J. 0. Wallis: -Prayere,sItti
Benedihion. Rev. - T. H. Mullins,
Jr .
Members of the Methodist Youth
Fellowship,
Miss Lula
Clayton
Beale, counselor, will sing Christmas CansIs in the community beginning at 5 o'clock Sunday evening.

Air Cured Sales Net
$251,352.48; Season
Average Is $21.55
a)
Murrm air-cured tobacco market repTrted Wednesday total sales
for the season_
This is the firs)
time Murray has had an air-cured
market.
Total pounds sold on the floors
here this _season are 1.166.565 for
$25135248
with an
average of
$2155,
This week's sale totaled 53.342
pounds for $1245558 with an average of $2335
The next air-cured sale will be
held January 7.

•

Happy Valley Scouts
Receive Awards Here
Monday Night
Boy Scouts of Happy Valley District appeared before the district
court of honor here Monday evening at the Murray Woman's Club
House and were presented awards.
Harry Miller, Murray business man,
delivered a forceful address on
the subject of "Right Attitude".
The court was presided over by
Advancement Chairman Qr. Orvis
C. Wells and Scouter A. B. Austin
acted as clerk.
The following Scouts were presented awards:
Troop 60, Almo: Tenderfoot pint:
Billy Imes Lindsey. Glenn Williams, Bennie Ray, Robert Phillips,
Rudy Williams, Edward Bretton
Troop 90: Training School: Tenderfoot
pins:
Bobby
Barnett,
Charlie Waldrop, Robt, Lee Bowden.
Troop 45, Murray: Tenderfoot
pins: Billy Horn, Robert Buckingham.
Troop 90. Almo: Second Class
pin: Max Bailey.
_
Troop 45. Murray: Star Badge:
Diane" Berry.
Troop 45, Murray: Life Badges:
Clegg Aastin, William Smith, Bill
Rowlett.
Troop 45, Murray: Merit Badges:
Donal Tucker, Personal Health:
William Smith, Woodwork; Chas.
Tolley.
Camping. Life
Saving,
Swimming. Pathfinding. Pioneer- Cooking, Civics.
Troop 45 Murray: Air Scout Apprentice Certificate's: R. W.thurcbJr., Jahn D. Philllpi Charles
Tolley, Billy Joe Crass, Bill Rowlett.
Taz Galloway is Scoutmaster of
Troop 60, Almo, Esco Gunter is
Scoutffiaster Of Troop 90. Training
School; Everett Jones and Ralph
Wear, Sceutmasters of Troop 45;
and Garnett Hood Jones, chief of
Air Scouti of Troop 45.
Scouters presenting the pins and
awards are as follows: Barnett,
Rayburn, Smith, Parker, and Field
Executive Guy Lovins..

•

- The city council in a meeting in,
the city hall Tuesday flight elected
Cotton Gin Has Second Fire
officers for the coming year. Those
reelected
were Charlie Grogan,
The fire department was called
clerk:- Burman Parker, chief of
to the cotton gin Tuesday at midpolice; E. It. Robertson, F M. PerTom Downs. 82, died at 9.30 night to extinguish the second fire
due, police:, A,. G. , Hughes. fire Tuesday morning.
December 11, at in lass than a week
No special
chief; 3" D. Overbey, assisaht fire his
homeon Route I.
damage was done except some cotchief: Dewey C Jones, street and
He is survived by his daughters, ton was burned
in the storage
water superintendent; E. A. Lassi- Mrs Mary
Collins, Mrs Hattie LO,
ter, treasurer.
vela and Mrs. Elyrtha Self, of this
A fire in the same ,storage room
Wells Overbey wise elected city county.
was extinguished December 12. It
attorney to succeed John Ryan who
Funeral services Were conducted is presumed that wime of the fire
was not -an applicant. Jewell Hee- 'at the graveside, Hooper Cemetery, had
smouldered (may 'Tuesday
kett was elected to serve as a po- at 2 o'clock December 12 with thenight The gin proper' has never
lice
Rev. Lloyd Wilson in charge.•
been affected by the fire '
•
.•

Tom Downs,82,
Dies December 11
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•
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1943

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAGE-TWO

farmer should be given any con- bS• the farmer. The wedding sup- interest in rural new- tor 1 am individual as.far as news is concities not puend the pastor,the fiit
the only cerned the lairth,. Inc wedding.
sidetatioe at all. We have not the per whiA is described ra terms very much rural .
year then stop. It has given. us a
4
that makes vow mouth water- was
the -death. •
claret-tete.% probably- is -'that I am I1 and
slightest objection to a two column
Cpl. Morris Jenkins arrived generous pounding every year
Continued from Page I)
produced by the horny handed son
Murray, KentuckkI wren -up of a wedding ,which the
home December 12 from Ft. Sher- since we have bees here, this
40 444
of the sun
When the announee- West side minded while you are 4 I Each Person's life is the only
Mr. Truman recommended
service,
year.
And
when
Dec,mber 11. 1#4.5 1
was dis- being the fourth
are so full of these days for ment Of a wedding is printed. it natty: TB the opposite side of the[one ha' or She may ever have . .. idan. Ill., where he
post of chief of staff be
the
that
chargede-after 37 months in the It pounds us, it 'lessens our grozi
Maar .E.
unless the parties getting married may. not be of interest but to very
county
You probably have; not 1 t believe-in- giving each all the armed forces,
22 of which were cery bill for the year. and makes. rotated among the services at least
Hollywood
go
it
might
be
the
tO
It has beeri, my intention. for
few people
dse
ebabred
yv_t—
hobip
r served in Agaska and Canada. He us feel obligated to be 'Metter pas- every two or three years. No one
checked- in ceiamir inches the
,some time to ask for more con- last time they will ever get mar- . When some information is sent
and his wife, the former Miss Glo- tor. May God bless every one who officer shquld serve as chief of .
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All Hearts Echo
Christmas Gladness
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FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

with deep sincerity
and more pleasure than

Christmas and the

ROBERT E. JARMAN, Minister
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We pause, on the eve of Christmas 1945 to contemplate how much we owe the perennial charac-
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Heating

:

St. - Nick

of ,our customers.

With gratitude and pride

Some of these customers have

been with us for more than a quarter of a century.

you well
on this glad occasion, and
t3o. that-the New Yea;.
will we the realization of
your every dream.

E. JENKINS
Plumbing

ter

we scan the list.

and a New Year of Health, fP4
ness and Prosperity
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APPLIANCE,
COMPANY

•

•

WE'RE

in :the .

years ahead
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BRAUSA THE HARNESS MAN

Art

ness that we wish you the

will come true.

May your cup of joy be full, and your
future be bright.

May Be

•

Peace and Happiness in our
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hearts. It is with much glad-
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This should be a season of
for all'of us. •

Stranded On West Coast

dom the birth of the Christ
of thanks to Him

By Mrs. A. L. Bassett
Mr. John Young has moved to
Mr.. and Mrs.
e r Mayfield.
(i.e Adams will move to the home
-,ed by. Mr. Young..
and Mrs. Connie Mills and
Ida Cochran and_ Mrs. Ruth.
\noel° - spent Sund4 with Mr.
it Mrs. Bill Adams and family.
Mrk-,clarenee. Morgan ,:is ill.
Efurgesilbtarine and Henry Burk.
r visited relatives Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Pea have
,ved It, their new home.
Wayne Stene is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Cody Darnell spew
e week-end with relatives.
Mrs. Tom Cbehran .and daug r were Sunday afternoon caller
f Mrs. Math" Jones and mother
A Christmas tree ancr•prosiran! be held at Coldwater Meth,. church December 23 at 7 pie

82,000

This

again.

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

. 1 Coldwater News I

New

CRACF.

FARMER- GIBBS SHOP

To those old customers, to new ones4 and to potential ones, every Member of this organization now
joins in wishing "Merry•Christmas."

•

Sheet Metal

Telephone 498

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY

Swann's Grocery

•
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• LOCALS
Harry Dulaney. surgical suture
supplies salesman and consultant,
Atlanta. Ga., was home the past
week. visiting with his father, W.
P. Dulaney and brother, Donald
Dulaney who has recently received
his discharge.
Donald plans to
enter business as a druggist with
his father.

led

be
ast
me
of
rrn
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Mr. and Mrs. R. A. King, Dontphan, Mo., are visiting her sisiters,
Misses Cora, Sallie, and Jennie
Scott. Route 1, Farmington.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert I. Kletka
visited, the latter's sisiter. Mrs. 0.
F. Perdue and Mr. Perdue. Paducah, last week.
• Mrs. Nora Henson is recovering
from a serious illness. Her daughter, Mrs. Harry Hughes, is with

Le%
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her.
Miss Frances Sledd will arrive
lomotrow from Brookhaven, Miss.,
to spend the holidays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Stedd.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gingles will
Christmas in
Louisville
spend
with their daughter, Mrs. Tom Veasey. They will be accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Scherffius, who
will visit Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Scherffius.

Mr.,and Mrs. Sam Goodman and
children of Union City, Tenn., will
visit Mrs. Goodman's mother, Mrs.
Hallie Purdom. during the Christmas vacation.
Miss Barbara Diuguid will leave
Christmas day for Chicago where
she will take a plane for Portland,
Oregon to spend her Christmas
vacation with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Hood
Jones will visit her parents in
Highland Park, Ill., during the
holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes
and daughter have returned to
Murray from Little Rock, Ark.,
and will again make their home
in this city.

Miss Marlon Sharborough arrived last week-end from Chicago,
where she attends Chicago Art
Institute, to spend the holidays
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
L. Sharborough. En route home
Miss Sharborough visited Pfc. and
Mrs, Oliver Hood in Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Snarilorough
Mrs. Russell Phillips of Nashville
had as their week-end guests Mr.
is also a sweet in the Sharborough
and Mrs. Jack McElrath of Nashhome for the holidays.
ville.

NEW MERCHANDISE
Still Arriving At

Purdom Hardware Co.

r•••••••••••,e-aa--

•••

VISIT US EVERY TIME YOU ARE
IN TOWN
•
Check This List:
Brass Andirons
Brass Wood Baskets
Electric Toasters
Electric Heating Pads
Electric Infrared Lamps
Beautilul Roiidoir Lamps, just arrived
Vanity Lamps
Thermo Jugs
Electric Heaters
Aluminum Ware
OvenVare
Enamel Ware
Pyrex
Metal Rocking Horses
Metal Wagons
Metal Scooters
Archery Sets
Footballs
Flollow Ground Cutlery Sets
Table Cutlery Sets
Bicycles
Horseman Dolls, late arrivals
Many other gifts and toys too numerous
to mention
•

Purdom Hardware Co.
Exclusive Dealers For
Westinghouse Electrical Appliances
Warm Morning Heaters
Shellane Gas

Miss Jane Seicton, who teaches
music at Bethel College. McKenzie, Tenn., is spending the Christmas vacation with her parentater.
and Mrs. J. D. Sexton.
Mrs. Blab Miller of Springfield,
Tenn., is the guest for the holidays of her mother, Mrs. Ben neys.
Miss Isabel Waldrop of Washington, D. C.. arrived last week to
spend Christmas with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Waldrop.
• Miss Nancy Wolfson, student at
the University of Wisconsin. Madison, will spend the holidays with
her parents, Dr. and Mrs. A. M.
Wolfson_
W. S. Scott, who has been visiting in the county for the past'
month, has returned to Detroit to
resume his work.
0. 13. Irvan Jr., who for the past
three years has been with the U.S.
Rubber Co. in Detroit, Mich., has I
been made Divisional Business DevelOpment Manager with headquarters in Raleigh, N. C. Mrs.
irvan and children, Barbara and
Iftive, who have been visiting ber
Sarents Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Bar/rove' will join her hosband about
January 15 to make their home in
Raleigh.
Mrs. Goo. E. price of Clay,'WI
will arrive Saturday jor 'a visit
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Farris, Mr. Price will join her.
•
here 'for the holidays. — •
Mrs. R. F. Gregory 14-SWin the
inric
Cim
Churchill
'and
'
and Miss Minnie Lee , Churchill
were in Nashville, Tenn., Monday.
Mrs. Robert Jarman has been ill
Of flu.
Mrs. Mary Russell Williams was
slightly injured in an automobile
occident last Thursday when her
ar skidded while passing a truck
and turned over in a ditch. Her
car was badly damaged.
Miss Martha Bell Hood is stewardess on the American ,Airlines
and is stationed in Memphis. Tenn
She recently graduated from special training in New York. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hall
Hood.
student
Miss Joan Butterwort
, will fly
at University of Louis
home Friday and spend the holidays with her parents. Dr. and Mrs.
A D. Butterworth.
Plc and Mrs. Oliver Hood of
Louisville witl Arpend the weAt-end
with Mr. and Mrs Hall Hood, Dick
Hood and Frank Hill. students at
Pranklin-Marshall. College. Lancaster. Pa., 'will be holiday guests
in the Hood home. Miss Martha
Belle Hood, who has recently completed her training . as otewardess
In New York City. and is now stationed in Memphis with the American Air Lines, will spend a part
of the holidaYs with her parents,

Sgt. Bogard Dunn, who has spent
the past two years on duty in the
ETO, has joined Mrs. Dunn at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Max Hurt, for a visit. Sgt. and
Mrs. Dunn are visiting his parents
in Dresden, Tenn., this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ed Diuguid
and Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Hall, of
Memphis, will be holiday guests
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Filbeck.
Me and Mrs. James A. trench,
Jr., and sop, James, are visiting
relatives in Allgood, Tenn., before
going to Atlanta to make their
home.
Mrs. George Gatlin of Memphis, Tenn. will Spend the holidays with relatives and friends in
Murray.
Lt. (j.g.i and Mrs. Solon Hale
and daughter, Diane, are guests of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Hale. They are en route to Pensacola, Fla., where Lt. Hale will
be stationed.
Mrs. Charles Costello left Tuesday night for Lyndhurst, N. J., to
spend the holidays with relatives.
Mrs. Costello's husband, who has
been stationed in Panama, expects to join her in Lyndhurst.
Mr and Mrs. Howard Rice and
son. Bob, of Princeton will be
holiday
guests of Mrs. Carter

Whitnel.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeddie Cathey have
returned from Miami, Fla., to Murray where they will again make
their home. Mr. Cathey has recently received his honorable discharge from the navy.

PAGE THRE
that their grandson, Richard Ham- son.
I taken an apartment at the— Disci;
lin, is ready to start out of the
Mr. and Mrs. Fulton Farmer
to mand- C
reeeive
enter.d M r. Farmer has .recent
South Pacific and hopes to -return
children have returned
his discharge from t
in January. He has been in the
ray to make their home and have 'Army.
service 40 months.

Mr. and Mrs. Will Rowland are
expecting their daughter and sonHarold Glen Doran, N.tt.O.T.C., in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Baker,
of Tulane University, New Or- for the Holidays.
leans, will spend the
holidays
Mr. end Mrs. 0. K. Collins, Pauls
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Valley: Okla., are visiting, their
F. Doran. Harold Glen, who is sori,, Elmer Collins and family, on
a senior in the department of Route 5.
Business
dministration, was an
Wilbert Outland, tobacconist stahonor student and on' the dean's tioned in North Carolina, is spendlist the past semester,
ing the holidays with his f:emily.
Mrs. John Harkless and grandHerbert Wall, Jr., Owensboro,, is
daughter, Miss Ann Woods, will go at home.
to Florida to spend Christmas.
Mr. and Mrs. John Overbey and
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Woods will children of Radford, Va., will arspend Christmas in St. Louis, Mo. rive Friday for a holiday visit with
Mrs. William Jeffrey is ill.
her 'parents,.Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Miss Rachael Rowland will spend Robertson.
Christmas with
her family at
The Rev! and Mrs. Robert E.
Owensboro. She will return Jan- Jarman left yesterday for Louisuary 2.
ville where Mrs. Jarman will be
Misii Edith Winchester, Dexter, matron of honor this afternoon at
N. M., is spending the holidays with the marriage of her sisiter, Miss
her parents. Mr .and Mrs. J. W. Virginia
Hatcher, and
Melvin
'Winchester.
Lertzman, which will take place at
Rev. Sam McKee will spend Douglas Boulevard Christian
Christmas in Danville. Va., with his,-Church. The Rev, Mr. Jarman
daughter, Mrs. A. P. Patton and will be the officiating minister.
Mr. Patton.
Mrs. Wid
Ellison of Nashville
Mr. and Mrs. Will Rowland have will spend the holidays with her
flu. They received word Monday parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Robert-

ROBERT W. HAHS
announces the reopening of his office
at

KEYS-HOUSTON CLINIC HOSPITAL
•
-SPECIALTY
Internal Medicine and
Pediatrics

•
Telephone 540-541 -- Residence 172

=.0

'A"

hat a wonderful feeling! To share the Christmas spirit with those you love, and to share Christmas

Y4A)

prayers with dear ones far from home. What a wonderful feeling—to once again experience the jolliness
and merriment of Christmas! Have a wonderful time

And A Happy, Joyous
New Year to You All!
•

—with our best wishes; and may you truly have an

This Christmas, we can be Jolly
and happy,- exuberant and gay
—for the gift of peace has
been sent us. Many of our boys
are home to share in the holiday festivities and thus reunite
families once again. Along
with our most sincere and
heartiest wishes for a best
Christmas ever, we want to
thank you for your friendly
cpoperation and patronage.

old fashioned Merry Chrisimas!

Taylor Implement Co.

•
HOTEL
NATIONAL

South Fourth and Poplar Streets

A. C. J•ckson, Owner
Elise Long, Managr
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!D. Parker and Tommye, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Hamlin and Richard,
Mrs
11 H• -1' ,
1
Milter. Mr and Mrs. Chaites Rdse
and Zola Mae. Mrs. Winnie Attie-LS. H. I. SLED D, Editor ander, Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Ev1 ans and Will Dee, Mr. and Mrs.
Telephone 247
I Clarence Stubblefield, Mr. and
rs
Allie Stubblefield. Bobby
F-11harles. Mrs. Ed Alton. Mr and
AND MR!,
Mrs. Cleo Bucy, Mr. and Airs,
ilORED WITH SHOWER ..
.
-* Hathway Bucy. Peggy and Jo Dell.
rs Preetice Dunn assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Ours Edwards, Gol.
yce Yay.ss
George Shoemaker. Mauderia
Miss
Maudena
Dunn.
- Elaine Dunn honored Mr. and Elaine Dunn.
E. H Lax Jr., with a sur- Mr. and 'Mrs. George Shoemaker:
household shower at the home Mrs. Sylvia Stafford. Mr. and Mrs.
ix. and Mrs Houston Lax De- PrentiCe Dunn and Larry Joe.
_e—
ber &
and Mrs. Houston Lax, Rose and
n. Sylvia Stafford &reeked,,Wanda.
es and contests_ Prizes were
Those sending gifts were: Mr.
rded to the winners,
and Mrs Stacker Hutson. Mr. and
party plate was served to the Mrs Willard Stafford. Mr and ?•ers.
wing:
Ike Wilkerson. Mr. and Mrs. Scott
r and Mrs Sam Givens, Mr. Shoemaker. Mr. and Mrs Johnnie
Mrs. J .T Sinter. Mrs Callie Dunn. Miss Maude and Mrs. Emma
er and baby. Mr. and ,Mrs. W. Nance, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Dunn.

'netet

ieps kr weeks
ON YOUR PANTRY SHELF

iOW! Bake any time...at a moment's notice with
Fleischmart0FaltRising Dry Yeast

Mr and Mrs. Ed Lovins, Mk and
MUSIC CLUB HAS
Mrs. Wesley Adams. Mr. and Mrs
CHRISTMAS PROGRAM
Denton Ws-nn, Mr. and Mrs. Deer.
The Music Club met at the
wood Edwards, Mrs. Estelle SweeThursday. December 20
club house Tuesday evening for
land, Mr. and Mr,- Robert Mc- .
'
• *
The meeting of the /tome De- a Christmas program under the
Cuiston. and Mvfl Fave Sgt. Tom• „... ,.
•
- •'
partment of the Woman's Club and direction of Miss Lillian Waiters.
mYe r"'n
'
tn•• .
• • • •
the Girl Stout party to which they •
Mrs. Merle Kessler sang several
were to be hostesses in the evennumbers including "Jesu Bambino"
DR. OUTLAIID SPEAKS
ing have been postponed due to illby Yon, and "Voices of the Sky".
TO GARDEN CLUB
fleas
Miss Jane Sexton's piano selecDr. J. A, Outland. Calloway
The B. & P. W. will have a tions' were "The Harmonica Playcounty'
ciealth officer. addressed Christmas party in the dining room er, by David Guion. and "Sonamembers to the Garden Depart- at First Christian church at 7 p.m. 'line" by Ravel. Mrs. Kcssler, Mrs.
merit of the Murray Woman's'Club
Friday. December 21
Frances C. Johnson, Miss Lute
Thursday afternoon on the sub-, The Friday bridge club will Clayton Beale, Mrs. Ben Cooper,
sect .of Tuberculosis Dr. Outland have a Christmas party at 1 pm. Mrs. C. R. McGavern. and Mtss
gave an outhne of work that had at the home of Mrs. C. L. Shar- Watters sang a group of Christmas
been for TB. and made suggelf- barough
numbers.
ions which should b... followed in
Miss Ole Brock conducted a
The Zeta Department of the
eradicating and Controlling the Woman's Club will meet at the short business session preceding
decease.
home of Mrs, G H S5ott at 7:30 the program.
Mi
Ann Herron, Murray col- p.m for a Christmas party.
Refreshments were served by the
lege librarian, concluded the pro- •
hostesses. Mrs. Robert Barnwell.
Saluirday. Deeember II
gram with the rending. "The Other
Members of th Mozart. Cham- Mrs, R. 1_ Wade, Mrs. Joe T. ParWise Man." by Henry 'Van Dyke. made and Mac Dowell Music clubs ker, Mrs_
Leone Utterback and
Mrs. V. E. Windsor. chairman, will have a Joint Christmas Serty Miss Lottie Sinter from a table
presided over a routine business'. at the Woman's Club house at 4 which was beautifully appointed
with poinsettias and Christmas
meeting at which time the club
candles.
voted to sponsor • troop of MurLYDIAN CLASS HAS
ray Girl Scouts. CRASS-PARRISH WEDDING
Refresnthents were served by the SUPPER PARTY
9'
VOWS, SAID - DECEMBER 17
hostesses, Mesdames G. B. Scott.
The Lydian S. S. class of the
-.
Shelby Hadden. .A. Carman, and
First Baptist Church held the anMiss Leah Nelle Crass, daughter
44,- B.
•
nual Christmas party Tuesday ev- of Mr. and Mrs. Hardin M. Crass,
ening at the home of Mrs. Pat and William Hayes Parrish. son of
The house was dee- Mrs. W. A. Parrish, Martin, Tenn..
ALPHAS MEET AT CLUB HOUSE Hackett.
ated throughout in the Yule- and the late Mr. _Parrish, were
The ealpha Department _ot_ _the_
rnotif, - and gifts were ex- friarrieri Monday afternoon. DecemMurray Woman's Club held the chanzed around the tree.
ber 17, in Nashville. Tenn., on the
December meeting Saturday after- A "dutch supper" was s,,,rvecl, wedding anniversary of the bride's
noon at *the club house. Mrs. A. following which a Christmas ro- parents. The Rev. Fred A. TarpM Wolfson, vice-chairman, pre- gram . was. enjoyed. Mrs. Myrtle ley. pastor of Donselson Baptist
sided in the absence. of the chalr- Wall led the devotional and a Church and personal friend of the
man.
.
Christmas story was told by Mrs. groom, read thc double-ring cereThe program consisted of Chri,t- Thomas Parker. Games .appropri- mony at 400 o'clock.
mas carols led by Miss Mary 'nail- ate to the season were played and
Mrs. Parrish wore a semi-tailorboth Roberts. and a cornet solo, prizes awarded. ,
ed Fred A. Bloc*, suit of Twilight
by
"Josephine Waltz''
Kryl.. by
re were 32 present. .
blue wool, cut along straight lines
J errx.
Tea was served by thr hostess.
Mesdarnee E. B Housten. E. A
Tucker.
Robert _ Oarnwell.
Mary—Brown. Misses' Emma He I
aakel Nellie. May Wyman
• • •••

Social Calendar

musiciLourisENT!

dehton
oster
el

',„'Measfer of Thee All

$
150

brwsk

For Or y000 wrio owns a
phonograph nere S
*sparkling g •ted long-lost;ng goodness_ o
golden FM needle Filer reproducnon
Thousands of perfect ploys
Kasci to
recende
FCte-s reccrd scrot:'•

Ord•r F•art T•d•y!

It is to gERVE YOU BETTER
BEFORE.

This Christmas

Miss Sall
daughter c
McMillen ;
bride of
2-c, at a c
mony sole;
noon, Dece

Several brands to choose from
We will be closed Christmas Day

SHOWER HONORS
MISS ALICE WATERS

BLUE BIRD CAFE

Miss Alice Waters was honor
guest at a
surprise Chrtatmas
shower
on Tuesday
afternoon

ALBERT CRIDER

LEON CRI DER

.411M.,1•11•4••••••

.•••••
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This Yuletide We Have
Much to Be Grateful for

Don't NI

FAL!

The 'victory of these United
States
The happiness of faMily reunions
The- promise of great things
to come
May

Do tau* t

when You ti

Don't IN am
aluch hand Ica
lin• non -acl
iolir plates.
firmly sec. 01
• rarity and •

raid=

AU Your J'lopes Be Real4ed During
The New Year

3L
2 M(
10 N
Leat

GLADYS SCOTT'S SHOP-
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CHRISTIIMS
and a HAPPY NEW YEAR

[Tint

A

A

f
a
•

4

4

to all our friends and customers

SMOKY MOUNTAIN

A
A
A

--1,IQUII) MEAT
CURE

-MAY WE SUGGEST

EN01(I211 FOE 250 TO 300 1.14.

PASTEURIZED MILK

Blessed are We for Christ's
birth, for His word has become
the everlasting, universal message of :brotherly love and
peace.
In this spirit of world peace
and friendliness, we wish you
the blessings of the season.

On Every Occasion

Enjoy Its Rich Flavor

It's Pure .. It's Safe • . It's Pasteurized
A LIQUID TO BE USED ',MEAL 1
OF SMOKE
- Thls

liquiJ

contains

dealcoholized

pyrolic.ieons add, condensed
or) fire

hick-

',take. branned sugar and

r

t

rrfillOr
--1110h.•:
.
___±-1.4111P".
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FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
REV SAMUEL C. MciCEE,'Pastor
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MURRAY HATCHERY

Ah interesting lesson. "Die.
Up Your Windows", was given by
Miss Rowland
The next. meeting will be held
January 11. All members are urged
I', be 'present and Visitors are
always welcome'

j

McMILLE1S
VOWS SA

We wish one and all a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year,

Ti..'Fax , r. 11.;r1::_ maker, Club
met,..m
atbetrhei iFaaaton2.
seh
coo
lo
. lk huilding

-

MI and
wil
;Art
Wedding a;
day at the
ter, Mrs. .1
Thirteenth
A family
at noon. ag
be spent.

EVER

THAN

FAXON HOMEMAKERS HOLD
MEETING DECEMBER. 11 *

)HNSON APPLIANCE COMPANY

OLDEN '

There's one New Years resolution we intend to
make:

A Christmas party we
by the Supreme Woodn
Croy:: 126. at the Woman s Club
House, December 13 at _.7--o'clock
A pot luck supper was served
and tte7 main decoration was the
Christmas tree with gifts for each
member. 'Mrs. Guthrie Churchill of the entertainment committee.' entertained the group with contests and a
Virginia Reel 'dance.
A short 'business session was
sonducted by Mrs, Jessie Houston.
• • •' •

(C

it

CIGARS

The year coming to a close gives us an opportunity again of expressing to you our very deep
appreciation for the patronage that we have enjoyed at your hands and to thank you sincerely
for the good will you have thus evidenced. We
hope that we have measured up to your expectations; that the service we have rendered you
has made its contribution towards your material
success and progress.

WOODMEN CIIRCLE
MET DECEMBER 13

0.4171/0* ogior

0UpLS
El
i

Give Him a Box of ...

0-APS.--

--rAIXOS444A-_,01_-_-

Job.
Mrs.
regular
meeting
Rowlett. faculty member of tn.
Fine Arts Department, spoke
-Housing and Architecture"
TVA film
as shown to illustrae
detrimental effects of crowdel
housing conditions
Fite. chairmai
Miss
Beth,I
presided and gave a report of tie
state AACW meeting which wa•
held in Louisville last week.
Dr Ralph Woods. president Of
urray state college, will speak.
on "Rural Life" at the regular
anuary 8 M *Una_ These are
open meetings and the public is
invited to attend the special I.
lures,

TRUES]

when members of the Chettie I were sung by the group and an
Stokes Bible class and the WSCS informal afternoon was enjoyed.
terfa ned in her honor at the , Refreshments wen served by
we: i Mrs. V. E. Windsor, Mrs. C. A.
First Methodist4 Church.
Hale, Miss Mary Shipley and Mrs.
L. E Owen made the presentaLeonard Vaughn.
tion speech in presenting the many
lovely gifts to the honoree and
MISS Wafers very graciously exProgress begins with getting a
pressed her appreciation. Carols clear view of the obstacles.

The Murray branch of the Amen
Unlversit:
can. Association of
Women met at Swann Donnitor)

y day
;lay is
eillteil-neasehmaim's.-Fitat
1
----im-g601- '
Dry Yemt. Easy-to-use,eatra-fast, Fleiseh man n's
Fast Aising stayS fresh, full strength for Weeks
opiour pantry shelf. Always ready for instant
/action. Get Fleisehmann's Fast Rising Dry Yee*t
today. The menfolk will brag about your baking
a
more than ever. At your grocer's.

1.04,1 nerd

The jacket featured a front inset
of narrow white pin-stripe, WhIeh
was accented by a white blouse
and white gloves. She wore a
black felt toque and qther black
accessories and carried a Kolinsky
scarf to which was pinned a white
orchid.
The bride was graduated from
Hardin High School and attended
Draughon's Business College, Paducah, Ky. For the past seven
year she hai been employed in the
office of -Covington Brothers and
ClOmpany, Paducah.
Mr. Parrish was graduated from
Hall-Moody High School, Martin,
Tenn, and attended University of
Tennessee. He received an honorable
Bischarge from
United
States Marine Corps in September
and has resumed his duties With
Tennessee Eastman Company, Oak
Ridge, Term.
After a short southern trip the
couple will reside in Knoxville,
're on,

AALYW MEETS AT
SWANN DORMITORY

if Mearblikd

pmel,aged

THURSDAY DECEMBER 20, 1945
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1945

SOCIETY
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DUPLE TO CELEBRATE
'OLDEN WEDDING ON
CHRISTMAS DAY

.1.. MI and Mrs. R. W. Powell of
Arti4n will celebrate (heir Golden
Wedding anniversary on Christmas
day at the home of their daughter, Mrs. J. 0. Reeves, 202 North
Thirteenth street, Murray.
A family dinner will be served
at noon, aaid an informal day will
be spent.
McMILLEN-CRISHAM WEDDING
VOWS SAID DECEMBER I
Miss Sallie Anne McMillen, only
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. T. D.
McMillen of Murray, became the
bride of A. Mac Grisham A.O.M.
2-c, at a quiet double ring ceremony solemnized Saturday afternoon, December 1, at the parson-

gto
5hoztinto.

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

age of the First Baptist Church.
Rev. B. B. Sawyer read the
marriage vows at 4 o'clock in the
,presence of the immediate families and close friends.
Miss Beth Broach 'was maid of
honor and Stanley Grover, ARM.
2-c, served as best man.
The bride wore a brown suit with
matching accessories, and an orchid pinned to her shoulder. Miss
Broach wore grey with black accessories and a corsage of white
carnations.
Mrs. Grisham graduated from
Murray Training School in 1943
and is at present employed by
Southern Bell Telephone Co.
The groom, son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. A. Grisham of Jacksonville, Fla.,
graduated
High
from
Landon
School, Jacksonville. At present
he is stationed at Naval Air Station, Memphis, Tenn. From Memphis he will go to Corpus Christi,
Tex., for-,.further training est-fere
the bride plans to join him.
Out-of-town guests at the wedding were Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
Grisham, Howard Gresham, brother of the groom and also of Jacksonville, Stanley Grover of Memphis.
MAGAZINE CLUB MEETS
WITH MRS. ASHRAFT

, Lincoln Homestead State Park

By RUSSELL ElYCHE, Director Kentucky State Parke
On a twenty-three-acre tract in the "original Lincoln Territory in
Kentucky" ifs the replica of the first Lincoln cabin in Kentucky, pictured above, about which Lincoln Homestead State Park has been
built. This cabin is furnished in the fashion of earliest -pioneer days.
The club house and blacksmith shop, each containing many interesting
relics of a country rich in Kentucky historical lore, an eight hole golf
course, excellent picnic grounds and a custodian's home complete the
picture of developments made so far on the property near Springfield.
An important addition is now being made. The old Francis Berry,
home, where Nancy Hanks lived during her courtship by Thomas Lincoln, woo recently torn down and the logs and pinned rafters removed
to the Lincoln Homestead State Park, where ,they are now being erected near the 'Nancy Ranks monument. There Is a large segment of
opinion that Nancy Hanks was really married in this building to
Thomas Lincoln, and that soon afterward the Lincoln, moved into the
Thomas Lincoln cabin now preserved In the Lincoln Marriage- Temple,
Pioneer Memorial State Park, Harrodsburg. Springfield citizens declare that this old Berry house will be furnished in the periqd of the
Planks-Lincoln marriage.
• Probably the most important exhibit proposed for this building so
closely associated with Nancy Hanks and, Thomas Lincoln and their
marriage, is the Lincoln Marriage Record, signed by the Rev. Jesse
Head, now on display in the clerk's office of the Washington County
court house. The Washington County Fiscal Court, by unanimous action taken Nov. 16th, has indicated their approval of the removal of
this precious document "to the Lincoln Homestead Park, upon the erection of a suitable place, including vault, and proper custodians .for the
Preservation of said marriage record."

The Magazine Club met Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. G. C. Ash%e express our appreciation for
craft. The rooms were decorated
your patronage throughout the
with appropriate Yuletide touches.
Mrs. George Upchurch presided
past years. We wish you and
Mrs. Clyde Downs told a Christmas
yours the most of Christmas
story.
joy.
A dainty tea course was served
from the lace covered table with
centerpiece in the Christmas motif Mrs. Upchurch presided at the
•
tea service.
Visitors included Mrs. Ralph
Woods, Miss Nellie May Wyman,
Mrs. Robert Barnwell, Mrs. Bob
Don't Nogloct Slipping
Miller of Springfield, Tenn, Mrs.
Hall Hooca-Mrs. -An- F. Donee -Moe
N. P. Hutson and Mrs. Lubie RobOn, false teeth drop. slip or 'rabble
when you talk.. eat. 'saga $r soessat ertson.
nowt be annoted and emitarrassitiar y
•.
The 1946 High School Speech con
such ham:neaps. FASTEETIlt. an
ion -acid) powder to sprinkle on
J. P. Jett of RObertson county tests will be held at the University
your plates, keep% false teeth more
arm!, set. Glves confident feeling of as. sold 194 bushels of seed wheat
,Keritucky April 4,. 5 .and 6 un• curity and added comfort No gummy. produced on five and' 'six-tentkis
der this auspices of the University
pasty
gooeyrttt
or fortl.
I nntFAlacres.
aaj
Department pf _Extension,, which
has announced that this .year's de
bete topic will be: Revrtred: That
every male citizen of the United
States should have one year of
full-time military training before
attaining the age of 24.
.

aoald be incomplete unless

Barnett's Nursery

11..S. Debate Subject
Ear 1946
At U.K.

FALSE TEETH

ia

JUST RECEIVED

The theme for the discussion contest this year will be "Planning
Kentucky's Future." This contest
is restricted to students from the
ninth to the twelfth grades inclusively.

3 Ladies Dresses, size 50.
2 Men's Mackinaw Coats, size 50.
10 Men's Sheep Lined Coats, 36 tti-48.
Leather Coats up to size 46.

1en

Army Discharge Score
Lowered To SO Points

WE LOVE FAT PEOPLE AND
GIVE'EM FITS

T. 0. TURNER

WASHTNGTON. Dec. _19-The
Army today liberalized its discharge provisions to make an adoptional 600,000 men and women
eligible on DeC.. 31 to return to
civilian life.

WE ARE NOW READY TO DO

It lowered the point discharge
score from 55 to 50 points for enlisted men and from 73-to 70 for
male officers other than those
the medical services.

AND

FEED MIXING_

MAYFIELD, Ky.; Dec. 19-Raymond Wallace, returned soldier,
his wife and their 16-months-old
baby may move into the lobby of
the Graves county court house here
Thursday.

He has threatened to make such
a-rilciVirit- he is evicted from his
home, possession of which
is
sought by George Morgan, another
war veteran.

Revelation.

ternational affairs yesterday when
it passed a Senate-approved bill
authorizing the necessary domestic machinery.
In contrast to the slim-is debate
after World War I when this country refused to join the now-defunct League of Nations, there
was only scattered opposition to
the U3s10 bid. The vote was 344
to 15.

666

•

3
Merry Christmas
and a
Happy and Prosperous
New Year

ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE
All persons indebted to the estate of Mrs. Shellie Sleeper will
please pay Aisne and all persons
holding claims against said estate
must file Claims properly proven
se or -before Jan. I.
George Hart, Adm.

Need a
LAXATIVE?

Furs Wanted

Quick acting... easy to use—keeps for weeks
on your pantry shelf
IF YOU BAKE AT HOME-yr
make all the delicious bread you w,
. any time you want to with wond.
Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast. 1,
:o
more being caughtshort with no yeast in the
house... no spoiled batch because yeast
Fleischrnann's Fast Rising
weakened .
keeps fresh on your pantry shelf for weeks.
Keep a supply handy, At your grocer's.

Highest Prices Paid

WESTERN AUTO STORE
A. T. CRAWFORD

NIX CRAWFORD

Big Demand for

MINK

OPOSSUM
Musk Rat

J. T. Wallis & Son
SEASON'S GREETINGS

When Your
Bock Hurts
And Your Strength and
Energy Is Below Par
It may be caused by dieorder of kidney function that permits poisonou•
waste to •ccumulate, or truly. many
peepte feel tired, weakand miserable
when the kidneys tail to &emove excess
acids and other waste minter from the
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains, headaches, dizzinem,
getting up nights, leg pain•, swelling.
Sometimes frequent and scanty urination with smarting and burning is at.other sign that somethiag is wrong with
the kidneys or bladder.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment is wooer, than neglect. Use
fIsee's Pills. It is better to rely on a
medicine that has won countrywide approval than on something lees I•vorably
known. Dean', have been tried end tested many years. Are at all drug storm.
Get Doan • today.

f

DOAN'S PILLS
J. C. C. Presents

from

•

RILEY'S GlICERY
See us for
CHRISTMAS TURKEYSand
all the trimmings
Staple and Fancy Groceries
WEST MAIN aisd ICIORTH 16TH STREETS

Telephone 356-J

CLOSED

IN PERSON
THE MUSICAL GEMS
OF

BOB
BERKEY

MONDAY and TUESDAY, December 24 & 25
at_
FOR THE HOLIDAYS

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Rack-Draught is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical

tea mome'tl.othCe,/

all good thingo lo one and all.

. Henderson Dies

A Family Enjoys
.
THE
LEDGER & TIMES
as a
Christmas Gift

a

Laugh and make merry. We wish

Bronc s

St

0

Telephone 232

Flu IF.PIdeziiirSeems
To Be Decreasing

New Year Dance
January I
Legion Gym
Mayfield, Ky.

*LETS YOU TURN IUT BREAD

DIAMOND TAXI

Repartid In Danger

LOUISVILLE, Ky., Dec 19--J.
Howard Henderson, 51, veteran political cofumnist at Frankfor for
the Louisville Courier-Journal, died
at 7:15 tonight in Norton Memorial
Infirmary here.
Death w.is due to a heart :laThe age at which discharge becomes permissible was reduced by ment
three years to 45 for all medical
and dental corps officers except
plastic surgeons. The discharge
score
will be, reduced by five
points to 65 for dental and veterinary corps officers and for an medical corps officers except specialChronle4bronchitia may develop If
ists.
Tour cough,chest cold,or acute bronchitis is not treated and you cannot
afford to take ach ance with any mediFord $6 Raise Offer Is
cine less potent than Creomulsion
Which goes right to the seat of the
Rejected By Union
trouble to help loosen and expel germ
laden phlegm and aid nature to
DETROIT, Dec 18-A pay in- soothe and heal raw,tender,inflamed
crease of 15 cents an hour was of- bronchial mucous membranes.
Creomulsion blends beechwood '
fered the C.I.O.-United Automobile
creosote by special process with other
Workers by the Ford Motor Com- time tested medicines for cough&
pany today and the union prompt, It contains no narcotics.
No matter how many medicines
ly rejeeted . it.
you have tried, tell your druggist to
The Company corribined its wage sell you a bottle of Creomulsion with
offer with a demand for a "com- the understanding you must like the
pany -security- arrangement, in- way it quickly allays the cough, permitting rest and sleep, or you are to
volving fines on the union up to have your money back. (Adv.)
WOOD for "illegitimate strikes."

WE HAVE IT - WE WILL GET IT
- OR IT CAN'T BE HAD

The House set the stage for this

Dr, J. J. Dorman

LONDON, Dec. 19-An unofficial and unconfirmed report from
Lisbon today said the 'American
in
Washington
was
Aecording to a report giver Wed: battleship
nesdaY the flu epidemic seems to danger off the Azores,, presumbe subsiding in the county. A ably from gales sweeping wide
local physician estimated that at reaches of the Atlantic.
The report of danger to the
least 6,000 cases have existed during the past three weeks. No Washington came as the American
cruiser Augusta and Aircraft Carschools have been closed.
rier Wasp prepared to dock in
south England ftir repairs of storm
Mrs. F.D.R. Named
.homeward
damage that delayed the
To UNO Assembly
veryage of some 6.500 U. S. troops.
The Washington. which with the
WASHINGTON. Dec. ,19-Presi,4iSter 4114 , North Carolina .znoke
dens Truman today nominated as
up the Washington class battleships,
U.S. representatives to the United
was completed in March. 1942. at
Nations General Assembly Mrs.
a coat of $762885,750. Her normal
Eleanor Roosevelt, wife of the late
complement is about 2,000 men.
President: Sen. Tom Connally, (D.Tex.), Sen. Arthur Vandenberg,(R saa—gbey
Use our climate°
Mich.), and Edward R. Stettinius,
get the business
Jr., former secretary ol state.

_Wallis Drug

country's full cooperation in in-

Be Quick To
h•tiTreat

ECONOMY FEED STORE

)0A

I wish to take opportunity to
Four hundred/thousand workers
thank every person who took part
remain idle in nation's continuing
in the recent campaign to raise
labor disputes.
Calloway County's quota for the
Major labor developments:
National War Fund.
Your own
Communications-_ A nationwide boys in hospitals and in foreign
walkout of 48,000 AFL employes of fields of service and thousands of
Western Union called for Jan. 7 persons we shall never see or know
in dispute over wages and other will benefit by your splendid efissues; C10-affillated workers in forts. It was a pleasure to serve
New York not affected by strike with you and I thank you every
call.
one.
LESTER NANNEY,
Automobiles-CIO United Auto
Campaign Chairman CalWorkers
Union, after
loway County War Fund
rejecting
Ford Motor Company's offer to
raise wages 12.4 per -cent, stands Leader Press For Action
firm in demands for 30 per cent
On United Nations Plan
increase from strikesbound General
Motors Corporation; government
WASHINGTON, Dec. 19-Confact-finding boird calls first heargressional leaders today pushed
ing on month-old GM walkout.
for action which would make the
United States a full-fledged memGraves Veteran May
ber of the United Nations before
Move Into Court House
nightfall.

A six-man County Court jury
Tuesday decided against Wallace
and his family in a hearing asked
by the local Office of Price Administration, and the Wallace, were
Graduate Veterinarian
given a three-day notice to move.
South 12th Street
Wallace, who , was notified 30
days ago that 'Morgan wished to
Telephone 560
assume possession of his house
told dm court that he had been USE
trying desperately since that time
to find livrng quarters. He said
Special Sermon at First
most
dlords objected - to the
Cold Preparations
Baptist Next Sunday
baby. Tair-H-Sliwyer, pasfo'r
W
a.liee glanced ryefully at a LK/MT, TABLETS,BALPE-NOSE
First Baptist Church. will bring a Ire.-inch snow on the ground, DROPS, CAUTION: USE ONLY
spossial-sermow-fleanday • morning at wittr-wiere felling,- when he heard
AS DIRECTED
11.:00 on the subject "The Virgin .the jury's verdict and said the
Birth of Christ."
court -house was his only hope
Sunday night he will continue
his series dealing with the book of U. S. Battleship Washington

It reduced the length of service
requisite to separation on Dec.
31 from 42ftto 36 months for enlisted men and from 48 to 45 months
for male officers not an medical
departments.

CUSTOM GRINDING

Western Union Threatened
With Walk-Out Strike

PAGE FMB
THANKS TO SHE WAR FUND
WORKERS

FEATURED
FROM MELODY MILL
CBS NETWORKS
STARRING

I.

Ar.
MURRAY NURSERY FLORIST
AND GIFT SHOP
4

DOLOR IS
subirikcpti•.II
A
on to the
Edger & Times makes
*AIM

your Christmas gift last
,51 wbeks--a whole year.

An Ideal Gift .

ADMISSION:

Porter Motor Company

(Tax Included)
$3.50 per couple
$2.00 for girl stags
$1.00 for spectators
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A HOLIDAY GREETING

tS. I

1

From the Manager of the

VARSITY

rs.
es an,
rded t
party

FRANK H. LANCASTER

A Merry Christmas To You All!
I want to wish each at.nd everYone of our Patrons
.,nd Friend S the very best in this season of good cheer.

Ming:

ant
Mrs

f.

er an<

eei

And the Entire Staff of the 'Varsity
Theatres. joins me_in. this wish:

and

Capitol

To the returning Service Men I want to say "Welcome
home" and express the sincere hope that yours will be
:in especially Happy Holiday Season!
1
-May the Now Year to come bring all of you coo=
tinued Peace... Happiness ... and•PrOsperity.
•

l

.P..P.P'10
.WAI.MiaNtif!iftsf tof.!W

:>k.P.P.e"..P.??.

S!
Sunday-Monday

TODAY
JOIN
NE -FUN'
*)'.."4-1•

a.

ae'jbiti o
goon int()
thinking
h•
o

!OW!

PAT O'BRIEN
ADOLPHE MENJOU
ELLEN DREW

Friday-Saturday

1

Asa•ws

RUDY VALLEE V
FORTUNIO BONANOVAJ
Tuesday-Wednesday

Bob.Berkey An_d His
Musical Gems to'Play
at Mayfield Jan. 1

ROT
ROGERS
ot Cabo
TRIGGER
•

Hafford Parker 1, displaying
the new Nash at his place of businew across the street from the
Post office, according to an interhim Monday. In another sectton of the Raper is an ad
telling of the arrival of the n,odern
car
Mr Parker is said to be the-oldest Nash dealer in the point of
service in trills section of the country having been 'selling this make
of car since 1928.

Smarter }Throe
Lc the

w.f., with
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THI

SONS

S-SGT. HUBERT JACKSON, 25.
son of Mr. and Mrs Hubert Jackson. 1310 West Main street. and
husband of Miss Alice Ruth Fair,
was drafted into the Army March
7. 1943. from Detroit. He has one
41,
son. Daniel Perry Jackson. He
received his training at Camp Atterbury. hid.. Ft. Jackson S. C.
and at Ft. Sheridan. III and went
overeas Oct 21. 1944. He was in
SGT. 'HIGH P. KELSO. 20a son
the - "108th - Infantry Division
He
Infantry of Mr and Mrs. Uris Kelso. was
the Combat
stars..
received
Badge, four battle
E.T.O. ribbon. and the Good Conduct Medal. drafted
lie
October 13, 1943.
He had one brother in the strwice.
Kenneth Jackson,
trained at Camp Shelby, Miss., and
Sgt. Kelso
Camp Shanks, N. Y
wenf overseas with the 65th Di1945,
January.
on
vision, Infantry.
and landed in Le Harve, France.
He was wounded in France when
thrown from a tank, but after six
weeks hospitalization in France he
returned to his old company. He
wears the Good Conduct ribbon.
the E TO. ribbon with two battle
stars, and the Combat Infantiy
Badge
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ALAN CURTIS
LIN CHANEY
KENT TAYLOR
NOAH BEERY, Jr.
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.: FREE MOVIE Tuesday, Dec. 24 ,
,‘:ir.
at 9:30 A. M.
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-with PEE WEE KING and HIS GOLDEN
WEST COWBOYS
-

This gift of a free show to all children at Christmas time has been the custom of
.iti 114111"NrP'"""'W"'''''
this theater for the past years. TA SPECIAL SHOW HAS BEEN ARRANGED.
it.
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BROWN HATTON
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ALSO: "The Royal Mounted Rides Again"
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"ItirL Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch"
ALSO CARTOON and OTHER SELECTED SHORTS

"4*.
-4910

419

The children will enjoy it and it is FREE with our best wishes for a Merry
Christmas.
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HERE IS A TYPICAL COLORFUL CHRISTPAAS
GREETi NO OF SEVENTY-FIVE
YEARS AGO.

i
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SPADE COOLEY 0:rcs14)Fs7'psA

AN EARLY AMERICAN CHRISTMAS CARD
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AS THE GRANDFATHER
MS CARD
OF TS! SUAIRKAN 01/12STP,
PRANG PRODuCED THOUSANDS of
IlEAUTlfUlOtItiST,
SAS DE9945 Hind
1870lAwD 80*
KNOWN

This Merry Fellow Comes To Say
Christmas Joys Be Yours In The
Good Old Fashioned Way

PVT. J. C •ED4ARDS. 18. son of
Mr and Mrs Carl Edwards, was.,
inducted into the Army Feb. I.
1945 Ho was assigned to ,the In-

ita 8 I

. Allan JONES
Bonita GRANVILLE
.le“ BARKER

LOUIS PRA/I6 PUBLISHED THE
FIRST CHRISTMAS CARDS IN
THE UNITED STATES

EVERY BOY and GIRL IN MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY IS INVITED

.I:

4 yi

WAS CREATED IN 1842 IN LONDON BY •
A It:uNG ETCHER NAMED WILLIAM
tGLEY. ORIGINAL a FIRST CARD IS NOW
ON DISMAY IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM

t•
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OUR NEW YEAR'S EVE MIDNIGHT SHOW WILL BE
THE TALK OF THE TOWN AND EVEONONE WILL
WANT TO BE HERE SO . . BUY YOUR TICKETS IN
ADVANCE . . . TICKET SALE STARTS CHRISTMAS
DAY.

BI-YIP-1-YAY

.rwrr

FIRST KNOWN GIRISTIAAS CARD

ru
t

r

NEW YEAR'S EVE, ONLY

PUTS A

Iff

Years may come and years may go, but dear old Santa is with us forever. In
his sparkling eyes, ruddy cheeks and provocative smile are reflected the spirit of
happy times which we wish for all our friends for all the years ahead!

\

Our Gala New Year's Eve Midnight Celebration, MONDAY, DEC. 31st at 11:30

ENGLISH SCH001 CHILDREN WROTE
CHRISTablikS EXPRESSIONS OF GOOD WILL
CALLEGAHRiSTMAS PIECES' FROM THIS
SCHOOL CHORE COMES THE GRACIOUS
CUSTOM Of SENDING CHRISTMAS CARDS.

WAN gOlPfifiNe!!?4'0.WA

The New Nash Is On
Display at Hafford .
Parker's Garage

ii,.

si

OYER 250 YEARS AGO

Featured for many years on the
§ystern
Broadcasting
Columbia
coast to coast hookups. Bob' Berkey brings his Musical Gems or, on the
chestra to Mayfield, Ky.
night of January 1. for the Juror
Chamber of Commerce's dance in
the Legion Building gymnasium.
The Berkey band features Walter Bloom. Warner Bros. singing
star. and Doloes. girl vocalist, in
many vocal arrangements. and novelty number's by the three Jewels
and the-Quastra...of the-Air....-The
aggregation' has long played at.
leading hotels, cafes and ballrooms of the ,country. Among the
engagements played are the Black:,
hawk Restaurant. Citicago. Clar-.
idge Hotel. Memphis; Trianon Ballroom. Cleveland k Bill 'Green's Casino. PU.tstaurgh.....and4he Casino Gar,
dens. Ocean Park. Calif.
SGT. JOIE JACKSON, F.,.11 of
Originally starting with a 5-piece Mrs. Belle Jackson and the late
in
Berkey.
John
Jackson. Dexter. was drafted
high school combination
a few short years. has skyrocketed July 28. 1943 Attached to the Infantry. he trained in Pennsv:varde.
to stardom in the orchestra world. San Antonio. Tex, and California.
f to 12 Early in 1944. Sgt.. ackson went
The unit upped its personni
men after the high school days, uverseas with the 95th Ir fantry
n the Divisiqn. arid served in the Euroand became house band
pean Theater. On Dec. 4, 1944. he
Sunset Chain of ballrooms in Wes- was wounded in action in Germany and returned home with the
tern Pennsylvania.
Sgt Jackson has
The first big break was an en- 66th Infantry
ETO ribbon with battle stars,
the
.:.ment which 'extended to eight and the Purple Heart.
•
f
- e'rnths at the Trianon Ballroom.
Cleveland. with NBC airtime. The
band's rhythmic style not only captivated Cleveland dancers but put
the unit over with dancing dial
twisters in a big way
From this humble beginning,
•
"The Musical Gems of Bob Herkey's became a favorite of the net-,
works and the .nation's dancers. ,
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**tracking** snow of the season
fell early Tuesday -morning. It is
reported that the First District
roads are very slippery. The ternperature went as low as 5 degrees'
above Wednesclay night._ Murray's
snowfall was 5,2 inches. One traffic death and numerous minor accidents have been reported.
Billie Marion Darnell, -12, was
.struck aud killed by a skidding
truck at Madisonville while he
was enroute to school. The accident was described by . eye witnesses as unavoidable. The truck
was driven by Rankin Gibson. who.
it is reported. tried to steer his
truck into a telephone Pole to avoid
striking the boy. -The vehicle
struck a metal road sign, which
struck young Darncll on the head.
killing him outright.
It is reported, too. that Dr. A. D.
Butterworth and J. 4. Grogan had
a collision on a slippery hill Wednesday resulting in serious damage
to both cars. Both men escaped
uninjured. .

TH1

[entry and trained at Fort McCelIan, Ala Fort Riley, Kan., Ft. Ord,
Calif and went overseas August
I. He was on board a snip when
Japan surrendered. He landed In
Luzon September 5. After being
assigned to the 6th Army and the
32nd Divipion, he was sent to Japan
for occupation.
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rrank Lancaster, Manager
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U.K. Students Like
Beethoven, Gershwin

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

dents who annually visit the Carnegie Music Room in the school's

KIAC Tourney Plans
To Get Final Okay
At Louisville

S. Pleasant Grove

Ballots Mailed For.
Murray State •
Alumni Election

Student Union, are Beethoven and
Oersliwin, according to statistics
By Mrs. Sara . Smotherman
Favorites among
the classicill compiled by the music room cusMr and Mrs. Charley Irvin enjind modern composers of the 10,- todian. ip
LOUISVILLE. Ky., Dec. 17-- tertained Saturday night with a
Ballots for the election of a pres060 University of Kentucky stuSYMPhlt416 No's. 4, 5 and .8 by (Special I —Only
two
baskc tball family reunion in the honor of ident and vice-president of the
tilts were played in the KIAC last their son, J. C. Irvin, who after Alumni Association have been mailweek as Eastern trounced Kentucky about two years service has re- ed to the active members of the
Wesleyan. 74-53, and U. of L. turned from the Pacific.
Those organization and the replies are
Sea Cards defeated -Georgetown by present were their son Charles being returned daily. The election
lopsided score of 80-23. The Hugh Irvin and Mrs. Irvin, Mr. closes December 30. 1945 — 30 days
standings of conference leaders re- and Mrs. J. C. Irvin. and Miss Ver- after the ballots were mailed, acmained the same with Louisville, nell Irvin.
cording to the amendment in the
Hubert Cunningham. son of Mr. Alumni constitution made
Eastern and Morehead retaining
at the
the top spots in the -ratings, an and Mrs. Wilburn Cunningham, has spring election.
received his discharge and he and
Associated Press poll showed.
Guy Billington, gractuate in the
There are no.KIAC games sched- Mrs. Cunningham will live at '33 class and a member of
the MttrMayfield.
uled before Januar. 3, but this
ray Insurance Agency; and W. Z.
Charles
B.
Stark
is
visiting
his
week a couple of the teams take
'Carter, graduate in the class of '29
on other
opponents.
Western parents, Mr and Mrs. B. Stark and superintendent of Murray High
tangled Tuesday with Miami Uni- and brother, Joe Hal.
Jo Tom Erwin has received a School, are -candidates for the
versity at Oxford. Ohio and the U.
president's office.
of L. took on Butler December 18, discharge and is at home with his
The old w ith its broken promises
Dr Hal Houston. graduate of '31.
parents. Mr and Mrs. Hub Erwin.
and
Purdue.
December
19.
Purdue
and disappointments, in road building.
Recent announcement has been captain in the Army, discharged re.
trimmed the Sea Cards in Louistently, ana:. taking
a refresher
and all the inconveniences resulting.
ville in their first meeting by a m ade of the marriage of Mrs. Rudy
Atkins Radford of Puryear, Term., course in the school of medicine at
four-point
margin
in
their
first
Like the young hfid, we are ready
Vanderbilt, and a member of the
meeting in the Armory here in a• to Mr. Torn Nesbitt. This fine
to be fed on new fear promises,
stiff of the Keys-Houston Clinic;
couple
have
best
althea
Of
rough and tumble affair.
Austin Adkinson. graduate of the
tives and
• The pleasure of the homecoming of
Plans for the KIAC tourney, to
Mrs. Warren Erwin and baby
be held in Louisville Armory Febso many of the boys, and the continreturned. to their home at Cadiz
ruary 21. 22. and 23 are shaping up
ued hope of more, adds joy, and we
Thursday after p few weeks stay
nicely
and
a
meeting
will
be
held
vtend honor due to every one ot
at the Clinic and the home of her
in that city early in January by
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Elthem, and encourage them to adjust
members of the tournament comlis. The baby
which
arrived
themselves as rapidly as "ossibie to
mittee to put the final1 okay on all
•Thanksgiving, will answer to the
to me life and home making, that the)
details including the
selection
name of James Leslie.
MO have a part in the progress of
of arbiters for the nexpected nine
Mrs_ Coil Phillips is an operagame embroglio. With three night
pot-war - activities, with opportunities
tive patient at Mason hospital.
sessions and an afternoon tilt inof bu•iness and reproduction of much Dorris Clark, formerly of this
cluded in the tournament it is exneeded equipment, from hoes to harvicinity, has received his dispected virtually every school in
charge after more than four years 1
vesters, that the hungry world may
the KIAC will have delegations on
Army service and is now at th,
be fed, that we may have a road to
hand to root them victoryward, and
home of his parents, Mr. and Mr. 1.
ever) home that the products may be
an attendance of upward of 20,Munaie Clark.
•
marketed, and childiren may get to
000 fans will, see all the contests.
Ordest Key has lately received 1
stilocl and church. CalJetwaj, will be
For the week ending December his discharge and he and
Mrs-J
just what the service men make it in
15. Louisville. Eastern and More- Key•and son. Danny, have Movedl
the future.
head were--leading the loop with to Vine street. Murr2y.
jsaroda_ Dr
I-a .standing of 1 000:' Centre. .500;
.
r.
t We appreciate the support and paGeorgetown. 250: and Urnori. Mur- of age and in poor health fia
_ _Aience vou have had with us in the
toy. fiere-a - rind Wesleyan were several months, remains unimpro%comforting each other in the celoperation of our little business, and
lar.
hope to merit a continuation of same,
A little girl who had Christmas!
presents for each of her family
We invite you to come in to see us
. Tchaikowsky, outrank., others in recalled she had no gift for Jesus
every time you are in town.
popularity among the symphonic She knelt by her bed anit—ialltiyed
—cd- received the joy or- salva - 11
ar&
-Fi.--eipECTalli. among TheThew- ar
lion. As she gave her gifts to th
corners to the music.. rooyn.
- ndrew Car- members of her family she added
Endowed by the A
negie library fund, the room pos- she had given .herself to lestesesses over 2,000 recordings rep- Jesus is anxious and' willing
resenting the classical works of the receive all who will came to ho'
Happy Christmas to Ledger
world's greatest composers.
T...5rtea; families and all their read

Ring Out The Old...
Ring In The New !

1.

P GE SEVEN
'41 class, editor cif the Post-Intelligencer, Paris, Tenn., and Pat McCuiston. '31 graduate, executive
secretary of the Chamber of Commerce. Hopkinsville, are candidates
for the position of vice-president.
.The above nominations . were
made at the Homecoming luncheon
November 10. President Holland
Rose, Benton, and superintendent of
"Marshall County Schools; Miss Mildred Hatcher, vice president, and
Mrs. George Hart, secretary-treasurer, or a committee appointed by
the president, will count the ballots after the closing date.
There were approximately 500
ballots mailed out. All should be
returned immediately, was the announcement made by Mrs. Hart.

The

JOHNSON's job primarily

has been the escorting of troops
and anti-submarine tvarfare. and
since joining the Pacific Fleet in
December, PM& has served at most
of the operational points from
New Guinea to her present station..

Before joining the Pacific Fleet,
the JOHNSON escorted large convoys of troops and war materials
from the Eastern Coast of the
United States to ports of North
Africa and Italy throughout the
final phase submarine warware.

WWWWW

"A Merry Christmas and a Thank You"
As another Christmas dawns agd as our term of office
fades into the shades of twilight, we wish to take this means
of expressing our gratitude for all favors and courtesies shown
us from the day we first asked for your vote until the present
good now.
We have round that statement to be true ,which says, "If
you knosi a person long enough and are around them often
enough you will find they are like a City. there is a pleasant
suburb somewhere." In each individual which we have learned
to know, regardless of the bad characteristics which may crop
out, we have also found that individual to possess some likeable
and good trait.

•
PARVIN LEE MILLER. GM 3-c,
SERVES IN CHINA, KOREA

V
V

Again we wish to thank each and all of you for the priviON THE USS E V. JOHNSON
lege of serving you. and in stepping aside as your Circuit
(Delayed) — Parvin Lee Miller,
Clerk and Deputy, we bid you farewell and hope that this and
all of your future Christmases may be White.
gunner's mate, third class. Lynn
Grove, Ky., is serving aboard this
destroyer escort, now engaged in
occupational movements in North
China and Koiea.
481PEISMVIM4144114114SPEMISPPOWAIMPIPIPPIPHIPIPIPIPIIEWICaPIMPIPIIMM00141111111

Otis and Esther Loving
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Dark Fired
Tobacco Market

;CARD
RI STMAS

"PIE

"TO OPEN
1946
-and espewl y do.. wan In West Kentucky's Greatest Market 0El
ed.

With Season's Greetings
from
T.0. TURNER
and
Associates

51.F.

ED

X
)1(

We still have lots of
nice things to
choose from
For the BOY

For HIS Office

7.4
vg

a
iot
/I
71k

Desk
Desk Sets
Blotter Sets
Fountain Pens
Desk Lights
1946 Calendar Stand and Pad
Brief Case
Desk Organizer
Steel Waste Basket
Chair Cushions
For HIS Fun

'rry

A

Hunting Coat
Sheepskin Vests
Gun Case
Camp Cot
Rod and Reel
Poker Chip Rack and Chip's

Scout Knife Sheath Knife
Tents
Football Suits
-Leather Jacket
Croquet Set
Archery Set
Boxing Gloves
Baseball Gloves
Dart Boards
Pocket Book

Dr. Ralph Woods
Announces Addition
To Pollege Faculty

Murray, Kentucky

$th .4r __bar_

Dr RAM H 'Woods today announced the appointment of Miss
Woodward Byars to fill the vacancy caused by the leave of absence granted too Miss Ruth Sexton, head of the home economa
department.
Miss Byars has her BS degre,0
from the University of Tennesse,
master of science from Iowa Stat•
College. and she has done add,
tional graduate work. above
master's level, at the University
Chicago and the University of Ter..
neasee.
She has previously taught a•
Union University, Jackson, Tern
Tennessee College, Murfreesboo
Tenn., Madison College, Harrisoeburg, Va. She has also been cornected with , the North Carob!' . 0
Agriculture Extension Division
a Home Demonstration Agent.
Miss Byars will teach courses 1 ,
foods and nutrition, and will has,
charge of the home miinagemcnt
house.
This position has been filled during the fall quarter by Mrs. Max
Carman.
Capt. R. C. Stewart. graduate of
'41, has re-enlisted in the Air
Corps argil is stationed at Turner
Field, Albany. Ga.. where he wal
be in charge of the engineering 6
the ground trainims
partment
Caplain Stewart was held a prisoner in Europe for many months.
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Cornpass

Flash Lights
Tennis' Racket
'Camp Cot
KIRK A.

WNW

il

Want'Ads cover and discover a
say to the boys and girls in server
multitude of needs.
and the bereaved, God bless you.

Last-• Miliutw
Shoppett

f

-

POOL & COMPANY

CHRISTMAS
SUGGESTIONS
•
BOYS' WAGONS
METAL SCOOTERS
METAL TOY WHEELBARROWS
PYREX GLASS WARE
GLASS COFFEE MAKERS
COFFEE TABLES
END TABLES
CARD TABLES
MAGAZINE RACKS
CLOTHES HAMPERS
CLOTHES DRYERS
KITCHEN STOOLS
BEDROOM SUITES
CH1FFOROBES
•
•
MAN (MIER [SEFUL
ITEMS AND
GIFTS

For the past few years this market has sold more pounds of tobacco than any
other market in West Kentucky. .

LI

0

v

It is a well known fpct that the highest average price in the Western Dark Fired
District has been Paid on the Murray Loose Leaf Floors.

'Be Ready For Opening Sales

LI

According to past sales, the tobacco delivered for early sales brought highest
prices.
Our floors are warm, well lighted, and arranged to keep tobacco in good order,
EXPERIENCED WORKMEN ARE PRESENT TO ADVISE growers how to
make the crop bring the best money.
0
,
Our floors are ideal for stripping. You may strip your crop yourself or we will
strip it for you.
OUR FLOORS CARRY INSURANCE THAT COVERS ALL THE TOBACCO
STORED WITH US.

Air Cured Sales Will Continue After
The First of the Year
PATRONIZE THE MURRAY FLOORS . . . THEY
HAVE THE RECORD OF SELLING MORE
FOR HIGHEST MONEY

LI
11

REMEMBER: Opening :Saks January 2, 1946
11

LI

•
-Pouglass Hardware
- Company_ , $10109147011041441KX 0=10

FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
DORAN LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
. GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
'OUTLAND LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
0=10

11
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Lost and Found

word, minimum charge

pen,
- 111.01.:ND-- A good fountain
which owner may claim by identifying' same and paying for this
ad
LOST-One black suitcase containing woman's and children's
ctothes, also insurance papers ef
Pfc Byron W Sykes and hilibirth
records
with Chicago address.
Lost Dec 15, on road between
Farmington and Kirksey, Ky Any
one knowing any thing of this
please notify
Mrs
Byron W.
'Sykes or Hugh G Gingles Kirk.ae-y, Ky Reward. s
lp

LOST-Pillow

to bleie living room
Suite, between Stella and Murray
Murray-Mayfield
on
Highway
Call 510 R. Reward
lp

LOST--A broad band wedding ring
with ''W J Meetly" on the inside
Finder please notify Mrs.
M. E M. Hall.
Phone 416-J. lp

For Rent
FOR RENT-Three-room furnished apartment. private bath, pri• vate entrance Located 1202 West
lp
&lain. "

!FOR SAI.E-- Large perfect blue
white diamond, unusually brilliant. Special bargain inducements
Beautiful Christmas gift and good
Address Box 32-A.
investment
Murray, Kr.'tf

advance for each insertion.

Wanted

bract.. t.
LOST-- An idt
geld with name "Jo Workman-.
•
tfc
Phone 694-W3

roa

per

35c for 17 words. Terms cash in

Stryices Offered

WANT TO BUY typewriters, add , SERVICE ON MOTORS, stoker FOR SALE-Child's red and tan reing machines, crsh registers and controls. or other electrical ap- versible wool coat, two pleated
skirts, one red, other brown plaid,
used office furniture. - Kirk A. pliances, Call 349-Electric Seta
Pool, 509 Main Si, or
phone
ice Co.
tf for a 12 year old: a navy all wool
Chesterfield for child size 10 years
0.
If
IF IT IS ELELTRICAe REPAIR or Locale Hart.
tf
DISTRICT AGENTS wanted for installation you need, see us. We
FOR
SALE-18
acres
half
mile
Calloway' County and vicinity by are equipped to service commerfrom Kentucky Lake on TVA
old line legal reserve company to cial and household refrigerators,
highway; 3-room house needs resell Health. Accident, Hospitalize- , and carry a good variety of parts
pair, 2 miles north of Hardin and
tion lind Life Insurance. Highest for both, including belts and moEggriers`Ferry highway. near Barcommissions paid. Write Great tor parts. Whether it is, wiring
nett Cemetery. Priced to sell at
Northern Life „I.asurance Company.' your house or factory or installing
$150 S. e W. N. Ross at this place
110 South Dearborn St, Chicago. a new motor or switch, we are
or Hugh:e Ross, 3 miles north of
111. Zone 3.
tf prepared to give quick and efficHardin on Benton Highway. Dallp
ient service.-Barnett Electric and
.
a
WANTED-Korean Lespeoeza. We Refrigerator Service. Phone 698W1 FOR SAI.E--1936 Plymouth
carbuy all field seeds. Get our prices or 56. Location, Johnson Appliance just been sepeired; good
tires, and
before you sell-Rosa Feed Com- Store.
tf priced reasonable-W. D. Sykes,
33
pany.
Murray. ,
J3c
•
WANTED- Mattresses to rebuild.
WANTED TO RENT-House or We will pick up your old mat- FOR SALE- Round dining table,
apartment near college. furnished tresses arai make them new. - with extension: beautiful
walnut
Sr unfurnished
Call or write Paris Mattress Co.. G. Sa Jackson. finish-Mr&
George Hart.
tf
Harold Winstead, Dukedom. Ten- 136 E.' Washington St.. Paris, Tenn.
nessee
Governor Winthop
Phone 979-W. day phone 3
If FOR SALE
--Solid Walnut Secretary. excelLADIES. full or part time to sell KEMP MOVING COMPANY op- Itht condition: also girl's
bicycle.
. Maisonette Spring dresses. Write,
erates in more than nalf of the See the= 1 mi. from Murray on
Earl Carr, 616 Covert Ave.. Evans- United States. Van Service. Op- Coldwater
Rd. Phone 162W. Cyvale. Ind.
lc erates in Arkansas. Kentucky, rene Williams.
lc
Tennessee, Georgia, Mississippi.
I WANT TO RENT at once a single
FOR
SALE-5
Burner
Oil
Stove.
Alabama. North Carolina. South
room neatly furnished. Rush an-,
Carolina. Missouri, Virginia. Flor- Good condition. Can be seen at
swer please, and address C. W.
ida. Illinois. Indiana. Iowa, Louts- Raymon Parks. Hazel Highway. lp
Winters, Route 6. Murray. Ky. lp
Lana. Maryland, Michigan. New
FOR SALE-27 acre farm 24 males
WANTED.-To buy house trailer. Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklaho- north of Murray Land has been
20 ft or longer
Write and tell ma, Ptnnsylvania, Texas, West . limed and a.wed down for some
length and price. Frank Dalton. Virginia, District of Columbia and time. Meuse redtcorated inside
Lynn Grove. Ky
lp Deleware. Call 861 Daytime, 966 at and out. Priced at $2600 00 Posnight. parts Tenn..
bitch 46 session the
a ••
day you buy. .See

RENT--One Brick house on
13th and Olive Blvd' Now complete and ready for rent St;e R.
T. Catheya--401 Posner- St . Marl
lp
, _ray. Ky.

• - Miscellaneous_ I

--MONUMENTS
Murray Marbbe de Granite works.
Eam Maple St near. Depot Telephone 121 Porter White and L, D
Outland, Managers.

4

RADIO. STOVE. REFRIGERATOR
DOR RENT_After tat of January, repair service -Electric Service
DtIrnace heated bed room with Co Phone 349
tf
bath room and two closets
tall
,
1tt 306 South 6th St Murray, _Ky. OPPORTUNITY OF LIFETIME
Or phone589
lp SupplYkng DDT 'arid other profitable products to farmers in East
Calloway County
No experience
or capital required.. Must have
RECAPPING and
auto and good references PermaVULCANIZING
nent Write or wire McNESS
COMPANY. Dept T. Freeport Ill'
ONE DAY SERVICE
inois
V2Op
Tube Repair large Injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
WHAT FOR CHRISTMAS'- A
• Used Tires
snow white, live bunny with pink
• First Line Tubes
eyes
A few left
Telephone
094-M2.
D20p
HALE SERVICE
" I FTS-Dish gardens. poinsettias.
STATION
.ad cut flower arrangements at
Last Iligeway
e Hine Flower - Shop. South 15th
a
Pa,- P

Dr. Ora Mason, Mrs. Lewis Drake,
Lewis Drake III, and Mrs. Grace
Lt. and Mrs. Carlos Jackson are Moore have returned from Orlanvisiting his parents in the coun- do. Fla., where they visited Dr.
ty. They are en route to Birm- Mason's parents, Drs. D. H. and
ingham. Ala., where they will make Laurette Kress.
their home following Lt. Jackson's
Lt. Col. Martin P. Welding. who
rehear from the Navy.
has recently returned from the
Lt. and Mrs. Carl Ferrara and son ETO, is spending a 30-day furof Ft. Benning, Ga., will spend lough with Mrs.
Welding at the
Christmas with her mother, Mrs. home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lamar .Farley.
F. D. Mellen,
Ben Morris, Jr.. wbo has just reMajor P. W. Ordway returned to
turned from the Pacific where he Murray yesterday after spending
was a Navy bomber for a number
two years in the ETO. Mrs. Ordof months, during which time he
way met him in Louisville and
averaged flying 12,000 miles per
they visited in Kuttawa before remonth, was a week-end guest of
turning home,
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
E Thomas and his aunts, Miss Irene
Thomas and Mrs. Fleta Utley .of
504 North Fourth street.
His
PHONES-26„
24
motheri Mrs. J. 43. Morris, Sr. the
forratei Miss Ada Thomas) accompanied him from Memphis here
CHRISTMAS SPECIALTIES
and remains as a guest over the
Holidays. Ben received the DisFancy Cocoanuts, lb.
20e
tinguished Flying Cross and a citaCranberries, lb. ...._
35,se
tion and wore a number of ribbons
C'rariberry Sauce, can _
- 24'e
and campaign stars for his part in
Lettuce and Celery
the action around the Philippines,
English Walnuts, lb. _ 40 and 50c
in the China Sea and flight over
Pecans, lb.
40 to 45e
ass
Honkong, China.
50e
Mixed Nuts, lb.
Joe T. Lovett left today for Co- Shelled Pecan* lb. iv
$1 CO
hopefulness
and
happiness
the
Ohio,
show
lumbus,
to
join
Mrs.
to
Lovett
wreath
big
it takes a
Fancy *Fruit Cakes
Christmas. And and son, John
Daniel. for the Fruit ()pie Mix. I 14 Ala
of the Brownie Scouts on this "peace on earth"
million Girl
that sound you hear, off-stage, is the voice of all the
Christmas
holidays.
glass jar
holiday season.
51.25
Stouts and Brownies, wishing everyone a Very happy
Delvin Langston unaerwent an Seedless Raisins, 15 et anon 15e
appendectomy at the Mason Hosbulk, per lb. _
15e
ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL
pital Monday.
FOR SALE--Large coal Circulat- SERVICE and
Swann Down Cake Fleur
WIRING -Electric
Mrs. T. H. Stokes is ill.
30c
package s
ing
Heater.
Fire brick lined. Service Co. Phone 349.
tf
40e
10 Lbs. Self Iti.XIng flour
, Price $25.00. One 9 x 12 Wilton
Rug. and pad, price $20.00. James
25 Lbs Extra Fancy Self
,
Rising flour
....
$1.20
Morrell, Paris Highway. between
Will pay cash delivered
Tr -City and Bell City.
55e
lp
Fri. and Sat.., Dec. 21-22 Cheap flour, 25 lbs. ___
WANTED-- We are paving many
Omega Flour, 5 lb, 35e; 10 lb. 7Se
Hens
244:
2
FOR SAEE--1936 Chevrolet; good
calls fora gplirtments for lights .1.1eavy
25 lb.
.. ...
SI 60
condition, good tires. See W. 45. housekeeping for veterans who Heavy Springers ..
$5.00
Apples, bushel
Emerson. near Vancleave.
lp
are returning home and are now Leghorn Hens
22c
1 Bushel box........$525
.
entering college.
We earnestlf Leghorn.Springers
Apples.
leis,
em lb.
es
--- lie
3
22c Western
FOR SALE-88 T:7 acre
solicit the cooperation of the citi- Turkeys
12 t...14T miles west of Fairkaey‘
on in I and zens- of Murray-a to assist us in
15c 110 tbs Great Northern Beans $7.75
Roosters
school route; 3-roam hawse with
aiding' the veterans to find nice
14c
44c illasege Butterbeans„ lb.
Eggs
new brisksiding: good well, staand comfortable places to live. If
Small, lb.
12t sc
bles: .15 acres bottom land and ;situ have anything that is suitPrices subject to change !I Sara sausage:
plenty of timber! See Orvil Over- able for living quarters, please
without notice
at
‘
op bdur;sde
aseire
by. Route 2. Kirksey. Ky.
fp call the Business Office at the
turkeys
. college and give ais. information
ray $3.00 bit for ranri. dein. red
R. E. Brtech, Ritaress Manager.
So. 13th St.
Phone 441' Peanuts

• LOCALS

FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS

For. Sale

Leon Collie, 09 S. 8th St. phone
lc
-FOR SALE-1936'Plymouth Coupe.
good condition: good. tires. Price
reasonable. Se' it at Eally Stub: blefields, Route 7. or telephone
688M2.
lp
_

Swarm's Grocery
•

Too late to Classify

LOOK! LOOK!

li w
Waenht

Boggess Produce Co.

POST WAR DEALER IN HOTPOINT APPLIANCES-H. E Jenkins. telephone 498.
If FOR SALE-1 Ford. DLXCL coupe,
model. '37. I '37 Ford Coach: 1
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED '34 Four-Door Ford. Edgar BogFOR FULLER BRUSHES call 535.
from face, arms. and legs by the gess
'1p
Mr. Phillip Ervin will be in town
modern method of Electrolysis order the last of
approved by- physicians. This A new shipment of stationery has to take care of
lc
method -is permanent a n d pain- been received here, and is Ideal this week.
less. Cyrene Williams, RN, Phone for Christmas Gifts Priced $1.06
POSITIVELY NO HUNTING allowLedger
Times.
162-W
S28 to $1.50
ed with dogs or gun. $1000 rePOST WAR. As soon as available ANTIQUES-.--The ideal Christmas ward for information leading to
Lamps. Glass, China. Vas -s. arrest and conviction-T. E Mcwe' will have a complete line of gift
J 10p
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance, 937 West Belway;:Mayfield. Ky. IP Kinney
also complete line or Gas applianFOR SALE 1 International_ hoe We have pretty Christmas Cardsces to-be used with Shellane Botcultivator. I 2-horse plow. 1 double priced from 60r to $1.75 per box.
tled Gas Purdom Hardware, North
shoveL 1 Aver disc harrow,
Get your before the supply is ex5th Street
Osborn mowing machine. 1 a-horse /matted. Ledger & TIMM.
Also
STREAMLINED WRECKER SER- wagon used tine season
VICE New equipment, 24-hour, good work mare and other farmfast. dependable Wrecker Service
ing implaments all in first class
Charges reasonable. Day phone condiaon
See
H. 0 Barber,
97 Night phone 424--Porter Mo- Murray. Route 6.
lp
No. 1. One 11 -room resitor,' Company. Chevrolet Sales and
furnace heated, adjadence,
Service,
It FOR. SALE--Two late model refrigerators: like new. Telephone cent to campus. Will sell on
ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL or can be seen It Cqil Paschall',. easy terms.
SERVICE and WIRING -Electric 5 miles west of Puryear. Tenn_ lp
No. 2. One smaller house
Service Co Phone 349
brick conitructed,. well loIN MEMORY OF
cated. Priced rireht.
MEMORIALS
PITT. ORDEST HI ERWIN
Calloway County Monument ComIn treasures" memory 01 our dear
No. 3. One 33-acre farm,
pany. Tester A. Orr, sales mana- min and brother who gave his life
residence
building,
stock
ger
. Phone 65 West Main Street in service for his country just one
barn, chicken house, all land
Extended,
It year ago. December 25:
limed. Good neighborDeep in our hearts there's a pic- been
FUNERAL DESIGNS-Cut flowcrs
hood, near school.
ture.
and corsages-Huies Floster Shop,
Of a loved one laid to rest:
No. 4. One building lot,
"Eph" and Carrie _ Pearl Huie.
In memory's frame we shall keep 60x200 feet, located on the
South 15th St. Phone 479.
tf
it.
Boulevard near College.
NATIONALLY FAMOUS HELM'S Because he was one of the best
No. 5. One building lot,
APPROVED CHICKS-apullorum He had a nature you couldn't help
75x1050 feet, located just
loving:
.
controlled-Holder four world's
of Girls Dormitory.
records -a-a R OP sired matings- A neart that was purer than gold. west
Sexed chicks Immediate delivery And to those who knew him ,and Priced to sell.
loved him,
-Free Brooding Bulletins- ILLIf interested in any of the
INOIS HATCHERY,. Metropolis, His memory will neeer grow cold.
above items, see
LoetngIy reineMebered •trY
Ill
Mchijs
Mr and Mrs Emmett Erwin,
and -his sisterr'e-nd brother.
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS WITH
HELM'S APPROVED CHICKS
Officially pullorum
controlledHolder four world records- Official records over MOO eggs. Free
Brooding Bulletin --1431/___Def_Sent
aliveaorrival. postpaid
HELM'S
reari.aes.
CHICKS. Palorsh Ky

Notices

AM.*

WE WISH

FOR SALE

GREETINGS
THE BABE in Mary's arms
proved God's gift

to

man.

On Christmas Day

we

serve

and

His

birth,

obin

Church His words bring

us

solace for our tribulattions,
hope

for

the

future,

and

faith in each other.

First Baptist Church
B. B. SawY-er, Pastor

TO EACH AND
EVERY ONE

BLUE BIRD CAFE

R. E. BROACH

1Verry

•1100,MM0.8.1m.••••
1 •WEADQF ‘RT}R.4 FOR
I Otandard Parts for 411 I are

•
ChriiltriaJ!

i Murray Auto Parts
W. F. Miller
It 1.. Ray

1945

Telephone 16
_

--

-

--a

41••••.1•Mr

.0•10•00..m.

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner-Manager
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT

MAY

God

2:00 O'CLOCK

the blessings
be

with

of

you, our

Av
Merry
ristmas

friends, and with all of

For the Highest Prices, Sell Your Stock Here

us . . . in our souls and
upon our hearths.

SALES REPORT FOR DEC.

Long Fed Steers

273
'.•

can offer no more gra-

18, 1945

Total head sold
,

No. 1 Veals
.No. 2 'Teals

16.00-

HOGS

Fat Cows

8.51T- 1.50

Canners and ('utters

4.00-

8.00

Buffs
-

7.40-

10,.51)

WI( rows, per head

tide than to give you a
SPECIAL invitation to
worship with us.

•

140 to 400.pounds
Roughs

12.00- 15.00

cious greeting this Yule-

16.0013.307.10- 11.60

Throwouts

Good Quality Fat Steers 12.00- 14.00

Baty Beeves

We

14.3513.60-

•
There will,be no sales at the Murray Live Stock
..Day.

49,00-122.00

Yards on

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH

Christmas

But there will be sides on Tues.'

.

day, January 1.

1
I

-

T. H. MULLINS, Jr., Minister

ECONOMY GROCERY

1.110.0111•1.0.M...0

•.

sae-a-a asas asals-aszas

aseasaaa-_-:-astaa

--a• •

.
-:aaa

4.

.

a

,
--aasastwassaskra-asaseirawr_

a -saesssassmantammase

s

I*sioseetai
41.

4-

0

a- 4-^".-00.r.sr

.. '
--1

*' 5,

•

-4•4•111,1
,

•
_1945

i Drake,
. Grace
OrIan-

ted

SECTION TWO — SIX PAGES

"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1945

Dr.

H. and

ng,
um
ay
at
I nd

who
the
furthe

Mrs.

irned to
*ending
i's. OrdOle and
,fore re-

try

ries
20c
35‘,e
24c

and 50110 to 45e
50e
$1 00

$1.25
rton 15c
15c
30c
40e

$1.20
tt5c
lb. 79e
$1.60
$5.00
$5.25
15e
2 to 14e
Ins 57.75
14e
12 1 ic

rso. red

Shall We Teach Our
Children There Is
A Santa Claus?

to fool or be fooled. Therefore,
should eeen happy myths be promoted?
Should children still be taught
to believe in Santa Claus? Should
they enjoy all the magic of childhood while they can, including the
tradi.tiOnal myths, or should they
be told the truth in preparation
for (he adult world they must some
day face?
A

Tom Wallace
Wins Award

Mothers of America are overwhelmingly agreed that parents
'should teach jheir children to believe in Santa Claus.
At least that is the conclusion
drawn from a recent' opinion poll
Considering these questions, the
by a leading Woman's magazine.
opinion poll asked a group of
One...of the women polled made
women representing a cross-section
an answer typical of many: "Belief
of millions of American homes,
in Santa Claus is one, of the beau"Do you think parents should teach
tiful wonders of childhood.
It
their children to believe in Santa
gives us a period in which dreams
Claus?"
come true and anything is possible."
The response was decisively afChristmas is like heaver' on
earth for the very young, the, firmative. More than 87 per cent
points
out. But 'as of the wornes voted "yes"
magazine
America moves from war to peace,. "If a child thinks of Santa as a
there is an inevitable ,,emphasis on man there will be eventual disilreality and truth. No one wants lUsionment," commented one
woman. "But Santa portrayed as
the spirit of giving remains a
beautiful idea." Another woman
pointed out: "Santa is as real as
Uncle Sam."

BOONE'S

Editor of Louisville Times

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

In recognition of his efforts to
promote better relations between

Girl Scout Notice

Save 10 to 20%

Girl Scodts will sell attractive1946 calendars in town Saturday,
December 22, for their cabin building project and will be stationed
at booths in both banks. They
urge the public to see them before
buying Christmas presents.

On Cash and Carry on
both Laundry and
Cleaning

North and v South America, Tom
Wallace, editor 'of The Louisville
Times, has been selected winner of
the 1945 Maria- Moors Cabot Award
by the Graduate School of Jourhalism of Columbia * University,
New York City.

Two South Americans—Francisco
de Assis Chateaubriand, editor of
Diarios. Associados in Rio,de Janeiro, and Luis Teufilo Nunez of
El Universal in Caracas, Benezuelaalso received awards for contributing to international friend;
-'ship
5̀
betWeen t1è Aniefreii7tach
was presented with a silver plaque
mounted on ebony.

Choose Your Own Hospital—a...Anywhere under the

* Ds* K. H. S. A'. now cwovicks
romp/at. sick/toss baimsfits including:
All modicinas and drugs by doctors proscription or
oHsorwiso
Penicillin
Laboratory •staminations

•

frofks when
Most Colds Sterti

SPECIAL DOUSLE-DUTY
NOSE DROPS

When a head cold strikes, put a little
Va-tro-nol in each nostril. It's a speciallsed medication that-

I/Quickly Relieves sneczY,snifIly,
stuffy distress
of head colds. Makes breathing easier.
many
colds from
V Helps Prevent
developing if used
at the first warning sniffle or sneeze,

So keep Va-tro-nol handyand use ago instant it is need ed. Follsor directions in the
Packag‘e

VICKISA,

VA-TRO-NOL

Pontiac Sales and3ervice
Texaco Products
GENERAL GARAGE REPAIR
• Oil and Grease
Th Winterizing

• Tire Repair'and Sales
tr
• Accessories and Pa-r-

WASHING AND POLISHING A SPECIALTY

Main Street Motor Sales
Phone 59

East Main Street
J. 0. PATTON

ON THE USS BON HOMME
RICHARD—Harold F. Oglesby, 30,
seaman, second class, Route 3.
Murray, Ky.. debarked at Guam
with more than 750 other Navy
men from this -carrier tranopegt"
for further assignment in the Western Pacific to replace higher-point
men bound for home
Now a part of ,the Navy's 'Magic Carpet- fleet, this big, new carrier to pick up 3,200 dischargeeligible sailors at Saipan for transportation to the West Coast.

Oirygisn
Gaul mistabolisni tests

I MCOMP01117(

•

the 88 chapters recently organized
in Kentucky. These chapters are
composed of those girls in high
school who study home economics.
State officers met September- 21
and 22 at the Capitol in Frankfort
to write a constitution for the Organization, adopt installatiln and
initiation services for use in state
and local units, to plan an honor
roll system, and to formulate a program of work for the 1945-46 year.
4—
---,Motto of the organization is.
-Toward new horizons-.

caskets',
A. Where an honorably discharged veteran of any war, or a
person honorably discharged from
the United States Army, Navy,
Marine Corps, or Coast Guard after
serving at least one enlistment or
for disability Incurred in line of
duty, dies after discharge, a flag
to drape the casket shall be furnished in all cases by the Veterans
Administration to the next of kin.

Murray, Ky.
JOHN WATSON

HAROLD F. OGLESBY,
IN WESTERN PACIFIC

Transfusions sircluding cost of
blood or plasma

KENTUCKY HOSPITAL SERVICE ASSOCIATION
Building

Hazel FHA Makes
Plans fon-1945-46

Notice!

the G I. Bill?
A. Yes. Any Veteran of World
War 11 discharged under condi,tions other than dishonorable with
ninety days active service, or service-connected disability, who is
hall time, gainfully self-employed
Is entitled to the difference between his net income and $100 per
month.
Q. Does the Government furnish a flag to drape the veteran's

tern Hemisphere.

K. H. S. A. policlos aris written for tho individual, rho
family or for groups. Thai cost is only a fistir cants pot
day Invossigato NOW Call or who

Republic

Billy Thurman, guard, was named
captain of the Murray High School
Tigcr football team for 1946 at a
banquet held for the squad at the
school building Wednesday night.
Hugh Giles, halfback, was chosen
.as 'alternate captain by his teammates.
Coach Ty Holland acted as toastmaster for the evening. A delicious
steak dinner with all its trimmings
was prepared and served by girls
of the high school.
A short but enthusiastic address
was made by Supt. W. Z. Carter.
Lettermen present included Eli
Ah sander. John D. Phillips, Robert Moser, Jimmie Ramsey, ChesBrown, Billy
ter Thomas, Max
Thurman, Gee G. Baker, Joe Hal
Spark Pete Purdum, Billy Furgerson. Hugh E. Wilson, Lee Ross
Melugin, Paul Dill, and Bobby
Cable. Hugh Giles and Gene Hale
were unable to attend because of
illness.'
Gene Workman, David Lyons,
Johnny MeCage. and Joe Pat Anwere also
deison, all seniors,
pre sent.'
Others present were Managers
Haroid Beaman, William Hopkins
and Dallas Doran; Prid. Ed Fit=
beck. Pryf. W. B. Moser, Wilburn
Cavitt, and Ralph Wear.
It was also announced that W. P.
Russell will resume his work as
history instructor and a member
of the athletics department.

Veterans' Corner

Q. Do I have to wait until I
have received all my mustering
out pay before I can draw ReadThe second rehearsal of the West justment Allowance under the G.I.
Kentucky Symphony orchestra, was Bill'
held December 10 at Murray in
No. There are no provisions In
Recital Hall, under the dfrection the G. 1. Bill of Rights whereby a
of Prof. Price Doyle.
Veteran of World War 11 must reThe first rehearsal was held at ceive all his mustering out pay beTilghman High School in Paducah, fore he can draw Readjustment AlNovember 29. The next one is lowance.
scheduled for Monday. January 7,
Q. 11 I am , drawing a pension
in the Mayfield High School audiand take a job. will this affect
torium
my co nsion in any way?
The instrumentation is almost
• A. No. The only thing that will
complete in comparison with the
affect your pension is a physical
best symphony orchestras in the
re-examination by the Veterans
country, and its personnel is made
Administration,
up of musicians from most of the
Q. I farmed most of my life
towns in Western Kentucky and
college students from other states. except the last three and one-half
years before I entered service. I
was inducted into the service from
a machine shop. Can I make a
crop on my place and file a claim
for Readjustment Allowance under
The down-town Library will be
closed December 24, 25, .26, anti e '
27.
a
Margaret Stokes, librarian

Mrs. Estelle trwin is the local
'chapter adviser, Miss Mary Bell
of
Future
The Hazel Chapter
Despite his %tarry and varied acVaughn, of the vocational home ,
tivities, 71-year-old Wallace still Homemakers of America has map- economics department, State Definds time to manage his 158-acre ped plans for ,its 1945-46 program partment of Education. Frankfort, i
her - loeui
at - Prospeet—ond often ge+s-,-ot work, according to Janetto-Or,....I, the atiste.aelvisee.-•
up at daybreak to Milk his dairy president of the chapter.
.• Future Homemakeri of America
Chapter objectives for the yeat officers are:
cows.
For recreation he takes
are The Girl Herself and Her Ref.
long walks.
Shirley Scarbrough. vice-president; Betty Lou Hill. 'Secretary;
The award he has just won is lationships With Others.
The Hazel chapter of Futurt Violetta Vick, treasurer; Laye Nell
recognized annually as the. leading journalistic honor of the Wes-. Homemakers of America is one of , Craig. reporter.

KENTUCKY HOSPITAL SERVICE
ASSOCIATION PLAN

Ado

West. Kentucky
Symphony Has
Second Rehearsal

Billy Thurman Is
Named Captain of
1946 Tiger Girdders

Louisville 2, Kentucky

MEET THE
NEW

CHAMPION

rtight=m-Fighting its way upward, the South's
dollar income has not only doubled in
the past few years but it has increased
proportionately more than the income
for the country as a whole!
For those who manufactunt and sell,
this fact alone spells opportunity. It
means greater purchasing power ... a
ready market for more and Iralier frierhandise of every description.
But this is only one of many factors
that account for the astoundingwmgress of the Southern Region. Long a contender for top-flight honors, World
War II kindled the vital spark that
has, according to Dr. Wilfred White,
of the Bureau of Foreign & Domestic
Commerce, "Stepped up the South's
tnanagtment know-how, skills, plants

otiaav Oreetinr
• On distant shores, our boys, in their own small groups ...
in their own inimitable way,will celebrate Christmas. To
each and everyone go our blessings and our profound
wishes for a safe and speedy return.

MUIZRAY MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS
_

Manufacturers of
GRANITE, MARBLE and STONE MEMORIALS
Telephone 121

and equipment." The South is, he adrift,
"a number one frontier."
With its unexcelled advantages of
abundant raw materials and intelligent,
native-born workers . . . its low-coat
electric power and adequate transportation facilities, the South has everything! That's Why wise industrialists are
choosing the South.
If your objective is lower manufacturing and distribution costs — increased volume --and consequently
greater profits'— it will pay you to
take a close look at N. C. 8c St. L.
territory ... Land of Industrial Opportunity. For details, consult: .1. A.
Sentef, tGeneral Development Agent,
Nashville 3, Tennessee,

THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & ST. LOUIS

Murray, Kentucky

RAILWAY

BUY AND KEEP VICTORY BONDS
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-a pair ... . 1 WaS %%oaring my last! - The light flakes of snow that
! lately fell
pair and that had helm in th,•:. LOOS 1 have been tempting us
A' snow
. . . Standing in line, wafting for Tuesday ' morning. I Ls
my turn. I wt, tiekled'eo watch falls. I love-the time' of year that
John . Wright Holsapple
others dome 'the, t....tme thing . . . Mings snow. Children shoutto see ,
•
for that scarce piece it. Alr love es metny
waiting
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.
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'understood the situaother fillow
.
And make cur burdens lighter
side supper and games.
tion and suggested: "Give it to
Helll help ue bear the heavy load
• • •
ee
,
,,i
- eetr wife
She won't tell ed111And mike it all seem brighter.
..
Even thongh the snowl'are scarce
I other". That settled it . . . RealAnd cIelicit•ent tie last the Journey's
fly you should leave been thee... here. it doesn't keep us from vi-hSn..a.
'Particular- ille f, r more ..I t!-„:.,:n -. .
Pet
are funny . ..
Cu:- ;roubles all behind tee .
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' . . asking lot' a citsiet, Christmas '''() 1°1.'4'
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First. Sways fall
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note that firecracker shooting has
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Soap Flakes- May Be
_
Used
. Christmas Tree

•

0-- -

The -r,xt •-ki.i-i)i-o -fi-Tio .
-sie' slITA:TOC40 a tittle more than your duty in the firre-ground-F-fo
...
immediatAy over teke
-etereed wars Carl Sparks Murray High _and the Thilrene e$11, id it
.,
--3-nrr-are7-and tryItritt erft7T EeHoW-1TTleTt are :14,1---as Text-4a
School for December 28 at the Ori:nches of the tree, scattering it
1948
irman
of
the
relected
te
be
ehat
to look into their hearts, huni:Ty "TiflOy;,to. Ow-Wi.theii.
•
The. prevalenve qf With .the hand..
Chair:nee Sparks made Cob 'll.11hee
you. want --the snow to sparkle,
probably the only good reaion.for your existence is, not, Pr°grant
If
peeptee
fo
club
cate._,d
the
stated
that
u
lee
-week
and
a fvleort
.-, meekly stlreael on. some artificial
What 'e;OU are.going to.get .4,14 of life, but what you are by a survey in town he fcrued th, War:, un!.: .., lath' date,
glleeiiing snow.
Use as much
going.ao give to Tife :10 clome your book of eornplaints dub _filled a greet' need in the
against the management of the universe, and look around community. The club, known as It is seaweed that 100.000 men seleP „snow as you like...
..
- . .
yoij for a place elihere you can sow • a few seed's of' hap- the -Tiiit-rrs Den": ,is located in have ie.,: rejected fez- errind gervicl„ :At induction .centeis because, led._ Todd, Calloway county 4-H
pirmess — are vent willing. to du th-ese things even for a the i-b.-:-.i-ieti.i Hotel.
tufterculoits.-and .hat !hell:toe raised four calves to weigh a
•
.
they
day? THEN 1.(11* CAN KEEP CHRISTNPAS.• "
work',total of 4.625 pounds.
. Oak residents last week be.- annual le-s of -man-heeee
the,L Len,
"Are you willing to stOop down and consider theean
WOLI11:1
equel4
e,:eiting funds with which to due to that die
needs
, and the desires f_if
xhildren; to remember
are I in leis fight against the dreaded
.build a cern:sunny recreaticin eeza140.000_ .000 rreardays. .-ere
Welk/Meet., and loneljne_ss otpeople who are growing old;
estimated)sits Seals that are being sold liy
each year There az-. an
6114
1646"1"to rop asking how- much yo„r friends love you. and ask 'er
....estructiun
of bee".
a cinder 1112°111
to hnanc., g4
yourself whether you rove them enough; to bear in mind block beelding "Treluding a- 10-x20 14.000 eases in Kentucky now. I, Gill Scosit. for the Woman's
the, things that otherTseOple have to bear; to trim your foot togrige. F .ciletes• Lee ed in- llfuberruinsis has beer called- thelte4ici. sponsors of the sale each year
!fall) so it will ,give. more.h.ght„gnifjm: smoke, and to dude- a skan're -fencei prriposegOereessary-,theme. Tuberculoses! ,fel• Illie eiritiety„ Health Deparurrent
carry it in front of you is that your shadow will fall be. eel et,Fer -games_ meeting too,-',' LS contageeass• . . ft can he spread iFech sr..I sells fir one penny. These
on "the walks, by cough- I pennies make a fund that i.: used
hir0 ;'to make a grave for your- ugly thoughts •and a gar- and a I- - 0 braece of Cam- itse Li- by sPiter.g
7 for the cure . atel • prevention of
trateMieebers of th • Pal-ent ing upeCy into the-air , . . •
den for your kindly feelings: are yOu willing to do these Teachers Association are . -pensor- Tuber, ireees may ,b.• prevented.: , eibereu:esis. Have you bought
• thing- even for.ii day 7 THEN l'ot: CAN KEEP CHRIST- ing the plan.
•: r
.AS.
•
. "Are you willing to Fitlie'.e.t hat 14).vC is the strongest
thing in:the world — stronger than hate, stronger than
evil, stronger than death and that the blessed life which
beg-an in Bethlehem nineteen hundred years ago is the
image and brightneseof Eternal Lute? THEN Y(.)1: CAN
KM'CHRISTMAS.
WAS the night before Chrlstenes, when all through the house,
"Are. you willing to conduct y-oursell in this -- glad
Not a creature was stirring, not even a mcus*:
Weuld
have
ye,'
He
Christmas bay as
endelet v-,iurself —
The stockings were hung by the chimney with care,
in acts of • loving kinrinc-s to both fri.nd, and eartmies?
In hopes that St. Nicholas soon would be there;
THEN `..4.)U CAN KEEI:, CHRISTMAS.
The ceildren were ncstled all o•eig in their beds
HU*
keep
it
for
-a---day,
--Nrtlynot
ou c-an
aiways?
While visions of sugar-plums danced through their heads;
, you can•he‘er keep it•
A.scl Mamma in her 'kerchief, and I in my cap,
-Yours in His Service'.
Hod just settled our brains for a long winter's nap,
• sa
When out on the lown there arose such a clatter,
•
1
I sprang from my bed to see what was the matter
The above „i•-• "a copy of a letter writ7.-en and distribAway to the window I flew like a flash,
uted to Is ia,cal Stiticio:.- 'School i.lass in.:Murray many years
Tore open the shutters and threw up tee sash.
mt. 1.t.-4 Chri,tmas. The sender
• ago. The lo•tter
Ttei moon on the breast of the new-fallen snow
and the.' author are unknown. The sent.ment and thought
Gaye a lustre of mid-day to objects be!ow
this (,
1945 as they %ter::
b are
,in beering
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Christmas Carol
By Mules Dickens
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MARLEY u-as dead.
Scrooge knew he 14.(1.1 dead. Scrooge und he Here partners.
Scrooge 14 145 11 tight-fisted hand at the grindstone, u squeezing,
wrenching, grasping, scraping, clutching, coretous, old sinner!
Once upon is time- 0/1 Christmas to e--uld Scrooge sal busy
in his couriting-house.
"A Merry Christmas, uncle. God sate sou!" mini kis
#
aephera's cheerful toice`.
"Bah!" said Scrooge, "Humbug."'
One day when asked to gite to the poor br the festive meson, Scrooge replied. "I help to support the poushouses-they
cost enough arid those oho are badly og must go there."
14.
AFTER dinner that night, Scrooge uent home to bed. A disosed bell that
hung in the room started to suing. was siacteeded by a clunktrig noise
US if some one 11113 drugging a heavy chain o'er the casks in the cellar,
it came through the door, and passed into the room. It Ws, ,1turley!
Marley's chain was made of cash-boxes, keys, padlocks, ledgers, deeds and
.
beery nurses icsought in steel.
7 he Ghost informed Scrooge, "it is required of et ery man that the spirit
sulk abroad among his fellownien; and if that spirit
uithin .him
goes Mu forth in life, it is condemned to do so after death. It is doomed to
madder through the world-and witness what it cannot share.
"l'ou will be haunted by Three Spirits. Without their visits, you cannot
hope to shun the path I tread, Expect the first when the bell tolls One."
set ,1
Scrooge auoke and the curtains of 41/1 bed u•ere drau n
elfish creature.
•
"1 am the Ghost of arisuita., Past,- is said....
read
Tihneg Ghost and Scrooge cent 10 a bare 'room 'there • timely boy ill'
near a feeble fire: Scrooge u•ept to see his poor forgotten self as h,
used to be, and glanced anxiously touards the door. It opened: and a little
girl much 'ounces than the boy came in and, kissing him, addressed him
as her "Pear, dear brother."
"1 ctime to ir-iing you fir;rne, (Tear b'rothe-r-l" said the child. "TT;;:ne, for
good arid alt. Moshe, for et er anit eter. Father has tem me
r,
ach
bring you."

01

•

Tiff 1. stopped at .1 tsar ekouse door. It nos erzziatg's. A
and tuned like fifty. stontoch.achey. They
1
'fiddler- came
daoced and ate. Scrooge found himself by the sick of a .bit-s0i114 11 girt
"It matters
she said, soft!',', "To snit, reer /Mee
enricher idol has displaced me: and it -it can thew and eons.
fort sou in time to come, as I tacield have, / hate no lust cause
to griete."
"What idol has displaced you?" he rejoined.
"A golden one."
"Spirit!" said Scrboge, "shoo me no more! Co.nilticl me
home. Why do you torture me?"
Scrooge had no occasion to be told that the hell seas again
upon the stroke of One.
,Nou.: his bed become the tee, core, and center of a blaze of
ruddy tight, sthich streumed upon it ashen the clock proclaimed
the hour. Living green so fulled it that it looked a perfect arose

..
-

A

P.
e

IS'Y •

'A VISIT FROM_
-

Cr

,VHIN what to my wondering eyes should appear,
V But a miniature sleigh and eight tiny reindeer,
With a little old driyer so lively and quick,
1 knew in a moment it must be St. Nick.
More rapid than eagles his coursers they came,
And he whistled, and shouted, and called them by name:
-Now, Dasher' now, Dancer! now, Prancer and Vixen!
On, Comet! on, Cupid! on, Dander and Stolen
To the top of the parch! to the top of the wall!
Now dash away! dash away! dash away, all!"
As dry leaves that before the wild hurrican• fly,'
When they meet with an obstacle, mount to the sky;
so up to the house-top the coursers-they flew.
With the sleigh full-of toys, rind St. Nicholas too ...
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OLDING up his hands in
a last prayer to hate his
fate recessed. Scrooge saw
th• Phantom shriek, collapse
and dwindle dou n intro a
bed pest.
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and the bedpost cal kis min.
I LS!
7 he bed 14 tit his min, the room was his nun. Best era'happiest of

all, the time before him Was Ins oun, to make amends in!
!limning to the uindou, he opened it and put out hichead calling
to a happy urchin in the street.
"Do you know if the Poistireter's hale sold the prize turkey?"
"Ifs hanging there now."
Scrooge had the turkey delitered to Bob Cratchit's. Scrooge then
went to church and in the afternoon he went to his nepheta•I Isniise.
"It's I. Your Uncle Scrooge. I have come to dinner. Will you let
me in, Fred?"
I.et him in! It is a mercy they didn't shake his arm off. Ile teas at
home in five minutes. Nothing could be heartier.
,t

• I hod a brood face and a little round belly
That shook when he toughed, like *bawl full of lolly.
He was chubby and plump, a right jolly old elf,
And I laughed when I saw him in spite of myself:
A wink of his eye and a twist of his head
Soon gavo_rne to know I had nothing to dread;
He spok• not, a word, but went straight to his work,
And filled all the stockings; then turned with a jerk
And laying his elniger aside of his nose,
Aed giving a nod;up the chimney he rose;
He sprang to his sleigh, to his team gave a whisthe,
And away they all ay, like the down of a thistle,
,But I hedrd him exciciim, are he drove out of sight,
"HAPPY CHRISTMAS TO ALL, AND TO ALL A GOOD NIGHT I4

• ;
..

ATIONAL CDITOMAL_.

./

eagles

ND then, in a twinkling, I heard on the roof
The prancing and pawing of each I.ttle hoof.
As I drew in my head, and was turning around,
Down the chimney St. Nicholas came with a bound.
He was dressed all in fur, from his head to h.s foot,
And his clothes were all tarnished with ashes and sooll A bundle of toys he had flung on his back,
And he looked like a pedler just opening his pock.
His eyes-how they twinkled! his dimples how merryl•
His cheeks were likesroses, his nose like a cherry!
His droll liwle mouth was drawn up like a bow,
An-.4 the beard on his chin was as white as the snow;
The stump of a pipe he held tight in his teeth,
And the smoke, it encircled his head like a wreath ...

'
1

_QCROOGE stas taken from Cretchits'by Christmas Pre,
eat to another end of tmsn.
/1 14.01 0 great surprise to Scrooge to hear a familia.
hearty' Touch. Scrooge recognized it as his ran nephew's.
"Ile said that Christmas teas a humbug, as I bee!" cried
Scrooge's nephen to the parts. 'lie belietril
The bell struck .1,111/1,
Scrooge looked about his bedroom once more, and beheld
a solemn Phontom, draped arid hooded. Ile it ear fifth thc
Phantom into an °hula,. part of the onto,
into the pre, .
ence of a man, pist as a II Omani it it.
5 a heat y bundle entered.
She explained that 'the blankets belonged to Scrooge, hot
being dead he was not Ith../y in take cold.
Scrooge shuddered at the ',relation that this mould he
his late in retribution for hi, 11111k1 rednr.ses during life. .

4-1

,...gregaeriggiN1-*

c>4
is,

t. 4s1 state upon this couch, there sat a lolly giassi:
s "I am the Ghost of Christmas Present," said the Spirit.
"Spirit," said Scrooge, "conchal me where you miff."
Perhaps 111441 the Spirit's sympathy uith all pool. men
that led him straight to Scrooge's clerk. On the threshold of
the door the Spirit smiled, and stopped to bless Bob
Crawhit's duelling.
In came Bob, Tiny Tina npon his shoulder. Alas for Tiny
Tim, he bore a little crutch.
Master Peter, and the sun ubiquitous young Cratchits.
which they soon returned in
WPM to 'fetch the goose's
'Min procession.,
There sneer leas such a gosrse. Bob said he didn't 1,, liege
there et er cat such a goose rooked.
"God bless us every one!" soul Tiny Tina

"J 4
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thme onfe
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H"iE WEN
r to the ?like ear .
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.
hiinh,
d hoifs,iti
centtye.kmtw.
amoot going Jo stand this tart of thing any longer. And therefore," said

Scrooge, leaping from his stool, and giving

'
t his dot& Ile did it all, and infinial,' thole': and to "king lint, who
:
pi ebeuttueir'lZin
,BoCScarotggei-nu-a
.
nod father. lie broom. as good a friend, v good drowsier, and 11$
--try, WW1 or boLlikli to the good old awl&

By Or, Clement C. Moore
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THE CONFEDERATE STATES,'Lincoln wired the Governor of tioned.
and refusal to give him econoMical, called, home last Friday to be at days ago.
and did not seceed from the Union, Kentucky lBeriah Magoffin> as
Mr. and Mrs. John Elkins are
Sincerely pours,
1,.justice ssOth regards to his ability. fthe baside of Dr. Coffield's wife
and furnished about the same_ follows: Knowing- that education is the who II Very ill in a Paducah hos- preparing to move into their new
Zeb A. Stewart.
Owensboro, Ky.
number of soldiers to the Union as
home.
Ed's notes The above news is id- backbone of the nation, White men pital.
Irentucky is hereby directed to
December IS, /945
it did to the Confederacy.
furnish
Seventy-Five Thousand teresting,, but I am leaving the have come to realize th t a maL. P.'Bridges and family. PryorsMrs. Van Ratcliffe underwent a
Editor, Ledger and Times,
As proof of the fact that Ken- Troops to put down the rebellion" facts and dates,to better historians jority of Negroes want to become major operation in the Clinic a few burg, visited his sister, Mrs. Carl
Murray. Kentucky
than I am. I'm glad to have a respected citizens 'Of this great natucky did not seceede, the -reader
To this telegram Governor MaDear Mrs. Hart:
letter from you. Say hello n to tion and shall help him by grantis referred to The Columbia En- gottin wired Lincoln as follows:
In the 'December 6, 1945, issue of
Mrs.- Jessie for me.—L. H.
ing him heir, to an economical
cyclopedia Page 406, Webester's
"Kentucky will furnish no troops
The Ledger and Times I read with
status which he so often lacks.
Unabridged Dictionary, under the for the wicked purpose of subduing
a great deal of interest the "Texas
My one .big plan this date is to
Squadron "F"
heading "Confederate States of her sister Southern- States" (SignLetter" of my good friend and
3505th AAF Base Unit continue my education that I might
America," as well as many other ed) Beriah n Magoffih, Governor".
distinguished native son , of Old
• Siott Field, Illinois better .serve my country and my
histories and accurate authorities.
• When I quoted this historical
Calloway, Rev. John Wright Holsbe happy to drop
11 December, 1943 people. 1 shall.
Strong influences were brought
fact the old gentleman with whom Mrs. George Hart, Editor amlie, of Temple, Texas.
by and discuss my future plans
to bear on the Kentucky LegislaIn that article dealing with the ture by Southern sympathizers to I was conversing smiled ,aitti re- Ledger & Times Office
with yeti during my next visit
this-tory of Kentucky, our venerable induce the State to seceede, but marked:
Murray. Kentucky
home.
"Beriah Magoffin was my father". Dear Mrs.
friend Dr. Holapple, inadvertently equally strong and more successSincerely yours,
Hart:
I read with regret a few years
made the following statement, viz: ful and potent influences were
Warren
Mother sent me the copy of the
ago
a
dispatch
from
Oklahoma
"Kentucky was admitted to the brought to bear to keep the State
Ledger & Times in which you had
Ed's Note: Warren, I' thank
stating
that
the
Oklahoma
MagofUnion as a State in 1792. Be- in the rinion.
prinied my letter. I am glad that you for your compliments to the
fin had passed away.
came one of the Confederate States
In this connection I am remindit was among those you selected Ledger & Times. I did not knpw
It
may
be
of
interest
to
note
as
during the Civil War and has been ed of the following personal infor printing, however, I had not there were papers who would iga member of the Union ever since". cident. About the year 1924 I a matter of historical interest that dared hope that it would be. I nore the achievements and the
at the oubreak of he Civil War a
It is true that Kentucky was was in Oklahoma City in behalf
was merely thanking you'for some- worthy contributions of any race
mass convenion met at Russelladmitted to the Union , in 1792, but of a client, and while waiting for
thing that I have.brought out in or class of peopjle. I pm proud 4
ville and adopted resolutions of
Kehtlicky WAS NOT ONE OF, my train I fell in conversation
orientation classes in which a publish in this paper anything that
secession, but as stated above, the
with a distinguished looking old
mixed group participated. This fact is goon concerning Murray's citiGeneral Assembly cpmposing the
gentleman sitting next to me in the
is that
jIo know of a southern zens. It pleases me to publish the
legislative authority of the ComStation. I introduced myself to
newspape that prints news con- progress of the Colored people.-God
monwealth did not adopt any reshim and he told me his name was
cerning negro service men other made us all ... . and gave us talolutions of secession.
Magoffin and that he was a native
than derogatory and backed it up ents to use . . . I see no reaton
Eleven 11) Southern states that
of Kentucky, and appeared. to be
with clippings from the Ledger why newspapers or people sho Id.
did seceede, are as follows:
about 75 years of age or older.
hide the good talents and works
& Times.
South Carolina, Mississippi, FlorWhen he told me' his name I re-Mother recently sent me the of some peoplesa nd publish that
ida, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana
marked that his name was the same
of others . . . I, too, believe that
Texas, Virginia,, North. Carolina, clipping concerning the football
as that of a Governor of Kentucky
team at Douglas High School taken the Colored people have a future
Arkansas and Tennessee- 4
at the time of the outbreak of the
and I am happy that Murray
This article is. not meant as any from the paper that you are editor
Civil War. I told him that at the
I was very proud of the Colored citizens are taking adreflection upon Rev. Holsapple, of.
beginning of the war President
vantage of education in an atnor -is it written in a critical vein, clipping as well as the record of
tempt to make thir worthwhile
boys.
I
remember
Coach
Miller's
but merely to -"keep the record
that I was a member of an unde- gontribution to our country.—L. H.
straight".
In addition to the historical ref- feated team from Douglas riiy last
!
erences above, I had a talk with year there. Th.re, was not any
Rainey T. Wells who was here this mentlon•ef this teatn in the Ledweek attending the Woodmen Con- ger & Times at this time but you
vention, and Rtiney had read Rev. were not editor then.
out Christmas bells—ring out the
I was born in the south and re- , Hervey Henderson and family
Holsapple's article and agrees that
merriest Christmas ever to one and all.
it is in error in the respects men,- seived my education there. I am have moved into their home which
proud of this'fact and I am, like- was vacated by Gaylon Turner
Wise, proud of Murray. I feel that and family who have moved into
in a lots of ways, it stands out. I their home in . Almo and recently
can cite numg-ous examples of in- purchased from Pat Beale. . '
.stances where my race has been
Mr. and Mrs. Olice Mathis _
given -recognition----ef- their ability
this
- corn'Visited in ,i7h
Chicago.
there without regard, to the color
triunity the past week. They have
of their skin. There is room for
sold their farm to Otis Janes.
., just, as
imilftovement, of c'eliirse
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Starks of
tirEe is in cities on this side of the
Chicago, Ill.. spent the week-end
believe
that
honestly
Ohio". but I
with homefolks.
in many instances, embarrassing
Mrs. Connie Wyatt. Detroit, was
,
situations shall be adjusted beSUPPLIES
cause thoughtful white people have ot:
come to judge men as individuals
•
and for their ability.rather than as
BUILDING & FARM
a particular group. '

Letters To Editor

Edwards and family Sunday.
Ezra Lents of Marshall county,
whose flock this year hal averaged
51 hens, reports an income above
feed costs of $134.57.

Back the Attack
By Buying
War Bonds!

OVER
NEW
YEAR'S

Hickory Grove
Happenings

Ring

PLUMBING

HARDWARE
•

A. B. Beale & Son

SOUTHERN SELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
ii.Ccit•ORAIED

EA. 1897

Murray, Ky.

Personally, I believe that there
is a great future for the Negro in
the south. In so many instances,
the white man has shown that he
recognizes this fact and has ceased
to drive the Negro elsewhere seeking a livelihood by maltreatment

••-

ent

1.1

s.

a

On this joyous occasion

ol

'

we want to wish one and all the very

Just

rig

merriest of holidays and

7

extend our heartfelt thanks to all of our kind friends

at

1

we re looking for

en

Ict

the man

who have been so patient
With his twinkling eyes, cherry red nose and snow white beard, a

during the difficult period of the past

Ruddy Old Saint Nick arrives again, bringing with him a sack full

with the promise of better things to come

of Laughter, merriment and Christmas joys.

in the near future.

We, too, bring to you our sincerest wishes for a very happy holiday.

JACKSON PURCHASE OIL COMPANY

•

Parker Seed Co.
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• 3$. IRVAN. HAZEL. IS
VII, MAUL T. H J. B. m.o. f rating of baker. second class.
Trawl's wife Morrease, lives at
.rving at this
Hazel. Ky., nava
I BAKER, SECOND CLASS
NAVAL AIR STATION. KAHU- station. has - been advanced to-the Route 1, Hazel.

and shouting; we pull into Dear Mom:
!,awg
S-Sgt. Donald McKayavin
filling station, and what do we
This is the finest resort hotel In
see A white girl about 19 or 20, Korea—excellent hot sptin s baths
Writes Letters
modern American dress, hairdo- electricity. telephones, AND SER-

S-SGT. DONALD MCKAY
Mrs. Julia Allbritten. 116 East
Main Street, and the widow of the
ate Capt. R. A. Alibi-Men who
creed- with .distinction' in the
apanish-American war, has receiv. d letters from her nephew*, Sgt.
:aaiald McKay, son of the late Capt.
J. C. D. McKay. who served tri
World War I. who is serving with
the Occupation forces in China. Mrs.
McKay. the former Miss Lottie
Hicks of Murray, resides in Los
Angeles. Calif.
The letters were written to Mrs.
McKay who with her on will spend
Christmas 'here.
The letters follow:
Ansan.•Korea
•
September 26, 1945.
:4-air Mom'
s...,
Sunday evening Lieut. Ruff. MY
alatoon leader, came in and said
•, have my squad ready to leave the
-a allowing meaning. We threw ea., rything together, fitted our - packs,
' 1.1ed
our
horseshoe blankets,
blanket rolls' and packed
our
•iuffel bags.. At noon Monday we
: acted- aboard an Army truck with
. trader for our rations and took
--44-61(am K
aapital of Kirea, where we have
teen since the 8thsof, September.
T mita write a letter -on - the ride
Lone:. very beautiful country. .peoale out waving and yelling and. of
,•ourae, we were waving back Passd'through doze.pa of' smaill towns
.nd hamlets. Fairly "good black
•op or cement had surface roads
sod' very good farm-to-market
ea- lined with trees, really pretael dafter field or rice. About.
.• :. town. we came to we would
. 'quire the way—some fun
We
.auldna speak Korean. Japanese or
chinese. and only one or twq we
:-atincl•could speak English — we
ased our phrase books, made signs,
:lrew pictures and got along very
..aell.
About 530 .we were . zaprning
-town . natives lined up

,1
•

Our Yuletide wishes Cal our me, still
overseas are bright as the blessed light-of
the Christmas Star which shines on all.

Stokes-Billington Motor Co.

super' She acted American in every
way the short 30 or 40 seconds we
could see her: she says. "Hello" and
we just about fell out of that truck.
We gave out with a roar and she
typically American, just
acted
laughed and waved, not a bit embarrassed.— she must have been
American. though she could have
been a white Russian.—we thought
probably she was the daughter of
proa missionary or university
fessor. it was the first white girl
since
we
left
many of us had seen
the States.
We couldn't linger, so we drove
on and came to a huge wall some
45 feet high with a double pagoda
atop it, the whole affair reaching
some 130 feet with huge iron plated doors which were open, and on
the other side of those doors, A
we
had
passed
CITY! When
through the city there were duplicate gates .at the other end.
At about 6 pm. we rolled into a
town. Tenan by name (I am not
sure of the spelling' where a Jap
sentry halts us and an interpreter
climbs aboard to direct as. to the
Jap headquarters. When passing
Jap sentries they really snap to attention and -come up to present
arms. ahen we rolled into Jsap
Wildquarters there are about 10 or
WJap officers SITTING at attention. We come through the gate
and one of the Officers yells HOP
JaLas LUMP uP,
give us a snappy salute — we
NEVER RETURN THE SALUTES
- our two officers pile off the truck
afid go inside — in,a short time a
Jap, army captain comes out and
asks me to come in. so I tell the
guys to fall off the truck and we
form into a column of ducks - -.411
two's) and march in at cling arms,
wearing steel helmets. stern faced.
tough and business like, no smiles
—they offer us Sake Irice wine).
There were quite a faw Jap interpreters, so things finally were
straightened out and we boarded
the truck again and headed for the
little town of "On Yang" which is
in the district of Osan. We came in
about 7:30 pm. Monday, people
lined up and cheering and waving
.
Is we went by.. .
We pulled up to this Hot Springs
Hotel, unload our rations and gear.
When we entered the hotel we took
off pur boota_and put on straw slippers—they carried everything we
had to the section of
‘the hotel (the

VICE, with a smile! Two inch
straw mats on the floor—sliding
paper-covered wood frame panels
everywhere instead of doors—modern plumbing—low tables not a foot
off the floor—flat pillows to sit on,
and in the closet about 20 comforts
and quilts and a sort
mattreaa
supposedly to put on the floor to
sleep on, but we (Jim Shaffner and
11 made thick mattresses with a
couple of them for our cots.
Our assignment here is to watch
the Japs and Koreans—just observe and turn in reports to G-3.
Tuesday morning we dressed in
sun tans, steel helmets, rifle belts
and M-1's, and went down. first
putting on our boots at the door;
went out in groupa api three to
cover the town. Trre civilians,
especially the kids, crowded around
and followed us everywhere. The
Jap soldiers gave us very snappy
salutes. We located the post office,
the city hall, the electric plant. police headquarters, Jap barracks and
reported in at noon.
Lieutenants Ruff and Zeetinger
had returned from Tenan by this
tiine, a town seven miles east—they
had a Jap sedan command car—I
felt like staying in at noon but had
to go out again',-found two bakeries. railway station and other-buildings. This town has about 15.000
people. In our search we stumbled
onto something interesting; walked
behind a hotel used as a Jap barracks, and guess what? Jap offi:
cers selling horses, strictly against
orders! With us we had a Korean.
Captain of the Home Guard, to act
as interpreter—we asked him what
was going on as if we didn't know
—"Selling horses" he says--- then
they really started snapping to attention-,-the Korean civilian buyers beat it and the soldiers retired
a little—we leaked them over, noting and remembering faces, number of horses, conditions, etc., and
went back to report.
When we got back to the hotel
we found baskets of fruit sent in
by grateful Koreans.
The first night we were here 19
had served to us a five-course Jap
meal, consisting of meat, onions,
soup, bamboo sproataa rnelara beans,
curd, tea, etc., but we -did not like
the food very well-awe really prefer our rations—we pull an hour's
aquad duty each night in the halls
of the hotel.
We took off for Tenzin an Wednesday morning, the 'two lieuten-us--cioia&Amed
ahts
and rilYseIf iiithe -Sedan staff
us two and three Men to a room__ car with two Jap chauffeurs and a
la ally super.
footman; a Japanese captain and
'Amt - Moto.—the J'ap —Interpreter
Mare !text/eller.
Your loving G. I. d
pooungahld.ol t son: When•wiaarrived, Joe Smith. my assistant, and Joze took off for Caly•
pso Fittt Battalion with reports anci
September 23, in On Yang. messages toae forwarded to G.-3.
through Army thahriersa The other
District Of asanaKoiea.

guys took off for the uptown section of Tenan and the two lieutenants had a confab with the civilian
authorities with your "doggie" son
sittink in wearing steel helmet, rifle
belt. M-1, looking very Stern and
serious again. This lasted all morning. At noon the guys came back
_

(wig

and had a meal of good rations, and
the two lieutenants and I took Off
for a meal with the Jap major, who
is the Adjutant to the Jap Ceneral
In this section. There was a sergeant-major present, acting as interpretor. The major asked my
(Continued on Page 6)
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Heartiest Yule,
tide Greetings to
all our friends.
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Bible
1:00
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On this happy day

v-

when hearts beat fast with all the

express to one and all our sincere thanks for your

9:30
Hay
10.45
7:30
7:00

patronage and kind co-operation in the past --our

2.00

toys that come only in this Yuletide season we want

,ng the holly high in (lay Window! Trim the tree and place the inistletoe
h hCraail kilt 12ring

to extend our sincere wishes for all good things and

the molt cheer to et eryone. Vir this is the Chrittinat season

4

and coo' hearts are lighter than they u ere a Chsistmai ago.
To or many friend( it c fay,

c Ic n'u

hope to serve you better than ever in the future.
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Robert E. Jarman, Minister
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MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sixth and Maple Streets
Harold Watson, Minister

0:45 A.M. Church School, W. B.
Moser, Supt. ClasLa's for
Bible School at 9:45 a.m.
all age groups.. Come
Worship with communion at
and bring every member 10:50 'a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
of the family.
Layton L. Hall. Evansville, Ind.,
10:55 A.M. Morning Warship Ser. Lwill preach at both morning and
vices, sermon by the...evening hours.
minister with special
Wednesday: Song practice and
music under the direc- music study at 6:30; prayer meettion of Mr. Merle Kesler. ing at 7:00 with classes for all
6:30 P.M. Christian Youth Fellow- ages.
Ship under the adult
Yon are invited to all services.
supervision of Mrs. John
Reaves, our, student diBETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
rector.
1Marshall County)
5:Q.0 P.M.
Afternoon Vespers.
• J. H. Thurman. Pastor
Worship, special music,
and message each SunFirst Sunday ,2:00 p.m. Sunday
day afternoon.
School,. Paul Newton, Superintend7 30 P. M. Wednesday Evening ent. Preaching at 3:00 p.m.
Fellowship and Study
Third Sunday. Sunday School It
• hoer.
topo am. Prtarhing at 11:00 a.m.
•
You are cordially invited to avail and-6:30 p.m.
Yourselves to all the ministries of
You will find a
,ar church.
aAK GROVE. BAPTIST.
friendly welcome among our ChrisCHURCH .
tian peoples.
•
S'etrind Sunday, 10:00 a.m. SunFIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH day Fietiool, Jas. II. Foster, SuperSamuel C. McKee, Pastor
intundent. Preaching at 11:00 a.m.
.-id-Saturday before at 2:00 p.m.
al
9 45 a.m. Sunday School
Fourth Sunday, Sunday School
0.00 a m, Miss Ella Weihing's at 10700 a.m. Preaching at 11:00
Bible Class for College Students
1:00 am. Worship Service
Sermon by the pastor
ALMO CIRCUIT
4:30 p.m. Senior High Fellowship
L. R. Putnam. Pastor
6:45 p.m. Westminster Fellowship
ednesday. 8:00 p.m. Mid-Week
First SUnday-Tempie Hill. SunPrayer Meeting
--a- -- .day School-10a0 o'clock -each
41 church services 11.00 and InFIRST METHODIST. CHURCH dependence 2:45.
T. H. Mullins, Jr., Mlitrister;,
ESPond 'Strnday--Itussells'ChapeL
Sunday School 2:30 p.m. each Sun965 a.m. .Sunday &Mont.-- .
day;-rhureh services, 11:00 a.m.
10:50 a.m. Morning Worship
TIO'rel Sunday-Brooks Chapel.
5:30 p.m. Youth Choir Rehearsal Sunday.. School 10:15 each Sunday;
1:00 p.m. Methodist Vouth„-FelleTw- chureh services 11 a.m.
ship
Fourth Sunday - Temple Hill.
7:00 p.m. Evening Worship
.
Church services .1100 am. Bethel
° 7:30 p_rn.
Wednesday, Prayer --Sunday Sehool,11:00 each-SanMeeting
day" and church services 2:45 Pint
6:30 p.m. College Vespgrs
Max B. Hurt - Chairman Board -a ' HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
Stewards
H. F. Paschall. Pastor
E. B. Howton. Superintendcnt of
•
Sunday Schaol
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each
Van 11 Valentine, Secretary of Sunday. Sunday School SuperinSunday School
tendent, Paul Dailey.
Miss Lula Clayton Beale, MYF
Morning Worship at 11 am on
Counselor
High School
second and fourth Sundays each
Mrs. W. F. Jeffrey, Intermediate month_
MYF Counselor
Evening Service at 7:45 on sccMrs. - Robt. Smith, Junior MYF gad
Sundays.
Counselor
Training Unions each Sunday at

-

630 p.m. Layman White, director.
HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST
W.M.U.. G.A., R.A. meets on
CHURCH
Wednesday following second and
A. G. Childers, Pastor
fourth Sundays.
-- -South Pleasant Grove
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School at 10.00 a.m. Hub
Rev. W. B. Cone. Pastor
Erwin, superintendent.
----- •
Worship &A-vice at 11.00 a.m.,
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m. each
first and third Sundays. ,
Sunday. Allen Wells, superintendent.
Hazel Church
Morning Worship at 11:00 a.m
Sunday School at 10 a,ria.. James
each Sunday.
E. Underwood, superintendent.
Training Union al 6:00 p.m. each
Worship Service at 11:00 amt..
second SundLy. and at 7:00 p.m. Sunday. Alffed Williams, director.
,Evening Worship at :00 p.m.
second and fourth Sundays. •
each Sunday.
Youth Fellowship at 6:00 p.m.
W. M.U. Meets every second and
Masons Chapel
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m., first fourth Wednesday at. 2:00 pm.
B.A.'s. G.A. s, and Sunbeams meet
third and.i'fourth Sundays, and et
2:00 pm. second Sunday. Willie on second and fottrth Wednesday
nights.
Craig. superintendent.
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m.,
SUGAR (REEK t HUR(11
fourth Sunday, and at -3!00 pm,
Baron Richerson. Pastor
second Sunday.
-L-

cre‘we,

Miss Pottle Small, Church Sec..
Miss Dorothy Brizendine. Student
' Secretary. Phone 75
Dewey Ragsdale, Sunday School
Superintendent
Ronald Churchill. T. U. Director
Wm Eugene Shipley, WMU Pres.
Morning
__ 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning worship
;
Evening
6:15 p.m.
Training. Union
7:30
Evening worship.
7:36. p.m.
Prayer •rpeeting. Wed..

1,
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Preaching every Sunday morning at 11:00 o'clock and on Sundt*, night at 7:30 'O'clock.
Robert Owen is superintendent
of Sunday School held every Sunday at 10:00 o'clock.
B.T.U. every sunnay mem' at
610, Clifton MeNeely director, and
•
preaching following 11,711.
Prayer meeting eyety Wednesday
night at 7:00 yclock.
W.M.S. 3peets on Thursday at
acier the first and third
1:30
Sunday each month.- MURRAY CIRCUIT
C. A. Riggs. Pastor

Sunday-Goshen 11 a.m.;
BAPTIST CHURCH First
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
II. A. Weft. Pastor
Second, Sunday-Martins Chapel
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.
9:30 am—Sunday School. Odell
Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
Third
•
superintendent.
Hawes,
Goshen 3 p.m.
worship
a.m.-L.-Morning
10:45
Fourth Sunday-Sulpher Sin trigs
7:30 p.m .-Evening worship
9:45 a.m ; New Hope 11:00 a.m.;
Meetings
7:00 p.m.-Group
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
Tuesday
Fifth Sunday - Sulpher Springs
2:00 p.m—W.51..S at the Church
11 am.•
Wednesday
--7:30 p.m.-Mid-Week Prayer SerSINKING SPRING BAPTIST
vice and Bible Study
CJIURCII
9:00 p.m. -Teachers and Officers
M M. Hampton, pastor
sMeeting
.10:00 am. Sunday School. SylvesKIRKSEN CIRCUIT
ter Paschall, superintendent.
H. p. Blankenship, Pastor
11:00 a.m. Preaching Service
8:00 p.m. 11.T.U. L. D. Warren.
First Sunday-Kirksey 11 am.:
director.
Cole's Camp Groutd 3 pm.; Mt.
' 9:00 p.m. Preaching Service
Hebron 6..30 pm!' Everyone cordially Invited to
Seond Sunday - Coldwater 11
attend all services.
a.m.; Mt. Carmel 6:30 p.m.
-Third Sunday-Mt. Hebron 11
St. Leo's Catholic church
a.m.: Kirksey 13:30 pm.
North Twelfth Street
Fourth Sunday -Mt. Carnicl 11
-----a.m.: Cole's Carhp Ground 3 p.m.;
Services are held oath Sunday
Coldwater 6:30 pm.
follows:
There Is Church School at each as
third, and fifth Sundays
of these -churches at 10 bin. ever; 'First,o'clock, second and fourth
10
it
apis
attendance
Your
Sunday.
Sundays at 8 o'clock.
preciated.
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This space is a contribution to A tnerica's all-out was- effort by the following reputable and progressive Murray businesses:
Berry Insurance Agency
A. B. Beale & Son
Boatwright & Company
Bank' of Murray
Blue Bird Cafe
Boone Laundry and Cleaners
Corn-Austin Company
Crass Furniture Company
Calloway County Lumber Company
J:H. Churchill Funeral Home
Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
Economy Grocery

0.:LOOPY

Farmer & Gibbs Dress Shop
Freazee, Melugin & Holton Ins. Agc'y..
Gladys Scott's Dress Shop
Growers Loose Leaf Floor JACK 'ARMER, Mgr.
Hendon's Texaco Station
Johnson Appliance Company.
Love's Studio
Littleton's
Murray Consumers Coal and Ice Co.
Murray Lumber Company
Murray Paint & Wallpaper Company
Murray Fashion Shoppe

Murray Hatchery
National Hotel
National Stores
Parker Seed Store
Peoples Savings Bank
Rudy's Restaurant
Shroat Brothers Meat Market
Stokes-Billington Motor Company
Superior'Laundry and Cleaners
J. T. Taylor Seed and Implement Co.
Varsity Theater
Western Kentucky Stages
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I
The portable dwelling units that the homes are equipped with basthe lieutenants
Donald.
mile inati
ide to Te
1 Japan didn't stand a chance against
• -*rent into Jap headquarters and we;
I thousands of American kids like me:'
have arrived were acquired from ic furniture--coal stove, a table
pictures
I
get
the
town
to
September 29. in On Xing.
went into
II think the major believed me. ha. I
the Federal Public Housing Au-......and chairs, an ice box, electric hot
iContinued from Page 41.1
Osan District, Korea.
which I will send you--we got back !
ha. ha
thority.. They are of two sizes, 13 water heater, shower bath, ekestarted fixing
at
!Land
the
title's
.
We
were
eating
apples:
and
drink- DearMom:•
an the 'sergeant major said int tea •darn good,
tett by 25 feet and 13 feet by 33 triti hot plate, built-in eh:pets and
chow-I've got a swell squad--Coss
Wednesday
hotel
We
got
to
our
this
too)
while
panesci
I
-Goon-so- •sergeant in
the chickens
Teet.. Constructed of plyboard in- cabinets, v.iting for electricity, and
was going on
Then at 4:15---dived into. the hot springs by and Duke dressed
they have no Staff sergeant rating conversation
Kamplin.took
care
WASHINGTON -- Rep. Gregoi y
bat
-came out and dressed 'and and tried them we
Side and out and well insulated, plumbing facilities.
• .
•• got to showing them our pic- were informed a party was being of the„apple pies and Joze cooked said recently he has been inin the Japanese army.
in our wallets. Those Saps
What a meal that Wei! ohlow ta-1 were ainazed at the Kodachrierne given for . US - be -the Koreans. so. the carrots.- fried the spuds and formed unofficially . 4Init
CarriP
-tiles with Saki. Jap. beer and whis- !colors and kept saying how beauti- off to a party! 'They had dancing made the gravy-the hotel kitchen
Six homes for veterans have arkey --three or four kinds of meat.Iful they were, especially noting girls, native danees. with drum ac- fierce was speechless. just stood and Campbell. near' HopkInsville.
.1O.Cluding two roast chickens with ' the one of yon in the red dress with companiment-sounded like Bel- watched open-mouthed --- we ate will becom. a permanent Army in- rived on the campus of Murray
food stallation.
anions - bamboo sprouts.- salad, the parasol looks like their styles). gian
Congo - refreshments,
of about 2:30 p m.-was that
State College where they were
sesteo pieces or
sauces, lots of stuff I didn't taste The meal lasted fur two boors and course--I forgot to say that after Vver g
Man!
titan
oh:
that
chicken,
Gregory said the peacetime size trucked, from Charleston. Ind to
and OF COURSE RICE! e` After then we talked for another hour on the lunch with the major I was able
lunch we sat and talked I through almost every subject. They were to handle the chop sucks very -well. 1 We went up town, then to the , of the cairn), which now Includes house student war veterans and
the interpreters.). The major was surprised at our equipment. too.
As everywhere we go, we had to , music store and listened to some 110.000 acres, will be iieteirnined their families, Dr. Ralph H. Woods,.
surprised to know that I was only Their helmets and liners are- made take off out-boots and put on the 'good American records. classical!
preset lie announced last wtek.
19 years of age and Goon-so .ha of soy beans. My semi-automatic straw slipper:: edam comforteblea, I.
l and popular- we tried to buy some-,!after a decision on dieellize of tht
Forty-four more are to be sent
bat--the Jap army sergeants carry tifle. holding eight rounds and We got back to the hotel at 10:30, - of the records, as we have a Vic- peacetime army.
swords, rate a salute, really hot breaking drawn by ,hand without Thursday morning picked
our rtrola. but would they sell them?
The camp, built shortly before here.
stuff. In answer to the major's tools they thought was tops.
patches which we had left at one,' lato. they would lend them to us;
.
the
war. has a 65.000-man capaciPresident Woods said a Veterans'
questions as to my age and experThe Japanese are so very pa- of the best shops for repairs and but we thanked them and said no.
ience. Lieutenant puff says: ''Young lite! They will ask you a ques- cleaning up. I had a new stem put
This evening the Jap captain gave ty and was used as a training.cen- Guidance*Center had ben estabin years. Major, but VERY ma- tion a dozen different ways at a in mine and cleaned and it ettst 5 me a doll's 'suit of armor. Jap ter for armored divisions. Its fa- lished in the College auditorium
tureAe mind!" Then added: "He dozen different times to get the de- yen. ONLY 35c. imagine it? Some Knight style-the guys went to an- cilitiea include 'a $19.000.000 hos- with 0. Ae‘Adams. Wickliffe, in
we
the Silver Star for gallantry sired answer - at evading your of the guys accepted invitations to other party, but I stayed here to
charge. Among other innovations
in combat and the Purple Heart. questions they are right on the lunch in private homes-they report write to you. Mom. I'm taking pital.
announced here,, byDr. Woods for
as well as other ribbons of opera- 'ball. Some fdn
That' dinner was very nice.
Cosby and Duke and glens. to
bons etc
That lieutenant really just a battle of wee. We really got - This is really a setup. Mom? soft, Kyongsone tomorrow . in a- Jap
the returning vet,rans and other
spread it on' The Jap major was a bang out of these Japs.
easy life, quite a change from com- truck--it' will be an all-day trip,
Cecil Houston. 502 South Sixth. students are short term Courses,
much impressed, the lieutenant . To be continued in next letter.
bat duty on Okinawa-- everything 83 m/es'awav. We will come back
11.M. Lamb, 315 North Sixteenth. cooperative training part-time in
told, him in so many words that
Your grateful. aid loving G I done for us, everything free, even Monday night We are going to
our haircuts, to say nethinif of the get rations, the mail and a radio.
W. -B. Cone. 300 South Fifth.
School and parfOntle on the jobl,
laundry. pressing, cleaning. and
No' More today: will. wrtte you
sties:fat "review" classes, a new
Divelbiss, 1001 Olive. •
over each from Kyongsong if I have time.
they practically . fall
Bert Williams. 209 North Fourth. t sting progrden to determine the
other in the hotel- to see that we Your eteriaally
toying, gravel.
Brent Manning, West Main.
are comfortable and have what we noundin,•son only now _l_ride in
educational status of entrants.
/
vt.
tea8t.
t he -Tap COMMAND car t.
Friday morning we went back to
Donald.
where they were selling the horses
•••••1-t•••
Pit's
f
.thael..told you._ about-hi enietheriel- • e
te_re in compeny wstive-Lieut Zettinger-we got the '-.Japs •hot•
.'
they were really in aedither! LieuZettinger says, "Sergeant, do Listed_ below are people who
tenant
,
? yeur etuff "-I would walk tip tel have become residents of Murray,
You can give your son no more useful nor lasting gift
the guards. grad their rities, jerk or have returned to this communithan a Woodmen Educational Endowment pr Success
open the bolt. check to see, that
having lived elsewhere.
They had no emmunition, sometimes ty after
Builder life insurance certificate that will prtvide funds
point to a supposed rust spot or We welcome them to' our midst:
for his college or vocational !raining, or. assure him
'damage orLthe barrel of the guns,
Keys Farris, 507 North Fourth,
ha. ha. ha.lia.-a staff ,sergeant and
lifelong financial security.
Gail Cordey. Sycamore street,
privates getting lieutenants. CapJessie .1. Roberts. 108 North
tains and non-corns in the Jap arFrom age 8 to 16. he also will enjoy taLing part in
my lumpy. what a joke. Do we Tenth street.
Boys of Woodcraft activities, then will graduate to the
ever have a field claw?.
G. E. Dillingham. West Highway.
- adult Woodxnen Camp to continue benefitting from the
Afterward the six of us went into.
Claud Darnell. West Highway.
On Yang's principal store to buy
lessons of love, loyalty and good citizenship the WoodSee
(Pier ktnra .to
MaAS
dolls-we talked, pointed, gesticuA. J Kipp Chestnut street.
man ritual teaches. He also will receive lifelong ben
lated. argued. all to no avail-they
B. H. Carnett. South Thirteenth.
//st4. flay 1/611 enjoyreA tisdra4
not sell us-insteadegave us
cuts and pleasure from the lasting friendships for.med.
.Velda flue? 904 Main.
*each a doll
among his fellow Woodmen.
e More in the next letter. Your
Leonard Wood, Coldwater'llned.
lo
-dog-face" son,
edeeply
Chackwick,a02 Main. .
Call the local Woodmen repressatotise. Let
—
Dooe1.1.
Mrs. H. E. Pentecost, 1101 filpin.
•
him tell you about the Educational EndowWrs. %Ler, Raipier..Harrison Apre
September 30. On .1;png.
ment. Success Builder, or other types of
Osan Dietrict
Otis Jainson. 1113 Olive,
at Tucker Real Etitate bind Insurance Office
Woodmen insurance certificates that will
Dear Mom:
Today's activities began this way: Lloyd Beane, North Sixth. •
give your son these mqpy valuable, lifeWilson Styles. St3 Soeth Fourth.
Located on
.
We- climb into the sedan at 7:k
long benefits.
.man, what a tough life') for a 7F C. LitiletOn. 1007 Poplar.
West
Main
Street
ii
i
iPeoples
Savings
Bank
•
Warrick Wilson:Sycamore Street:
_BENTON ROAD__
SEED
G SeratViii.
'StreTtb.-—
TELF:141ONF: 122
COMPANY D L. Snyder. 313 North •Sixth,
Dreane F Buxton. Elm street. •
--Buyers and Sellers—
Vernon -• F. Curd, 304 South 1111111•1••
OMAHA. NEBRASKA'
ALL KINDS OF
Fourth.
001 ASSETS EXCEED WO 000 000
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
Glinn Cherie.. West Poplar.
Buford Hurt", District Manager Phone 42 Hazel. Kentucky
•
J C Trees, Sycamore.
S-SGT.

Gregory Hears'Camp
Campbell Will PPost
Permanent
,.:

McKAY WRITES

First Of Homes
For Vets Reach
Murray College

. rt..v.„

A Lifelong Christniits Gift

..
New - Resaents

It you are interested in

ekt 4

I

INSURANCE

4\

AMERICAN

Consisting of

I

0
---41A-14Aialteaf

CHRISTMAS

Fire, Life and-Automobile

BEN THURMON11

'

Stranak's Wheel Alignment and
Body Shop
At Munday GaYage

WOODMEN 4:i WORLD
Lite Insurance Society .
e

•

Arthur Hargis. Pottertown
Glin Jeffrey. Murray
Fred Paschall, Lynn Grove
W C Robinson, Dexter

Lawson R. Sanders. Kirksey
O B. Turnbow, Hazel
H E. Wilson. Newberg
W. C. Falwell. Brandon

Listen to The Silver lining" at 140 P. M.
Sundaysover Station WLBJ, Dimling Green

PARKER

—V' •

I

We Are Headquarters
J M Lassiter, 505 Poplar,
for Seed Cleaning
E McReynolds. 300 Elm,
H D Cothran. South Broad.
•
G N Reeder, 106 South Tenth,
NEW LOCATION
Harold Kilgore. Elm street.
Across Street From Murray
Ivy Culver. Poplar. street
Stockyards
:Mts. Graham Rogers. 605 Poplar
Telephone 66.5

1ft

SEA5LIVS

for the

Vutetibe
ca5on

•

The time of the year when bells ring
out the

Rladspme

tidings in our hearts —

Ike time of the year when the Star
a-top the. Christmas tree shines bright!y,

S 11 E-E.TI.N
9
•

reflecting in its brilliance the memory of
good things in the past —'better things

44
1
/

IMP NOW.

"
1
.11011

1••••••••:•
44.11,..

410

40

16110
OWN.

to come Our sincerest wish for the
best to all of you on 'Christmas Day.

Our hearts are full of gratefulness to all our friendly"customers who have been
so understanding during wartirne limitations in service and merchandise. Thanks
to you! A Merry Christmas to you! And we will try fg do our best for you always!

Murray Paint & Wallpaper'Co.

•

Littleton's
4

•

e

•

A
•.

•
^
•

•

•

-4

•

), 1945
-•

vith base table
vtric hot
th, elecpets and
city, and

"A letter from home" to those here and far
away -from friends in Calloway County - A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

:Blood River News
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bi! NIKfg. VILI.AGE

You'll Be Home For
. Christmas, If Only
In Our Dreams
•

Wishing. a Merry Christmas to
the "ledger ez. Times staff and a
.• very.Happy New Year!
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Dick and son
Herbert James ,and Mr. and Mrs.
Guy
Hutson narrowly
escaped
serious injuries in a car wreck '
near Murray a few days past. The
Dick car was demolished when
three approaching cars attempted
to pass.
Pfc. Mason McClure surprised
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Odia McClure, by arriving from overseas
_with a-discharge Friday.

10

Cpl. Garvis
ilsen has arrived
• at New York from overseas and
talked to his mother. Mrs. Bertron
Willis of Highland Park, Mich.
Pvt J. C. Williams has arrived
from overseas. Hie' parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Errette Williams, reside
near -Macedonia.
..'.Holiday -greetings to au the -correspondents. and readers of this
wonderful weekly paper.
--Ole Maid
.
Use our ciasauteo
get the business,

eas-Vbel

SECTION THREE - SIX PAGES

-num
Navy Speeds Return of
Mew For Christmas

MURRAY STATE
ASKS FOR BIG
FUND INCREASE'
college Must Expand,

WASHINGTON-The Navy relaxed its rules last week with
the intention of speeding ep re.
• Service turn of men and women home felDedicated to the, Boys In
Christmas,
By MARY E. STEWART
EffeCtive Dm. 10, the Navy said.
You'll be Home for Christmas, If men and women . on duty within
Only in Our Dreams
.
the United States continental limits
Outside the earth is covered with who will become eligible for sepsame
the
old moon aration on or before December 31
snow and
beanie
may be released immediately.
Down on this world tonight, as it
Thc authority includes personnel
The legislative council was askdid years ago,
serving on ships now in United
ed last week to recommend more
Whee you were just a elittle lad States- ports.
money for Murray State college
and no sorrows did we know..
and the teachers' retirement syseyes, your'e with us still it
tem.
We'll dream again this Christmas.
seems,
dear, as we did in the years And you'll be Home for Christmas, . Murray wants $381.000 a year, an
increase of $102,300 and the teach
gone by,
dear, if -Only in Our Dreams,
ers' retirement _fund wants $1,,e70,When you would say. ;Wow I lay",
and Mother sang a lullabye.
The Star of Bethlehem did shine. 000 each of the next two years, a
boost of $347,000.
Then you would dream of Santa
in the long, long ago
Claus with his sleigh and all And guided the Wise Men to
A plea for Kentucky to profit by
"his toes, ,
where Jesus lay with His Mother the wealth that lies in its valuable
And how he'd fill the stockings for
clay deposits was made by Presiwho loved Him so.
good little girls and boys.
Well ,that same Jesus this' Christ- dent Ralph H. Woods.s
mas. dear, will bridge the disHP told the state legislative
Oh, how quickly, dear, the years
tance between
couneil. the college must expand
and tonight our So that Yew'''. be Home for to meet . postwar demands and ophe's:
tenets are sad
Ore, in
Christmas, if
Our portunities, and predicted an enBecause we're separated from our
Dreams.
•_
rollment of 1.000 to 1,200 regular
•
g:toren-up little lad.
students next year, in contrast to
Yet, when we sit and close our
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
584 this fall.

Woods Says; Cites
Big Clay Deposits

Dr. Woods Arranges For Officials
To Aid Vets Prepare Their Programs
To assist War veterans in preparing their applications for governmental aid in their college programs. Murray College officials
will hold conferencee in the thy,
and county superintendents' offices in 23 west Kentucky counties, Dr Ralph H. Woods, Murray,
president, announced this week.

L.-interested in going to college, to
meet with these officials at the
designated places December 17, 18,
19, 20, and 21.
- Conferences- have been aerteritiled
as follows: Owensboro, December
17, - from 9-12 and 1-4 o'clock; Henderson, December 18, from 9-12 and
1-4 o'clock: Dixon, DeceMber 17,
President Woods has requested 9-12 o'clock; Calhoun, December
all war veterans -.men and women 17, 1-4 o'clock; Central City, December 18, 9-12 o'clock; Greenville,
December 18, 1-4 o'clock; Russellville, December 19, 9-12 o'clock;
Elkton, December 19, 1-4 o'clock'
Cadiz; 'December 20, 9-12 o'clock.
Hopkinsville. December 17, 9-12
and 1-4 o'clock: Madisonville. December 18. 9-12 and 1-4 o'clock:
Sturgis, December 19. 9-12 o'clock:
Morganfield.
December
19, 1-4
o'clock; Marion. December 20. 9-12
: leglock; Princeton.._11cember_..20.
2-5 o'clock: Eddyville, December 21.
9-12 o'clock; Smithland. December
18, 9-12 o'clock: Benton, December
18. 2-5 o'clock; Paducah, December
18: 9-12 and 1-4 o'clock; Fulton,
December 19. -10-3 o'clock; May.
field....DeeerAlwe -1.9. $.12- and _2-4.
o'clock; Hickman, December 18,
9-12 o'clock; Bardwell, December
18, 2-4 o'clock: LaCenter, December 19.9-12 o'clock; Wictiffe. Desemb.e. 19, 2-4 o'clock: Murray.
tieceinescr 18,' 2-4 o'clock.
Counties included in the service
zete Daviess, Henderson. Webster,
alefeeen, Muhlenburg. Logan, Todd,
Trigg, Christian, Hopkins, Union,
Ciittenden, Caldwell, Lyon, Livin tston Marshall. McCracken, Fietore Graves, Kleiman, Carlisle,
Bia.lard. and Calloway.
.
--College News

ilaticmaiStore_s

i

So luxurious ... so feminine
. . . and just think how
pleased she will be to find
that Santa left her one.
Short or long sleeves in floor
length rayon satin. Solids
or floral patterns in blue,
rose, peach or gray checks.
All sizes.

\

aels.

settee lull( le It li
Ned
waist
*Castle
elastic lefe. Rogefor
*Ilea .......

for
.11

FOR MEN and YOUNG MEN ••
40 reot ii.ed
• . All felt ...ere 4,
leather . les mid rubC 198
ber hot. Br•••• Or
grey 11,* Ito.il• .14 iiP
to
miy en r ob. A so

$298

BOYS
FOR YOUNG
,...

Taw AS. Bon'
Par•e• set W.
slippers with eeeeeid
A fall.se* ol tbeve
Now yellers ,
sweet% and warmly
lined, with leather
solos, terser.. tas.
1 tie 5.

9sc

DRESS SHIRTS
$230

•
•
•

-world
Handsome, m es n' of-the
man feel
shirt that makes the dignitj!
his
his importance in
oxford cloth
VL oven madras or
cotton. It
of sanforized finest
IS. 17.
to please the
A•etber very fine shirtono,
your
70
moet f•sticileut of
.4k411
'141 4,444
41•4 1111
folk.
We* 14 I. 17.

I.

MEN'S TIES

tee

Is erecticiills
Christie. witheiet a tie
Bow ties end
all!
ii• Christielso at
fesir.le-limilds.
Solids as well
9C aid
loud prints

4

49C ta 59C

FOR MEN and BOYS

Frew the teasels,
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size lg.* elestie
lreorth
age es we t• RI
mat
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oo
Ideredrired ret'ayes
sad
tea
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mid

49c

8
Climeo In ali 15
For yisu• little Klee or solid tolort or
blue
glory! Plsk •r
bleak petters.
er snowy deand $298
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ALL WOOL SKIRTS
S3.98
to the notFor the Junior Mina
Perfection in
tneelarge matron.
front
tailoring with pleats in
!tunnel in
and back. All stool black and
bright colors, navy,
bros. It.

▪ • II

MEN'S SHIRTS
AND PANTS...
swpferliod,
Illatehlog duet of
oetWo.
plata tam weave heavy
with
*Soft &RS
'eland
Khaki
de set
who
pants for the see
Ile but welt m•
Ile•
mu,*
as
Net
IWO
Is
pot*/
Valets __$2.22
Shirt _3I-73

Straight from our hearts come I

MEN'S PANTS...
while C314
Heavy weight seeferISMS
1 ,.
1157
cord pants. Dark graY 1•
Warm, dere
Oleatity.
noes miestortable. 29 to 4.
wed

Rash ,.$2
Shirt --$ l

WORK SHIRTS...

BOYS' SMIRTS

gleth. Samforlied gr•Y•
la durable taxi leereief
weer
Wellteasle for

weight settees Is
Weary
brightest plaids for boys or
probes, Is
Okla. Two breast
. . for
Sr INA shIrnalle
•r$108
the seat
sleollY"
bb
Soser! 4 to 14.

$398
.
$349

hope. Here's

CHILDREN'WSLIPIRS • - •

ies:................
.
eif t °r
.
h.,., 1,11
Ail tog "v.', with
Rod.
heads.
Mel
Mee or brown. 3-11.
Ili g-12. 121t3.

all.

........
Sizes 14 to 17
...
Sizes 171h to 19

HANDKERCHIEFS..
MEN'S,..
w 14..); 19c to

•
BOYS' WORK SHIRT . .
envert wear nest really
Floe
dees Wear sod Wear!
work or
foe wheel wear Sr
,
Intoned. Ste II, 12 to 141/2
is Se 17.

FANCIES FOR MISSES - • Reel. blue. Oak
or Multi rehire
f•briers.
'flats. eordurer
or eronbleatlorm
ft
ROI sem.
heels 124.

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
Are Properly Insured
Telephone 601
Office' Over. Dale & Stubblefield

Be Sure You
Int;

$29s

SHIRTS
NEWS ATHLETIC
.is smooth. Ors. Sew,
Teel,
ality eons. belt
'
Su
1••tail style. Fits 413119c
seeereth Se a slave
34 to 46 ------MEN'S BOXER SNORTS.,.
•thletic
I. go with that now
Full elastic waist.
shirt.
waffle
WM*
weave. full eut
$149
sod r•0 le Y•
Rm.. 14•111, L44

49c

5551150
.010r•d retire

MEN'S BELTS ...

72c 80c 99c
440At

98c

CRIB BLANKETS
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orehr•Idoey ••d
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FOR MOM, FOR SP

season's greetings sincere, \

Guymont

BRIEFS ...
GIRLS'amts.

HAWES...

$249_$349

to Christmas happiness for

famous

taverns stYW
Calleree't pal/Aguas le their Boy.
Elastic
Butcher
tel
The coinfort•ble
and Immo shirtpuck
p•ets
lose
w•Ist
blue or
Plait
collar.
tsp. Sesame
S-14.

SLOONIERS

$398 tit98

full of

\\ ,k

51 98

gleve-Ittlag-te........lee
thew
stb*It
ttl.es.Al
thitiria41:itt to
:
e

out ell
brother or oreetheart.
Moe
Gmuinsi
egroor epe•rs, 1.11
skiseekin jell, full plet•
se,
. *Wipe. la Alf..•
fo,
riffs loather eels. • to 12.

EWING WINCHESTER

Guys and gals of all ages like gifts ... and gala gifts that
have the appearance of being given straight from
'heart. It's a year that gifts MUST be useful as
•
goOA-looking. Miiry and do your shopping the
ute because it is too late to do your shopping

PAJAMAS

new
Hurry aid tell
bise•ese they wee t
1001-o
longer.
mush
favorite "Stmt.,
u
•Y yor
5,
style 15 Pose. fro**. wet.
14.
or will. 6 le

FOR DAD

joyous and

MURRAY MACHINE SHOP
LELAND MILLER

Full, swishy skirt for freedom. That adorable huggedin waist line for which all
women aspire! Tie front
large lapel collar, so
against your face.
blue or gold with co
ing design at he
12 to 20.

SW

Keeley; se ed as managing
tor, at The .'rifle Corps Gaz tte.
_
Henry cown farmers are g:owing approxi
ly 75 acres of
certified batb rye, represet tine
trine 12 to 15 r cent of the lotal
state acreage.

the

SEE US tOR ...
• Trailers---------S--Lime Spreaders
• Wagons
• Machinery Repair •
• Machine Work • Welding

RAYON SATIN ROBES CHENILLE ROBES
$995
$695

YORK. N. Y.-Two World
War II
irine Corps,Veteltan.s have
, been e ed to editorial posts onThe A rican Legion Magazine.
They
David Stick. 25. of Elizab• th
City. N. • named as associate ci.
t or.
Jos ph
Keeley.; 38, a native of
Pa.. appointed exWilkea-Be
eceitive
Young .
k served for three
yearF
as robat
cores..spone ent
during wilt
he covered op ra, !tens at P. ii, Leyte and Ok nae

He- requested that the eounten
recommend to rhe -general assembly that Murray's operating asprepriation be made $381,000 lier
for. $50.000 in the second fiseal
years, an increase of $1021100 -a
year. He also asked flil"1110011100
in the two years to erect a science'
and mechanical arts building arid
for $50.000 in the second
year to remodel the administration
building.
•
Murray's average teacher salary
is $2,627 a year, he said, contrasting that with $3,040 pay for teachers colleges in general.

President Woods said "there is a
fringe" of pottery manuttctured
around Murray at present, but
that trained help is needed. The
college, he said, has the equipment
to carry on training, but needs an
Approximately 50 new houses are
additional instructor in ceramics under construction in the town .pt
design.
Murray.

For those lazy, fanciful hours that she has nothing to do but be at peace with the world! One of
these beautiful robes can very easily help her
get into that "off-duty" mood!

Mir*, Named
Logi* Editors '"

LOVE'S STUDIO

The new college president outlined plans for more -teachers in
various departments and additional facilities. Turining to the 'clay
resources, he said TVA. had termed them "the most Valuable clay
deposits in the world."
The clay is used for fine'
pottery and for many% other ilurposes,
he explained, but it is hauled to
Ohio, Indiana, .New Jersey and
Other states to be worked up.
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MEN'S PANTS...
Navy blue heavy "NW ,.rd451
ire y pants li Hew 211 I.
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41349
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Sam Wigglier Bar.iand Mrs. Wal- and tan-yard near Model. He realvflie attractive yea* woman %SAS
.
CALLOWAY
Boy Scouts Lease
ter Bilbrey. of Model and Pinch- ly was the writer's "bane', for he
busing arrested after police found th.
I cheiste anniedietely in
NEWS
voice:
body stuffed., in the vacant spese 96-Acre Site On
nickel were in Murray Saturday. financed several land deals. His
The little place called Pinchnickel son, Joe, married Mess Mary Bar-That is reit true, what you just I beneath the lower drawer uf, a Kentucky Lake
By J. M. Thomusa
I33. Q. B. WILSON
'ehine-closet in a dining '
may be true to name, but it has ley, a sister of the well known
,
I
Most of the people. through here Some people the world cannot beat. J. B Bailee of Paducah. It haa
e bet.
Then. she 'drepped into a.. chair. reom winch Wasi-used
TVA 4, leaeed a group camp
ft•om Stewart County are busy It was the
room
ea O. Wilson has beeli. reelkted
home of the murdered been related that once whe and
sobbing
area of '116 eteeS on the west shore
finishing gathering corn. stiipenng man and
days
16
came
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Grady son Joe .were riding in a farm
Thtdeemuement
of
Comtheseounte AAA
No formal plea was entered and i
CIIELSEA. -*rase- Mrs. Rose
of ritenttick, Late "to .the Four chairman
tobacco and making pork.
wagon, Joe crecked his whip, as
Cherry, some three years age.
"aarlan. 23-leer-old mother of "kid- fJudge John W. McLeod ordered after Mre. Ceram had reported the 'Rivers Council, Boy Scouts at mittee of three members which will
were dont to do,
aonaki Ceram. whose body her held without bail for hearing baby "kidnaped- from his carriage, 'America. with aeadquartr i's a i administer affairs of the AAA farm Lloyd Sills aud wife. Ray Lyons Tommie Vinson of Todd County eld-time drivers whip-popper
took
was found D.cember 14, beneathiDecember 24 and committed her .wleoh she had pieced near e school Paducah..it was anneunced Monday program within Calloway county. and wife from Blue Spring. visit- visited his father Charley Vinson whereupon, the
away his father's cob pipe, leaved Mr. end Mrs. Kennedy Mathes Seturday.
china closet in his parent borne.' to the peychopatic hospital for ob- yi.rd across the street from her by Malcolm O. Little...TVA manthe
roehthers
to
Other
re=elected
ing only the stem in his mouth.
last week.
home.
was heti, on a charge of assaulting seryation.
ager of piopertiee in this are•a.
:many committee are: W. H. PetThe writer missed having his The passing of the name Tishel
last
pork
made
Mathes
Kennedy
her six .
and beating to deathA
s she left the police station for
Police quete d her As saying she
name in bitthday list List week. took atvay two mighty good citiThe leased iirea lees ,along the ry. rice chairman, and C. B. Ittly1
week, it being his second time, the lath,
months old baby.
.
i the Boston Psychopathic Hospital.] had found the baby dead November
at which time he was 70 zens.
northern shore of Jonathan Creek field. third Member. Goebel Robkilled
he'
time
porkthis
seven
and
that
newsmen
told
Carlan
Mrs.
t
reported
she
packbefore
days
24 __four
Chelsea Distriet Court was
years old.
:et:bay:tient adjoining the old route erts and Clych: Phelps' were named
Mr. and Mrs. Lofton Cathey were
Well,
Stewart
ers.
from
he's
couldn't
she
understand
how
Assistant
she
reshe
the child kidnaped-when
'd with spectators as
of U. S. Highway 68 and is _nine as alternate members.
Here is a btgrapelcal sketch so
Stewartville and Murray Moda'aerk Stephen White read the was able to carry out the kidnap turned to her first illoor tenement end a half miles east of Benton.
Chairman Wilson announced re- County, and lives in sight of the full of interest I cannot but peas in
day.
from the third floor apartment of It dell be Wed by more -dem 100 sults of community committeemen writer.
.
learge that Mrs. Carlin -did as;
it on to the L. & T. readers: About
:x. got in deeper and deeper," her mothneen-law where a party
Roy Erwin and family have 90 to
Ault ani beat one Ronald Carlan h°
Scout troops, members of which dee-lions', 'chairman. -eice-chairrnan,
100 years ago a boy came to
urra_y College Students
Stew-in
homes
new
their
to
moved
regular
respectively:
and
member
camp
•iith Maim to murder hint. end by she said. -I am relieved that I se'as in progress.
the
of
many
construct
may
Stewart County
Europe.
from
hear
Hear Or. Wells Speak
from
moved
He
artville.
web sasault and beating dsçi mur- can tell the truth and not tell any
4Roberta
Commuhity
bel
-Go
She was panic-stricken when she
Frank Tieloel by name .and of aU
more lies.
Model. They think they are going foreign correspondence or literaler the s 1 Ronald C,e'se
S. M. Brittian, Goebel Walston.
dittcoverted the baby was 'dead. her
Dr Rainey T. Wells, founder and
"At first I was afraid my folks story continued_, and after an inefCommunity 2--James Parker, to like over here,
ture, it's the only lash& family I former president ef Murray State
\lean
loseneglec
Nlistletoe"Ma
atnhdinkI
wife
and
Futrell
visited
Searkie
Luther Greenfield, Joe Thweatt.
fectual attempt to restore life to
ever heard of Me Green Moore college last week told students at
usytinghm
lds
e.)7.1.a
Community 3-Lowell Palmer, in Stewartville recently. Hg mov- told me he remembered seeing him a chapel meeting that more rethe infant, she returned to the
Messenger of God
band's love as a result of it. a
this
tu
Creek
Ru.shing
ed from
John Cunningham, Clay Marine.
party with a phonograph and sewhen a lad soon after he came sponsibility now rest on President
_ don't care about anything else if cords. •
Community 4-Newell, Doores, ceunty.
•
Some say that the word mistlehare, and one could hardly under- Truman than on any man in the
I can keep that (his love)."
Bazzell, Twyman EdMrs. Flora Thomas 'Visited Mrs stand aim. He owned a large farm world.
Fearing that people wouid say toe comes from the missel thrush, .Howard
I State police had quoted her _as
Alpha Vinson and Mrs. Edith
/the had neglected the child, the a Messenger of the gods who wards.
while
died
!saying that the baby
_Community 5 --W. A. Palmer. Barrett recently.
mother's story went on. she bundl- brought the plant to the earth. AcI she was atterading 4, party et her ed his body into a blue bunting,
A high standing man who is nais very fond of Ben Cain, R. L. Ray,
bird
th...
tually.
upapartment.
Imother-in-law's
Community 6-J. H. Doran. H. S. tive of this county, speaking of the
and secreted it under the china theseberries and is respo-neible for
d Mrs. Carters said she casset.
Wheel a netenbor s child the-wide steeesteutien. _raj-teasing as Rogers, Peel Centel'.
Stewart Counttana who have realmost told her sailor hueband the found the carriage unoccupied on
Comrindiay 7-- V. R. Lassiter, placed others. said. "Thle change
tri•es as a, parasite, it
it dees,
'night he came horns from his'west Nov. 28 Mee Carlan reported him
• -- see
has been- for the better". My!
gain
is'show because of ite huge mass Bill Wrather, Lancie Morris.
'Or" coast Navy etation and it
Community 8 J. D. Rogers, E. what a compliment.
of dense light green foliage.
I almost told police -tie; other night." tkidnuped"
Her husband. James, 28. p Navy
Its Latin name, Phorad- tidron, L. Kuykendall.-Mitchell Story.
e
I • As liv"enteted a pOlice car. she
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nnaFhirists' mate, ree-iiViel' emera eaeaes xee_thees.
thanked Police Chief Charles M. geisc• leave to
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so
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coast tes be with his wife irt the den botela by the -plucking of
added:
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ordealduring this
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never
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that
tteve.around my neck
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three.
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Of Death Of Her
Kidnaped Baby
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"Me... I'm staying
in the Army!
THERE ARE PLENTY
OF REASONS ...
AND HERE THEY ARE:-

'Fir-t. L keep m present gra...
I That means a lot.

7

'Br reenlieing for 3 iiear• I
pick mx aim branch of
r• in the,
Ground or
Service Force.: and can go to an?
-.As theater

I *ft in!. mu-taring-out pay..
3 even
thrintli Fdt reenlisting.

-•ADt

time altt-r 20 'pear. I
U can retire at half pas increasing Year hi year to three-quarter.
toirenaent pat after 30 ear. of
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lo..tinfAqr re011
the Arms-. .31% dependents Pricers..
familt ailossanr e• for'tire full term
he
of ris. aertili.tment. %nd
eligible for (.1 Rill of Hight- hei
it- alien I get out of the arm\

'a s • • ••
PAY PER MONTH
ENLISTED MEN
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CMOs gad laanal Coe
(•) Plus 30'; Ir. -ease I Serve.Overseas br Plus
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Crewe, Parachutist. etc (c)
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Increase in Pay
for Each 3 Year: of Service.
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AN IMPORTANT DATE
FOR MEN IN THE ARMY
MEN new r. Army who reenlist
ill. etasbefog. Fisbruaiy I
:rote in perosen. qr•el• Men lionorabley--drichoisted con reenlist
...dun 20 days alter discharger
.• red. 51.14 of time of 4.0charge yr* o ociesi tle•y reenlist
before February I. 1946

\I i...4. elethee. _patter-.
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an, of 200 skills or trade. in the
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riell hate, 30
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but babies take twice thee
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A NERRY CHRISTMAS
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new in dm ArM5 with at Feast
6 months of service /

The untroubled bush of snow -laden. starlit streets:
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Private . . . . 50.00
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to all our kind friends.
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sacks by members and sold at
public auction by Mr. A. W. Simmons, was given.
Miss Rachel
Rowland discussed room decorations.
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MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor
Tel4phone 247
PENNY HOMEMAKERS MEET
WITH MRS. CROUSE

Padgett with a household shower
Tuesday, December 11.
-After the gifts were opened, refreshments were served to the following:
Mrs. C. C. Youngblood, Mrs. R.
M. Gardner, Mrs. Guy Caldwell,
Mrs- E. . Puckett, Mrs. Elwood
Lents, Mrs. Raymond Lewis, Mrs..
Glen Edwards. Mrs. Noel Melugin,
Mrs. Clevie Ross, Mrs. Weldon
Lyles, Mrs. Hallet Dunn. Mrs. Joe
Dunn, Mrs. Curtis Smith, Mrs.
Harus Starks, Mrs, James- Lassiter, Mrs. Harry Brown. Mrs. E.W.
Conner. Mrs. R. W. Conner, Mrs.
J. G. Thompson, Mrs. A. L. Burkeen, Mrs. Welburn Lovett.
• Mrs. Euclia Darnall, Mrs. Voris
Utley, Mrs. H. I. Hughes, Mrs. J.
K. Hughes, Mes. Bill Hurt, Mrs.
Albert Lee, Mrs. H. A. Smith, Mrs.
A. N. Ddke, Jr., Mrs. W. C. Jones,
Mrs. Brach Canup, Mrs. Dwight.
Pace, and Misses Helen Canup,'
Ruth and Mary Hicks, Betty Jewel
Lyles, Martha Nell Lee, Martha
Frances Miller, Margaret and Mildred Padgett.

Put luck luncheon waS served
at the noon hour to the 14 members present. One new member
was welcomed, Mrs. Luther Greenfield.

After lunch Mrs. Noah Williams
talked on window treatment folThe Penny Homemakers Club lowing which the club sang Christmet Monday, December 17, at the mas Carols and exchanged gifts.
home of Mrs. Austelle Crouse for
The next meeting will be with
an all day meeting.
Mrs. Oliver Lee January 21.
Mrs. John Armstrong presided
The Penny Homemakers donated
and conducted the routine business $10.90 to the rest room fund in adin the absence of ,the president dition to the $26.34 which was
Mrs. D. J. Miller and the vice given through that club by the
president, Mrs. Hugh Waldrop, both Hickory Grove, Coles Camp Ground,
of whom were ill.
and
North
Pleasant Grove
Mrs. H: H. Boggess led the de- churches.
votional. Mrs. D. J. Miller, delegate, and Mrs. Evert Norsworthy, HOUSEHOLD SHOWER FOR
alternate, were named to attend
MR. AND MRS. PADGETT
the State riomernakees meeting.
The report of the sale of the
Mrs. N A. Lawrente compliquilt which was made from feed mented Mr. and Mrs. Tom Stokes

'ere
On-

and
Late
,at
relent
the

•

Those sending gifts were Mrs.
David Inman, Mrs. Huston Pace,
Mrs. /iodic Pace, Mrs. Joe Edwards, Mrs. Lewis Smith, Mrs. Raymond Downing, Mrs. Luther Mathis, D. Y. Dunn, R. W. Padgett, W.
F. Padgett, Mrs. Corbett Tucker,
Mrs. Kelzie Mulield, Mrs. W. G.
Irvan, Mrs. J. R. Starks, Mrs.
Hudson Morris, Mrs_ Virginia Dick,
Mrs. W. L. Y. Chandler, Mrs. Grace
Wilson, Mrs. T. E. Kellow, Mary
Alice Washburn, Jessie Crosby.

M. B. HAYES CIRCLE HAS
CHRISTMAS PARTY

GUY GARDNER HONORED
ON BIRTHDAY

The Mattie Belle Hayes Circle
of the W.S.C.S. held the annual
Christmas party Monday evening
at - the home of Mrs. T. Cr Doran
with Mrs. T. Sledd, Misses Myra
Sage/ell and Kathleen Patterson
as co-hostesses,
The 'home was
decorated throughout in the Yuletide motif.
Miss Frances Sexton presided
over the business session.
Miss
Catherine Purdom was leader of
the Christmas program which she
interspersed with poems appropriate to the season. The scripture
was given by Mrs. Will H. Whitnel with prayer by Miss Purdom,
Mrs. Gingles Wallis led the group
in keinging Christmas carols.
A
vieWn solo, "Silent Night", was
played by Julie Fuqua with piano
accompaniment by Tommie Doran.
Jimmie Doran entertained with a
Christmas reading, and a vocal
Christ
Year
the
duet, "Every
Child", was sung by Miss Lola
Clayton Beale and Mrs. Wallis.
Mrs. John T. hwan read a beautiful Christmas story, "Choirs of
accompamusical
God", with
niment by Mrs. Roy Farmer. A
Christmas tree held gifts for all.
The` hostesses served a Christmas
party plate to members .and two
guests, Mrs. John Robinson of
Bristol, Tenn., and Mrs. Carlos
Jackson of Birmingham, Ala.

LYNN GROVE PTA HOLDS
MEETING DECEMBER 12

•
RUDOLPH-FUTRELL
ANNOUNCEMENT

every One

Miss Mary Rudolph, daughter
el Mr and Mrs. Roy Rudolph of
Murray. became the bride of Cpl
Carl W. Futrell, U.S. Army7sat a
quiet double ring ceremony solemnized Monday afterno7, December 10 at the Margaret Hank
Memorial Cumberland Presbyterian
church. Paducah
Rev T. E. Bright read the marriage eons at 2 o'clock in the presence of the immediate families.
Cpl Futrell is the son of Mr. and
Mrs C. ft_...Zetretl, 1437 Clay street.
Miss Maximal-13°yd was maid of
honor and Kay -Rudolph served as
best man.
The bride wore an Army blue
suit with brown accessories and a
corseete of pink rosebuds
I Mrs. Futrell was graduated from
Murray High School in 1945 and attended Draughon's Basiness college of Paducah.
from
Futrell graduated
Cpl.
Tilghman in 1944 and entered service .the following August. He is
stationed at Fort Knox, Ky.
At present Mrs. Futrell resides
with his parents, but plans.to join
her husband at a later date

of you

MAJOR PROJECT LEADERS
HOLD MEET DECEMBER 5

The Mother's Club of the Murray State College Training School
met in the first grade room Wednesday afternoon to hear children
of the elementary grades present a
Christmas program.
Mrs. E. D. Shipley, chairman,
presided and introduced the rum-

"Window Terdtment" was the
subject of a training meeting for
major project leaders of Homemakers Club held in Murray Wednesday',Decemher 5. -Miss Florine
Hurt, home -furnishings specialist,
University of Kentucky, vve the

Merriest Christmas ever
A

111 nee

BROWNBILT SHOO STORII
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CONSIDER the BENEFITS OFFEItED
By a Reliable Insurance Program

...111.
e••••1111111”

See

•

•

-Vass
111•4

C. L. MILLER, Agent
Mutuapeliefit Life Insurance Co.

••
••••1101•1r.

We bring you our
good wishes for a
happy holiday.

•••••

OFFICE
MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
Home Phone 295-M
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t's here! The most
advanced low-priced
car in Americat
now on display for the
first time in this city!

The Lynn Grove. PTA. met December 12 with Mrs. Bun Crawford in charge
The Christmas program coneisted
of the singing of of carols and appropriate contests. A beautifully
decorated tree had' gifts for every
one
Refreshments were served to 25
members by the fifth grade room
moth:rs.

TO each and

AT TRAINING SCHOOL

tion agent.
o-crt•t
•
ARTS AND CRAFTS MEETS —
1,II.•
WITH MRS. REDDEN
Mrs. C H. Redden was host to •
the Arts and Crafts Club Wednes-1.:;":
day afternoon -at her home on Elm
street.
Routine business- Was conducted. and some handwork was on display.
party plate was
A delicious
served to the members and four
visitors' Mrs. Grace - Jones, Mrs.
Lola Jones, Mrs. Gregg Miller,
and giss Lola Holland.

(

CIRCLE HAS CHRISTMAS PARTY
Mrs. H. Warren, Mrs. Diuguid AT MRS. WINDSOR'S
Warren, Mrs. Raymond Scoggins,
The South Circle of the W.S.C.S.
Mrs. Ray Clark. Mrs. Frances had a Christmas party Monday
Thompson, Mrs. Mary Lee Bogard, afternoon at the home of Mrs. V.
Mrs. Jimmie Thompson, Mrs. Gay- E. Windsor. Christmas devotions
Ion Holt and Kathleen. Miss Glen- added to the festivity of the ocEdwards,
Mrs. Cleft casion, and gifts were exchanged
na Jean
Thompson, Mrs. Rollie Lyles, Mrs. around the Christmas tree. ,
Verlene Lawrence, Miss Kathleen
A party plate was served by the
Lee. Donald Hughes': Mrs. P. J.
Windsor.. Mrs.
hostesses, . Mrs.
Ladd. Mrs. H.
- Trimble, Mrs.
Hugh Houston and Mrs. Luther
Mrs.
Mason
PowGerald Trimble,
.TackSote.ell.
• •
•

go Our Sincerest wishes for the

bers. Pollowing -the program re- lAson which is the second in a
freshments were served from the series of five one"Horne Pick-ups".
home economics room.
The leaders wilergive the lesson at
Guy Gardner was honored with
•• • • •
the December meeting of their
a surprise birthday dinner at his
BUSINESS MEETING HELD
Homemakers Club.
home on Main street December 16.
AT CLUB HOUSE
Those presteit were: Mrs. Howell
When Mr. and Mrs. Gardner reHicks Mrs. J, D. Wall,. East Side
turned from church they found a
The regular monthly- meeting of
Club; Mil: Norris Osby,. Mrs.
number of relatives awaiting them the Woman's Club was held ThinsClarence McDaniel, Liberty; Mrs.
with baskets of picnic delicacies day afternoon at the club hotoe.
Gordon Crouch, Mrs. Palmer Butand gifts for the honored guest:
The president, Mrs. Garnett Jones,
terworth. Lynn Grove; Mrs. Charles
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. dispensed with routine business.
Stubblefield, New Concord; Mrs.
Joe Dunn. Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
FolloWing the business session
Noah Williams, Penny: Mrs. J. A.
Gardner and son Joe, who is home four down stockings were filled
Outland, Pottertown; Mrs. 011ie
on furlough, Miss Kate Gardner, with fruit, candy and gifts to be
Brown, West Murray, and Miss
Pete Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. Clay sent convalescent service men M
Rachel Rowland, home demonstraDarnell and children, Anita and government hospitals. The bright
Emily Clay, Mrs. Myrtle Gardner red stockings were donated by
Reeves and daughter, Nancy. and H. J. Fenton, manager of the MurMr. and Mrs. Guy Gardner.
ray Hosiery Mills and the contents by the Worean's Club.
• • • • •
MOTHERS CLUB MEETS

0
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•

•

We r"annot repeat too often

wish that your Christma.he • MERRY one.

our

ibl11.1. BE AHEAD WITH

Parker's Garage

H. B. BAILEY

South Fourth Street

Telephone 373
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Dr. McDevitt Admitted to
ferred by the American College of
American College Surgeons Surgeons on local physicians. ac----ording to reports* Dr. Hal E
Dr 3 C. McDevitt has beet ad- , Houston

Service Notes

THURSDAY,\DECEMBER 20, 1946

daughter were in Murray Monday. bave returned from
the Mason
Mrs Rachel Wilson was in Paris Hospital.
••••
So tichy.
Mr. J. H. Steele of Murray was
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford
was admitted to the ColBuford Hurt went to Paducah in Hazel Tuesday.
attended the funeral of their sistermitted as a Fellow of the Amerilege in 1941. Dr. Evans Garrett
in-law. Mrs. Tiss:ie Elliott last this week.
can College of Surgeons it was
was admitted in 1943. The Col- !
week.
Mrs. A. H. McLeod and son A.
MRS. A. E. ROANE'S PIANO
announced at the Clinic this week.
!lege has strict requirements as to
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Boyd Phipps, H. Jr., and little Miss Nancy Dawn
STUDENTS IN RECITAL
This is ain unusual honor and
training and experience in its FelPaducah, were Sunday visitors of Wilson, are in Cincinnati visiting
fri.nds of Dr McDevitt congratuMrs. A. E. Roane presented her
I
lows.
Mr.
and
Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow,
her brother, Gaston Wilson and piano pupils in a
late him- on this attainment.
recital in her
Charlie Wils7M, Navy, came In wife.
home December 13 at 3 p.m.
In the history of Murray mediWant Ads cover and discover -a
Sunday from Memphis' with a dia.
Mr. and Mrs, D. N. White were -Misses - Wilma
cine this is the third degree con- multitude of needs
Gray Garner and
charge.
*in .Union City, Tenn., to visit Rev. Patsye
Raspberry served the reMr. and Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford andMrs. K. G. Dunn, 'Sunday. freshments.
Were in' Murray Friday.,
M1-5. 'Dunn, who has been ill for
Those taking part on the proMrs4 Dumas Clanton, who has several months is slowly itnprov-• graqa
were Imogene
Paschall,
been confined to her bed with the jog.
Bennye White. ,Romona Cecil, Ann
fiti, is much better.
Mr. and Mrs. Pink Curd were in Marshall, Sue
Marshall, Sally Ann
Mrs. Noble Wilson was carried Hazel Monday.
Gipson, Piitsye Raspberry and Wilto a Memphis hospital last week
Hurtle Craig and F. Outland were ma Gray Garner,
for treatment.
in Murray gionday.
I Johnnie Owens, who has just reMrs. D. N. White, Miss Maude
Buy that extra War HOW nOWI
!turned from Germany with a dis- Walker and Miss Eva Perry Were
a.
i charge, was in Hazel Monday after- in Murray Monday.
noon.
Miss Evelyn Jones, who has been
. and Mrs. Coleman Hurt were attending school in Bowling Green,
in Paris Monday.
is home with her parents. Mr. and
T-5 JAMES %I. SMITH. Co. "C"
Dr. and Mrs. Burton Love were Mrs. Elmer !ones.
99Sth Engineers Aviation Battalion,
.
Robert L. Paschall is ill.
was drafted January, 1943. He ..e- in Murray Monday.
Mrs. Charlie Armstrong 'and
-ceived his training at Gowen Field,
Mrs. Wilma Ray Dunn and baby
1
••Bleise, Idaho a1
went ov.Irseas
October, I943,r
New Guinea. He
was awatded the Asiatic-Pacitc
ribbon with
attle , stars. He is -married tO tilW4armer Miss Debora
Adams They hare one daughter.
His parents are Mr...and Mrs. E.
E Smith. Harris. Grove. •
. ......._7__

HAZEL NEWS
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"Standard"

"Standard"
20 per cent

HOG FATTENER

LAYING MASH
High in quality but reasonable in price. In pretty print
bags.

mei
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34
Me,
100
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All pigs soon make a hog of
themselves when eating this
feed. A complete feed —
nothing else needed.

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING EVERY DAY
"You Never Pay More At Ross Feed Store"

ROSS FEED COMPANY
North Third Street

Telephone 101

Murray, Ky.

(13ftetings (3ag

Al
4

,

FURCHES JEWELRY STORE

A tnldwestern weekly newspaper
Anyone can play bridge, but
heads Its list of births, man'istels takes a cannibal to throw up
and deaths briefly and to the hand.—Glick
point: "Hatched, matched, and de..
tached."--Parede
Do your Xmas shopping early.

.

as

Christmas Ornaments

id/Ce•ijoa

Yuletide joy to all our •
kind friends
on this gladsome holiday

Menu Orb

TINY TOT SHOP
1 PVT. lilt-It-S
.W. DODD, 2,Sea
'of Mrs A. L
Odd '.,s dratted
"lirarch 1. 1945,1t He .receivei his
7Ffiiiing at Ft. McClellan. Ala., and
'Ft. Ord. Calif before going overseas in September. 1945. A brother: • Deric B:roavri Dodd. was discharged from ate Army. Pvt.
Dodd is „married to the former
Mary Virginia Shroat.• and they
have three suns, Charles. Delmer,
and Ronnie.
'

ENJOY

THE 1-fOlkIDAYS
and then
FORGET YOUR BOOKKEEPING
and TAX WORRIES
•
Next Year
by letting Us Serve you

At Last - Peace on Earth
... good

will towards men. This year we celebrate our Lord's
birthday, we give thanks because He has sent .us the moat
, precious gift of all—Peace. It is in this spirit of World peace
• and friendliness that we wish you the blessings of the Season
—mod h halininr-ss and beatitude in the New Year:

.11•M
4,

MURRAY FASHION SHOPPE

•
"COMPLETE BOOKKEEPING, PAY ROLL and
INCOME TAX SERVICE-

S.

4
6-1-4-11,141.44,
•

J. H. SHACKELFORD & COMPANY
J. H. SHACKLEFORD, Manag.r
FRANCES FARRIS, Secretary
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Hazel.
.1 Ich 31.

1945 „0., 1 :,•_, ,,. , ,.! 1:.:..:.try
nr# 7•P Mc-CR.11...r. 'Ala.

HENDON'S SERVICE STATION
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MERRY CHRISTMAS

tinttea

from all of us to all of you
Ju!1 Id
• 4.
vla ,ky •

esti

is Illielpins us once
in

asain to convey to one and all

the Lr;thteAst.Christavas ever.

our n

May the future be as joyous as our Christmas
4reetings io all or- I, •nd friends.
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LLIS RILWARD • Vol
ions
ARMY HEADQ \AR:
YOKOHAMA. JAP
Leslie H. Ellis. of Mur ay,
—was recently rewarded for ihis
meritorious service during the cstmPaigus ie New Guinea and the
Philippines by Lt. Gen. Robert L.
Lichelberger, commander of the
Eighth Army. Gen. Eichelberget•
awarded both the Air Medal anci
the Bronze Star Medal to Major

s tivicg.

Y.

ir of
this
t

it

Iligajor Ellis received the Air
Medal for completing in excess of
1C4) hours of aerial flight over enemy held territory.
The Bronze

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Star Medal was a reward for his
service in the Field Service Di7
vieient of the Eighth Army Quartermaster Section.
,idajor Ellis received his educalion at Murray Training School,
Murray
State College and the
University
of
Kentucky, from
which he graduated in 1935. After
i.
graduation he served as Assistant County Agricultural Agent
in Paducah until 1940. In 1941 he
became County Agricultural Agent
CARMOPri QRAIIMPI
-for McLean County. He was also
president of the Lions Club in
Calhoun,
H'-. wife and their 9 year old son.
The "Cmniunity School" is part- tive efforts. The results might be
Ltsh.• Ellis, Jr., live in Murray.
ly the r,,
,ult et a -School Butter"'even more amazing.
war whoop, Rea11.7, the newest
A big ttetp—Sebooi boards exthing about it is Vie name. We amine the discritaloatiog factors
would challenge anybody to dis- within your school system. Fairplay more of a community school ness in school administration will
than was cnclucted by Miss Emma help do away with emergency cerKeel at Palestine or Miss Beatrice tificates.
Crisp (Mrs. N. P. Hutson) in her
hool teaching da:.s at the close
.t the !:ist war. The community
.nool is a good movement indeed,
.:.d always was. It brings about
,i1 cooperation which is the es.iCe of democratic living.
Back-stage creel!, for the reed idea in this area is given
achers of Vocational Agriculture
.d Home Economics. They are
o
doubt helping advance the
Advement—and—getting paid for
,t.

DED!CATED TO A BETTER COMMUNTTY mugrAziErPt13%1NTEIDIALL

BUTTE
_

Th. Sedalia game will be Played
December 27 on the Sedalia floor
while the Hazel game will be
played at Murray February 6.

SCHOOL RELATIONSHIP

• Clever. Canine

and a Word of AppreciAion
To all our friends and customers in 41p City of
Murray and Calloway. County and elsewerfre.
We wish to express our sincere thanks and appreciation for the business you have give' us and
the courtesy you have shown us during tle year
1945, and ask a continuation of your patronage for
the year 1946.

Wishing you a very Merry Christmas
and a Fiappy and Successful
New Year
•

MURRAY LAND COMPANY
W. C. Hays 4

Leon Halt-

a` ,\..*

Mdiray High School basketball
games scheduled this week with
Sedalia and Hazel haye been postponed ,according toCoach Preston
Holland. Deep snows and illness
among the students of the schools
necessitated postponement of the
garni:s.

113-Year-Old Man
Dies In Cincinnati

PAGE FIVE
Your chair, your place in the car, this country,
Your footsteps, your smile that was But as I have heard you say so
often,
so tender and sweet
If it took it -you would gladly
give your life
In my dreams I ire you, oh, ..so
To have peace and quite for your
'
4
plain;
"
Ordest dear, I miss yelti so,
loved one.
To awake and find it's all in vain;
Since you went away;
Then how daric_the„.future seems
I wish somehow you could -know
I know you are safe now 'in Jesu,s'
tome;
The grief 'I bear each day.
care,
But Ordest dear, you did your
So sweet be your rest, until I meet
part,
One year ago this Christmas day.
you there someday.
You were unafraid to die fox your
You ,were sailing epon the sea,
country.
A loving and lonely wife
But your sailing 'Wasn't so very
rough for long, because the ship It seems I have given my ,hare to
Olivene Erwin
was torpedoed and sunk;
That was when my darling went
away to a better home.

In Memory
of
Ordest H. Erwin

•

))

You were a soldier brave and tru,
until the end;
Then God saw fit to carry you to
Heaven where you could rest
from this terrible war and
trouble:
You will know no heartache or
pain.
In that beautiful mansion. above,
No more will you know the darkness of night.
Or the sting of a bitter tear.

CINCINATFI, Dec. 15—"Cap"
Wifliam D. Welch, battle scarred
Civil War veteran, whose 113 years
made him the oldest veteran in
Cincinnati and perhaps the oldest
in the nation, died today.
Welch, born of Quaker parents
in Pennsylvania, was wounded
while 'fighting with the Union
Army at Antietam and again at
Gettysburg. His Army discharge, It's been so lonely this past year,
dated May 31. 1865. lists his age at Without you Ordest dear,
that time at 33.
Oh! the vacant spots that are here.

We know a Vocational teacher [
of Agriculture (not in Calloway
county, of course) who gets double
the money of his principal, counting what he get, for promoting
community projects.
The pay
ratio, of course, is much more as
.lated to other teachers of the
hoot. Oh! yes, the extra money
es not come out of the regular
nool budget, but out of a special
Arid, largely Federal tax money.
its tax payers money just
.e same.
How am I doing? seems to be
}Ili' Work is in *a- community the query of this handsome pupil
hool, they say. We know it is of Frances Hartsook, head of an
obedience training school for dogs
tood school. The principal with in New York, Miss Hartaook, who
,s teachers work hard with com- introduced obedience training in
inunity forces to make it good. the Hawaiian Islands before the
,Gouperatavoiy usey--:Age succeed- war, believes in giving her pupils
ing. The remilar school teachers frequent words of praise. It helps
put in extra time after their daily them learn the five basic commands which she says every dog
schedule of classes has been coin- should know to be a well behaVed
;Anted for nothing. They know canine citizen. r
while doing it. of course, that the
Vocational teachers working with
Lh,sned pilot on a Pacific isle :
them are getting extra pay for such "Why do- you look at me so, inservices with traveling expenses. tently?"
It is rcally surprising that we
haven't had more emergency cer- I A bewildered man entered - a
titicates than we have.
ladies' specialty shop. "I want
Why not pay the teacher oLl'a . corselet for my wife," he said.
Readire, 'Rain' and Itrithmetic ex"What bust?" asked the cies*.
tra for their community coopera- I"Nothing. it just wore out."

Our deep appreciation
for your patronage and
panence...oursincerest
wishes for the merriest

Christmas ever.
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the belk peal out their ringit ',.stings to town and country! The Christmas

season is with us; a time to bring joy,ii receive them. To all our friends we extend
the sincerest of good wishes.

Frazee, Mel gin‘& Holton

' Ivarissiarmarplgoillet11010111***••
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...James C. McDaniel, radioman.
third clam, of Murray. now at the
Naval Staging Center. Pearl Harbor. will soon receive his discharge
from the Navy

Otis Hatcher, recently discharged'
from the Navy after serving HI
months in 4tie South Pacific. will
be employed with H. E. Irnkins
again at the S4111e' fob he had when
Walter E. Trevathan, RDM 3-e. he was drafted February, 1944.
Route 5. and Lake R. Hall, CMCM
T-5 Joe R. JImes, Murray, 5I -e. Route I Murray. were dis- Sgt. Mut R. Imes, Almo. T-5 Viccharged from Great Lakes Decent- tor T. Seaford, Route 3. Fknton,
t.er 3
‘vere recent Is discharged.

Welcome Home
t/es.,

J. B. Irvan. Bkr 1-c„ Murray. and
3-e, Murray.
James R. Farris.
are on their way home from Pearl
Harbor.
Sgt. R. C. Sheridan. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jewel Sheridan. Lynn
Grove. received his discharge November 22 from Fort Knox,. Being
in the army 37 months, he spent
I
34 months in the South Pacific.
'illiam 0. Hatcher, SF 3-e. and
Albert A. Poole. SC 2-e, 506 Vine
Street. Murray. were discharged i
t Great Lakes. December 12.
Preston
Ordway.
1404
Maj.
Hughes strmt. has been placed on
terminal leave at Fort Knox. At
the end of this leave he will revert
to an inactive status in the Army.
T-5 James B. Anderson, Route I.
Almo. S-Sgt. Hu;h D. Alexander,
Route 1: T-4 Alvin B. Dunn. 503
Elm street, received discharges at
Fort Knox. _DA-ember 13
Capt. Clarence H. Perry, Air
Corps. bagan his terminal leave D.comber 1 and will revert to inanive status Marc's 4. He was in
7
the training command.
Engene Alton was discharged November 27 and is at home at New
Concord
T-5 Lyle Armstrept Jr., landed
in th, stztes December 7 after
spen6ling a year in Africa. He will
get his discharge
James Leon Smith. SKI' 2-e..husband of bItrst Rubene Smith of 602
. o. on kw.. way h.enee
frem
T-sigt. James W. Brandon. Route
6. Pfc. brie Thompson. Route 2.
and T-5 Willie G. Davis, South
Eleventh street. reccived army discharges at Ft Knox December 11
CENTER
,
NAVAL STAGING
PEARL HARBOR. T 14 -- James E.
Myers, ship's serviceman. third
•
of 'Murray. Ky.. is getting
rt join th..t. ranks of
ready to
civilians, together with thousands
of others going through this basal
demobilization center headed for'
the stal...ss
Lester A. Wilson. 8 1-e, Hazel._
was discharged at Great Lakt s December 3
Lt. William C..Jaeksoss. Murray.'
- been pla..:ed on inazt:ve duty
at the Navy s -paration center in
Eatt4ton. Mass

lams

I

A sleigh full
of our very
best

wishes

MURRAY AUTO PARTS
4.

Heartfelt Wishes

for a'

MERRY CHRISTN1AS

•

Building Blocks

and estend them to you!

CONCRETE
and
CINDER

JAKE DUNN'S SERVICE

/...

STATION

Any quantity.
Deliver

We

ROSS FEED CO.
Ml RR.t, K1
Phone 101
North Third Si.

1

This'Christmas sees the return of so much we have done
without . . . the New Year promises even better things to
come ... And so, when we wish a sincere Merry Ctiristmas
to all our patient and understanding friends, whom we have

•

t
.4‘

c1Ee
6

i4he

ei mit•

Okt ._ 7
(4sitiooted

CHRISTMAS
Bring out all the tinsel and tree trimmings! Sing out
the gayest of Carols! Have Christmas in your heart
and share it with everyone you know!

been privileged to serve during the difficult times we have
witnessed, we do so with the knowledge that in the future
we will be able tit, serve you better than ever before.

WESTIRN KENTUCKY STAGES

FIRESTONE HOME & AUTO SUPPLIES
`""t"
,
"'s

• —L..-

1945

BEN FRANKLIN STORE

There's.,• sonO in our Ihe•rts.as sve
shepherd our happiest thoughts

ECEMBER

M-Sg
Ralph Vernon
in college in February.
a captain in the Navy at Pearl
Kirk, Ft. Running.oil hi way home front t
Frank
Ed
i'st
Harbor for several months.
Pacir
,t home for the holidays.
Lt. O.g.) A. P. Bonner. Jr.. is
home for Christmas for the first
time iii four year, atter lomIngiven
a survivor's leave when he. Ship
became victim to a Jap suicide
plane off Okinawa
His ship. an
L.T.S., was pictured burning in
New York papers. While
Dkinawa, Lt. ij.g a Bonner saW ., good
friend and Murrayan G. W. Gardner. Also a participant in tt,± European Theatre. Bonner is a former Murray State stildent_ Hit is
the son of Mr. anti Mrs A. it Bonner.
Capt. L. D. Furgerson. son of
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Fin gerson
a member of the Officer:, Reserve.
View of the United States Naval Academy at Annapolis. as it was and with his family ha al rived in
In 1854 is shown above as pictured in the October issue of Town & Murray to spend the Chilstrna,
Country magazine in eommemmoration of the one-hundredth annivers Holidays with his parents. Cast
sary of the .establishment of the Academy. View shows the Naval Furgerson has been in sei \ice
Academy and many original Fort Severn buildings in the right fore- four years and spew 21 months
ground.
overseas.
T. 0. Bascom Jr.. son of T. 0
discharge
Sgt._ Treamon D. 3IcCulston is at the hirnae Of hit parents. Mr. Baueu.m. ,les received his
.1com the Navy and is visiting his
was discharged at Ft. Knox De- and Mr& Chris McCuiston. Muria;
.than
father. In the service more.
comber 12 after s.tiving in the Route 5 t
klire.y.4gars, he, was in the Pacific
Field Artillery, in Europe for more
John W. Story Is ai'..hrn
-;
.-•;iirt' for 18 months. He wears,four batthan a year. He has been in ser- his mother. Mrs. Grey. R. Story. tle stars for participation in four
vice three and one-half years. Be Dearbot44.---Mich., afters serving as Major battles. T. 0. Jr. will enroll

Annapolis 100 Years Old

FORT KNOX. Ky.. Dec. 14--Cpl.
Earn M. Beach. Rout€, I. Kirksey;
T-Sgt. John C. Richardson. 564
South 6th. and T-4 Curtis R. Palmer. Murray, have been given discharges from the Army of the
United Suites by Brig. Gen George
D. Wahl, post commander, at the
Separation Center.

P-Chnstmas
(Battings

THURSDAY,

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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